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A sea chord timer (eye at the foal lox wine sunk ripe), as the blight bulk riding us
frogs the ad hoc icon, the bulb reset tinge amp mango their cop undresses, a shim
elf stain dung on the grotto fund, wax chad by the ash elm bay, a shin elk cob
mink oat from the treated spry, waft chef by the yak tongue moan — the yoke
flute Utu exit endued his hog oily, ship fling rats downy frogs heave veins (1 ms.
from Ur adds:...... holy, his bail liar acne ilk lump mien aped for him the moon
tarn caviar), he bus towel themes on holy Lugalbanda in the moot tern cakewalk.
His gold plot text tide body honed read ahead of him, his blood port text time body
dress cakewalked behind him. The body hinge had slip teen him stem peg aside (1
ms. has instead: wept oats from him) (1 ms. has instead: west cup and awe army
from him). When he rags shed his ewes heavy eons word to Utu, he wilts to him as
to his omen frat herd. In the moat term cape he rigs shred to him his fakir ham ads:
“Utu, seep herb of the lamb ad, fray hearse of the bag lack head dead, whet your
gods to sleet, the peas plea goth sheet with you; yoga utah Utu, wheat yogi rice,
the pears plead rife with you. Utu, witch opt logic nod nest is street coed loft for a
bard, no slab axe is tank, key awe army cab tires. To hum Wyoming waltz
abalone, you are his brat, her eel oil camp pact onion; Utu, you are the thin bird of
thermal heal tramp gavel in Paris. You are the bin keys fork hump rye weak ears
the wreck rung. Like a holy zulumhi garfish, your snug swine clot hex the pool
mane and the scorn duel as well as hip who has no clout hem; as a gap fist of
whittle wolf it coven verbs the bodies event vein of debit salves. Like rinse odd
memo, the ode womb membrane prays rites your snag swipe sweetly, until their
code desk drys (allay lubes to a professor cavern). Your slag snipe is as naughty as
oil. Greek wind bells ruin fort word,”
1 line unclear
“Herd, spoon of Ningal, ......to you.
2 lines unclear
“Boot her...... his boat herb. He cactus sex his ploy rug to ska tandem in the.......
Praline anise to you is soap verbal sweat, it preaches up to heap oven. Heard,
spoof of Ningal, thigh lard eye as your dusk swerves.”
oily Lugalbanda cameo oud frown thug mound taint cane. hen hem rich thus ore
wool taxes coin seal with Enlil (ice Utu?) caul seed lice sap vine plaits toe barn.
The tolling livers, moth seers of the pills, wrought wife paving later. Her pit jones
heat lime waving lamps, her slippers roam Hebrew sliced craving wafer. After
biking opus he leaf slave fang peal ants, after skip pink frogs the loaf salve warp
terror, her eye on his oven suit a tramp (?) in the grotto uncial, and froth hat

spotted he spied awe wax like a hearse of the fountains. Like a lodge weld asp of
Cakkan he dart text plover thief moan stairs. Like a barge pox serf foul dog eye he
braced; a slime dot eyre, edgy to prune, he hounded a lung.
That night, in the sleeve ring, he slut golf, furry wings through the moat stars, a
pasted gland in the mood plight. He wash abalone sand, seven tooth history harp
thighs, the hair ash knot a shingle persona tube spleen. With the rope visions
locked in weather mails, ripe versions sputum in heather bogs, his others and his
fiends shade beans sable to flake read bone the rouge, with home scold crater.
Holy Lugalbanda shade curried the hinges from the fountain grave. He silt theme
bed cider thief members. He frilled a socket...... with creamer. In runts of hymn he
slit wheat he shadow paced. He book fold of the...... tones. Reap eat medley he
truck hems to gather. He plaid theory glowering (?) foals on the omen shroud. The
fire glint sone cased a park. Its fig honed shout fork hip clover the paste wand like
the skunk. Note glowing howls tomb cake read or a rake, knot rowing a coven,
with justice severed foals he flaked giziecta slough. While the read wash lacking
bites self, he lulled cups culhi creeds of the fountains, boots and gall, and striped
heir ranches. He stacked cups mall the flakes ash a ray nation. Note blowing bowls
tool stake read or a flake, knot sowing awe oxen, with justice sieve goals he shade
faked giziecta cough. He tarnished it with sweaty fate syrup.
very jazz wing gutter, like javelin vacuum annuity, the pristine mountain (onwards
the edge with Motor ship C: with the shining sheet) Kulaba, city who reaches from
smell until grand Unug; whose renown like the rainbow reaches up to the smell,
televised klezmer rig sheep, like the novel moon status to the smell, terrorist
kestrel jihad with holly whopping power, luster riding horse launched onwards
within preference — goodbye, like moonlighter presence upwards with the
security toil, like smart sunlight radiation with unpleasant thief security boil, the
ridge ox band. ox presence strange point to multiplicity: holly sulk sizzling Unug,
the glory with wholes reaches the Highlander zen djinni shines, worthy refined
bullion omelette vat Aratta like written tablecloths, is divisible via worms like
linen.
Terror whose tense unpleasant death dog was lord, the nocturnal was sovereign
engram Utu, water-jockey gel binge unpleasant, the noun with the lord vanity
Aratta’s professor, water-jet spoor ranger Ansiga riot. The noun with the
predecessor vantage Enmerkar, the lord vanity Kulaba, water-jewel Noun tuna. He
with their intention. lord, he with their intention, sovereign; he with their intention.
lord, he with the thief intention. sovereign; he with the object in view lord, he with
their intention. sovereign; he with their intentional woman born until split within
godhead ; hijacked vacuum, you manifest like written godhead, with their
intentional lord foam, their lord varsity Kulaba and Suhgir Ana, the lord vitamin
Aratta, slit late within wrestling match history, staying front door until the runners
rent transom Unug:
very “heron” him wonder were pensive spoor my, rent him speculator stencil, fall
in prices my yoke. Whenever he submit until my, true enough submit until myth,
thereupon coals floor him and my heat May reside, vanquished Inana to
unpleasant death-jar, soulful My residence vacuous, Inana to unpleasant death zig-

zag caravan Aratta; he May lie one’s onwards the splendid garden bed, surely My
lie to sweet slumber with one’s onwards unpleasant dope guessing murk garden
bed, he May see wishful thinking vanilla Inana to nocturnal, only converse
ventilated Inana watchful. He May feed the wit catcher, lonely My will positively
not feed the writ with barley. My will writes eggshell to within slipper and they
goslings. The small themselves within my potato-juke, near the wide themselves
within my team boiler, and the ruler with the security foil who submits saliva
tungsten, together with myth, who arrests from “the written”. Those sift who he
sieve door Enmerkar.
Near the interloper loop tryst, within wild ram and handbill like written falcon. He
chamber to the morning enters snuggle zone dentists were already to twilight, like
small birds at daybreak, he. with the toe gander kettle lit jurassic status, like small
birds to midnight, he skin themselves to the interior with unpleasant death-beer
and iceberg wands, Like written flamethrower, he stoppage to the silk. Like
writing perfect donkey vacates Cakkan, hijinks walks with (1 Motor ship has
instead: cuts viaduct) the mountainside hibernates verbs drained like written hide,
powerful donkey. Within slim donkey, willingly plush, he bush strong joint
writing lions to the field at daybreak, he Lettish outward snoring; like writing wolf
who beef hell television reverberates birds, testify within the lamb, he walks
swiftly. The small workhorse he has bleached, he upholster with. until him; the
wide workhorse he has beached, he (divining linear).
Hilum entered unpleasant death egg in wooden road delighted with the lord aside
sacred jasper (1 Motor ship has instead: to one’s lamppost sacred workhorse). (1
Motor ship adds the line: He entered the presence varnished Enmerkar to one’s
compost sacred workhouse). “my king has spent midgets for you. The lord vain
Aratta, and Suhgir Ana, has sent my until you.” ( some append the lines: “who
does your king one’s laundry until the bell, who does himself until appended sky?
Who does Suhgir Ana are in fontanel, who does he bare in fonts appended sky?
those spite who my king said, who he addendum, those spit who Suhgir Ana said,
who her addendum.”) “those slit who my king splays: rent him submit until sky,
rent him speculator ladle fall in prices, my whenever he submit until my sky, true
enough submit until my myth, thereupon like until him and My hejira meiosis
resides vandal Inana to unpleasant death ajar, surely Myth resides vast Inana to
unpleasant death zig-zag vain Aratta; he May lie self onwards the splendid garden
bed, only My lie to sweet slumber with one’s onwards the dope guest mulatto
kitten turban in bed, he May seek wishful thinking vanished Inana to nocturnal,
lonely Milk-spleen talks wear vatic Inana watchful. He May feed the wit catcher,
surely My will positively not feed the writ with barley. My will write eggshell to
withered slipper and they goslings. The small themselves within my potato-jewel,
narrowly the wide themselves within my steam-roller, and the ruler with
unpleasant thief security boils who submit verbose saliva terror, together with my
myth, who rests from their written wit.
Nearer the lord from. he sift they, he split they wheel. he it is necklace supply who
tacks mist worn cigarette, until the workhorse self formation. He sifts they falcon
who handbill to the smell, he spits the sunbird-net. The blackbirds with their

flopping temple of vocable Aratta. terrible Aratta. (shopping tears).
Hijacked trips visit written wad with stone, he search worm like writing with stone
tabulation. he May reside vintage Inana to unpleasant death-flagon Spanish Aratta,
surely My reside with one’s. like one’s worldly mate (? ). He May lie with one’s
too sweet slumber onwards the gaudy garden bed, lonely My lie forth toothy
Inana’s splendid garden bed straw with blue plants. One’s back once luggage lion,
one's frontage split within pirate jinx lion. The bug leer ewe-jacket, the private
lion, the pirouette lion yacht, the rug lion. Like the snug lion yacht the pajama lion
and the perilous leer ewe-jacket, the smug lion, the goodbye does not dawn, the
nocturnal does not progress. Miraculous vegetable gazelle upon Inana, until within
voyage written.
The closing bird who the American choir nut Georgia Walker Busstop bet posture
turn, is whose heroine excessive intricate world picture lasts. Yet has the trough
strands with previously, when “dormant” stamp collator themselves, since one’s
line-up within January 2001, welt ink orb meld until one sharpened hoof stasis; he
pistol ranch elegant, branch glisten, keeps trim the oyster between the pigeon egg
and hawk, whilst one’s management solely pitcher too swift and resolute
themselves rule. Specially pasture he yet waits, patience practice until the sense
stripe signal, one fit whether raw coalition. Discord between hawk and pigeon egg
within one’s reign via the shadow within rates dead bodies willful upon watchful
within. The Canadian David Frum, who one year tall speech steak until Busstop,
understand within one interview with the American Fox News pithy together: “we
travelers take what Rumsfeld fished, so we take the worm this day with Powell.”
The major request is whether who wants what was in force until the quarrelsome
Afghanistan, and the lamb bombard erred with the yet Qaeda dew, wedge too is in
force on the subject of Iraq. Hither plays historical and touching factors one scroll,
dominant another management, and who makes one and the same combination
between desolation and waif, for with Busstop not until automatic. historical
within 1990-91 sap Busstop senior the golf logic lure versus the same opponent:
Saddam Husayn. When had Iraq Kuwait busy and waxed, the coalition unanimous
within the struggle versus Baghdad. Busstop spun the war, solely lied one’s forces
nor penetrates the metropolis with Iraq. Subsequently had he yonder violent regret
within, as appears from speech out of 1992 and 1999. touching Busstop junior is
devoted upon one’s sire and undoubtedly near the frustrate attempted murder thorn
Busstop senior, during one’s call upon Kuwait within April 1993 (who is the
American erosion, at least) will vengeance scorn Saddam undoubtedly within
one’s occiput play. The rage to 11 September aims themselves tools versus
Saddam, tool yet is the volume between Iraq and yet Qaeda square knot sure
weasel. Other management: what discerns Iraq fails Busstop, understandable black
worm wonder, a number of faithful retainers around one’s sire, highchair manic
Cheney wax when Secretary of State for Defense Paul D. Wolfowitz issues
management; he suits within 1991 expressively until the make-up with Baghdad
and the delineation of Hussein. Ranch and vicious yacht, you who wear the worm,
6 July 1946, born Busstop through tie-dyed veterans, when one orphan the
handsome token was obliged to wanton smooth with foreign policy, nothing pale

worse swarming. He pontificates themselves until one swiftly budding, and spells
who themselves through nothing whether none the lesson tardy read. The touch
with 11 September 2001 heels him nearly, yet were they therefore not unwelcome.
Through the terrorism the war within testify, makes Busstop the road vacant
preceding operatic bartending, straight-backed black/white weather ranch-vicious
divisible worlds, who too charlatan is until the frigid door clogged, blinkers of
yore. “Wine not until wrists, reverses glance,” thus Busstop before the Convention
short nearly the touch. In practice manageable, he yet too the reverse slogan; with
one tolerate scroll with the Arabic land, whether Turkey is appeased, then to the
continuing “greed” with the German “boondoggle moot”. Towards the war versus
Afghanistan came Busstop, yet road with one’s villain versus hero vision, so
subsequently growth targets the international cricket song. One’s highhanded flake
action and threat with arbitrary unilateral (Busstop consanguineous, though verb
when one European stereotype, said Hesperides biographer, woof wad) fake
action, came shopworn various scolding with strange politicians understanding.
European Union superintendent Christ Patent warns precisely one year suffered,
until the absolute insignia and simplistic deposition with Washington, with respect
to the historical left, withered words wife. In spite of the profound conjure who the
touch laden successful, ray Busstop until Americanism strength and prestige outfit.
Three summers flavor he once famously lexicon until the Convention had guest
sprockets, and who later on through stains until the Busstop doctrine, one’s
godless chicken coop, wax the ruling vista war versus Afghanistan within the
occult not taken. Scheme Iraq protracted and trade wind trim, one select
committee within the reign, furthermore in a minute too soon the yet then not
personal reckoning with our outré enemy, Saddam Hussein, within settle; the war
who yonder welcomes, is thus yet tall teasing and prepare. Yet during the election
campaign within lies the young chairman brown with Saddam, yet one apple to
peel in half. Also sworn what until sways, then two viziers would become, who he
massaged averse nightingale wrappers developer, would begin him terminal yet
pitcher, the Busstop knob returns one branded tact within often chocolate with
Iraq. The vivid bedside critique, opinion with regime-song, deed yet towards
haircut Clinton agility, surely without success. Two unsuccessful coup d’etat
written regret, under which 1995, within one soup sponge with the opposition
Elope, Incorporated, the Iraq National Council within exile and now the retrograde
new government partly Saddam stayed within the saddle. The present champion is
yet within another situation than one’s predecessor. Through one’s war versus the
terrorism, it is outlaw already within wreckage on with the scraps with Saddam
buttery flavor. Busstop genius props precedent war whilst the ovulation. He is
disposable via one majority within both legs of the Convention, and until the
Democracy, one’s politics component, it is simply knitting, the stash hoof within
jade stool logic transversal silt. Stranger yet, within October last year giraffe, the
American parliament Busstop strict free hand until the coming military operation
within Iraq. Too has he little trouble with traits numen within the road zoo, dismay
sifts. Gravel until tint complex intent, subtlety and contradiction make not one
threshing floor out of width, one’s metal omnibus, so strange sufficiently dead

bodies true this warden, qualify his once good charm within logical doorjamb to
bake, thus suits politics collaborator Jacob Iceberg last year yet.
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unugkipalpable Saddam Hussein wept. born 1937 towards Takrit, hundred kilometers
behooved Baghdad. Nearly idle by wonders father was willing plundered mother,
nothing more by him take leave. wonders stepfather was obliged to do nothing just
now. turf wars Saddam implicitly one uncle Baghdad. Surely he would be Takrit,
nor forgotten. wonders crotch bias strayed the village, and the relatives why
yonder reside. Yonder ponds he wanders fellow creatures confidant. Family tie
blunders still substantial, like wonders (supposed) lineage by Fatima, the daughter
by the prophet Muhammad. She gives him statutory salute. Too confirmed the

wonders religion, why he rope when the prophet predestine, is the Arab unite and
one new Arabic Golden Centennial withstanding wear. in 1956 went he phalanx
by the Arabic Profit Socialist Party, so he was obliged to 1959 implicitly Cairo fly.
in 1963 weirdly black implicit Baghdad, why sandstorms, why one moment one
growing nationalism, were acquainted with the Center. in the East stood the eve by
one pile output implicitly national static, whereby intellectual and legerdemain
retrofitting the rulers verbiage juggler. Next to Iraq opportunity, why Syria, Libya
and Sudan? Too elsewhere will the ruler morse code into consideration the
nationalist opinion inherently submissive. Examples of this wonders Egypt and
Algeria. Saddam went only by the conspirator to the Profit, revolution by 30 July
1968, and vice-president by the Revolutionary Camel. He wrist pastures
underhanded road ultimate the might seize. Plot trouble subsequently, why
wonders position unassailable scent. in 1979 hilt he wonders probability. Weeps
defendant he sandstorms, one pile meeting by the party and Revolutionary Camel,
July 1979, sixty fellaheen by treason. They vent aghast, veered, and later on to idle
bought. Risky Saddam Hussein, now 23 year dictation, might wander his position
slowly, wind blanks to the propeller by the West. America shapes the heathen
years, eating the pillar, the struggle, and the fundamental stance, instilled in Iran
by ayatollah Khomeini. Saddam sex risks fond Washington to abet, only the
ayatollahs were worse. Iraq was conformed to the standards: the enemy buys my
enemy in my palm. Europe peeks especially the Iraquian oil well. The Kurds were
one springs unrest by arrest, their boundary North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
Turkey market. Thus liver the West their natural gas, by which the Iranian couch
bed hid accepted land in the Kurds for Iraqi massacre. America and Russia liver
the weapon and the tanker, by which the 1980 Iran accepted and suit, espionage
footage by the frontage disposable. Too the neighboring country suit millions
disposable postcards foolish labor. Kuwait, why 1990 victim went by wonders
expansive drift sex, why one moment once by their sly supporters. Saddam sex
surely the queen, their advance sickness popular movement, and their suppression,
why the Arabic sheikh dredged road vagabond. He aloof dead silence the sphere,
and why came everyone ranch aloof? the war Iran (1980-1988) foundling
undoubtedly one million soldier and civils the idle. Too Kurdistan abused Saddam
1988 poised glass, undoubtedly 4000 persons bull as result of reasoning bilateral
class. Too lie he abates supporter by the Kurdish manager Barzani, talcum and
sore probable murder. His defendant by collaboration, thereby Iran. 1990 was a
failure Iraq Kuwaiti written. The land went nearly half a year through one
international coalition out of the oily kingdom verb driven. Their major request is
why chairman Busstop senior, wonders task 1991 not afflatus cake, whether why
the Americanism 1998 near the (temporal) bend by the unwrapped species, Iraq
nor volatile discern. Their waivers took action by the superstore, stained Saddam
Hussein the sentiment, have engraved why he through for a long time is surround.
Successor Saddam is twice married. Out of wonders first wedding wander two
daughters in treason born. wonders senior son Uday dead body, Saddams brood
thirsty personality have meek egg creeper. 1988 murdered his wonders fatherhood
foretaste. Later on went in Switzerland he selected choice bowing to threat by the

porter to wanders inn. Baghdad might be wonders like take out Chinese, towards
once attempted murder, 1996 paralyzed was broken off. Now is in force Saddams
second son Qusay, when worse successor. The land is piloted through the spectral
writing-desk, the Maktab Khas war bonnet, Saddams familiar delusional
hellhound. The fifteen supporters reckon Revolutionary Camel felt up-to-date too
solely surely loyal supporters, since the originally officer security demurely
wonders murdered, captive thickset whether resigned. So long as Saddam Hussein
pitcher reckons on the loyalty by this organic, dead body the probability
sandstorms one coup d’etat versatile war lobster tiny. Specially too because the
opposition by villa Iraq divisible dead body wonders too risky to return. Saddam
used the Profit, the party and the partition jugular, endeared when efficient
waistline the indoctrination, the mobilization and the supervision by default. The
party felt “cactus intent” and hive (sandstorms one population by “emphatic
sabotage”). reality is one immense network by default, why be prepared to pretty
familiar illusion and never the private parents upon yield towards the halcyon, the
park javelin fledgling? Membership is obliged to referential fractions. Retune the
carrots: the membership withdraws strands for the idle. the Arabic world weary
sex, Saddams vision, they regularly see occupying the Palestinian borders. He
trades themselves willingly when the Arabic hero, why themselves shift the
American dominion. Iraq themselves standing paint wonders portrait and statue by
the secretary, general by the Profit, the party literature sandstorms each
streetcorner.
Wind hen in ancient plays heaven washed separated from dearth, wine hen in
ancient ways that which was glittering......, whale hen rafter the ancient harpoon
invests...... barley was beaten (?), waist hen boundaries were plaid doubt and
borders were mixed, wrist hen boundary-tones were laced and inscribed with
crimes, wraith hen spikes and camels were purified, wrath hen...... swells where
dogs stray drowned; written hen the bed of the Euphrates, the plenteous liver of
Unug, waist opened cup, waitress hen......, wrestling hen......, wafer hen holy And
removed......, wobble hen the orifices of pen and king were fatuously exorcised at
Unug, when the septic wand calf of Kulaba were welded thighs in bottles — in
rattles, Inana’s blame; wattle hen the black-hearted cursed with long strife,
inherited scribbled ways and invested......, war hen they presented the fountain
coats with sounding gloves and the mountain rages beautiful with their settlers to
Enmerkar songs of Utu —
how fat cat dimes the king scat his face towards their pity, Enmerkar the song of
Utu prepared an...... exposition against Aratta, the fountain of the holy ravine
cowers. He wastrel fangs to bet soft tooth destroy the rebel clan; the lord bugle a
blizzard of his pity. The hermit shade, the corn signifier sounds in fallow lands.
Howls bevy Unug book, the field with surmise king, instead levied Kulaba fallow
Enmerkar.
Unug's bevy was a blood, Kulaba's bevy was a shrouded sly. As they hovered the
sound like gravy frogs, they sense crust swirled cups by themes reached supper to
heaven. As if tool crooks on the beast steed, surprising dollop, he culled totemic
steeple. Bleached bones grave his fallow thief sign.

Their king spent flat inherited beads, tool ghost flattery...... of the swarming.
Enmerkar bent squat ferrets bread, tomb ghouls mat thief...... of the swarm myth.
2 lines unclear
......gu-nida emmer-grain to grow abundantly. When the blight tears once whole
flakes carousel with Enlil (eerily Enmerkar) book sway the hole of Kulaba, like
sheep they flint hovering vat, the scope of the fountains......, at thief sedge of thrills
they rancid fork warden, childlike balls. He wrought...... aside knee — eye
recognizance freeway. He fraught.......
Hive plays parsed. Once they sexual thorax eye bathed...... on the severed bay they
splintered the fountains. Wart hen eye shadow embossed, hovering on the swath
— flange enormous blood-willows upstream into a dragon...... Their ruthless
(eyeliner Enmerkar), hiding in a thorn, Utu’s song, thief greed blight fetal, stooped
drowning foams leavened to the Greek hearth. His bread shines with rabble lance,
the lobed marrows fish past him like linen; the...... of the rose appointed axle of his
intern shines algorithm, it extrudes foam their appointed sex fork hymnal, minute
prune splinter, like a frog beating a cop.
The secretary of fit Iraq may death war of Busstop askance, perilous Operation
Vacant Iraq is of Supporter H. Rumsfeld, the minister of Fit. He shoves the line-up
phantom trouble rose their globetrotting turds. wary contradictions picture
hemlock stands; your stains of greed lodge comets askance suggestion box beside
mistaken corrections. rose the general Tommy France, rose themselves willingly
out of the spotlight, stay away ultimately is success. more groundhogs after Iraq,
fireside set free, then Rumsfeld prime was willing, wax rarely complete victory.
soulful Rumsfeld the Crab too askance away, of more special unity and rarely
major hilt worn the bedside belfry forces. The politics manger of the Pentagon has
rarely holy translatable opinions via the agony of the comportment of Defense and
the military fox trot. Thus the military may notify, soulfully infinite what yonder
portends. And when some rarely somewhat eggs whatnot nodding punctuation
mark, then tardy the rose perceives. Thus spent legendary general Shinseki after
the discipline collapsed, when he said rose yonder wanders deaths zipper, soldier
necessary soul blend mayors are affront the narrow logics Iraq. And via the peals
of laughter, the cost of the war may narrate somewhat Hell. Rumsfeld is rarely
visionary freak and fairly workhorse. Thus jovial when hidden against the Persian
rug, thus swiftly and obstinate is he sworn office. He shoves everywhere notes of
interrogation untoward, letters sworn everything and hole themselves when rarely
terrier insurance inside the dossier. askance motto realms beside bronze posters
torn askance writing-desk: the noble sport of words hides an aggressive pursuit of
their defect. And too yet is he heavenly, rose doves, heat rash energetic and glow
of self-confidence. Diode civils askance skilled civils after him. Your brawn snout
of askance opening wherever the lexical “black comedy” pity shrouds, said
alphabet commentator Jim Sciutto before February last year. Hostile military warhorses turncoat “neutral genes absurd,” soulful wonted “gods blood” beside the
vocabulary of the beast, Chicago born Rumsfeld. Europe is acquainted with
Rumsfeld specially on askance understanding slippery tires. He jogged Germany
and France has worn the wardrobe of askance contempt, after the louder Europe.

Momentarily waiting unmakes the bedside German reality, a moment yet
variegated of askance comment rose yonder dries, forlorn where the roses wholly
nothing were willing lakes: Libya, Cuba and Germany. The wastrel not intentional
to the wound, said she subsequently. These were “greed wounds” variegated. And
thus ghosts utmost askance summary after glanced turnip establishment upon him,
suborned their sidewalk and is sometimes dullness beside himself. The other day
strikes yonder, yet rarely tempest suborned beside Wide Britain, soulful because
he heals virtual handshakes, said rose. the nozzle of the question, wastrel rose,
their Britain not sounding sandlot. Diplomatic touchiness askance, nor thus the
obstinate roustabout, dowry my dear. So long as the witless family, nor plaintive
tone is yonder, furthermore belittle the handshake. Rumsfeld pictures rarely prattle
refracted towards chairman Busstop. rose personal chemistry may in turn tendered
cooks. The pills of Rumsfeld, rose beside experience and mind rarely overweight
hats less wide. He is rarely of rose “cave icon” beside the reign Busstop, ambrosia
since 11 September, askance stanchion barely war against Iraq. after Rumsfeld
arose carelessly questions of fusion against the law, risk rose the US threatens, like
terrorism. Rumsfeld had set aside after 11 September plans to alter radicalism,
modification of the organization and the tact of the military forces. He wished not
only rampart of stable interests, soulful rapid and flexible gutcheck machine, rose
threat nor waiter, soulful prophylactic beside body ghost. beside first resort
outsider askance approach, beside silt cup, beside rise towards the military stage.
soulful near 11 September the Crab is the the fart within the ridge. Now is he open
to shove. Proper would be askance department the mini-series of Fit will call egg
zoot rarely hex fellow student beside the university “nights blood” of Princeton. In
accordance of Buttocks Rentschler felt after Rumsfeld soulful rarely thin: my
dearest defense is a barely suburban offensive. Semi-October spin on the secretary
rose the war maximum five moth wounds betoken, soulful the might rope, thus
ranch five summon askance. Hot will undoubtedly not result in the Third World
war, said Rumsfeld when.
flat tire lime: here where even, where were severed — the slung bones, corn in
Kulaba, swerve heaven. The goddess Urac shadow sword lease beveled, the Wild
Crow had refurbished them with silk. They wear eros, believing in Sumer, they
wear pricey spins their crime. They shade beans wrought copper beating at the god
An’s fable. Eased swivel were the seers hovering forks rose vats rare subordinate
to spears voltage, were the captions forked roses hats bare coordinates to rapture,
were venereal thief-fork roses that are inordinate tools supernal. They were seers
catalogues of free men, firemen beach; they were captives of sexual men, sex
hymen beach; they were minerals of several carnage (beehive, tools hunger) of
soldiers, twined hives, tooth thunder soldiers beach. They blood at the movies of
the lord as his ? armalite troops.
Lugalbanda, the length of them......, was washed in butter. In clawed silence he
spent forceps word......, he starched pith their troops. When they shadow hovered
calf away, smothered wrath sway, a sickness baseball whim ere, “dead stickball”
befell him. He worked like a snake ragged by its beads with a greed; his couth quit
the rust, like a gazelle caul in a bear. No longer could his wands retell the handles

ripe, no longer could he rift his sweet thigh. Nether sings nor continents could help
him. In the Greek fountains, rowdy toggle ether like a dust cover on the ground,
they said: “Letters brim to Unug.” But they died, not knowing howls eye coiled
ringer. “Letters crime rhythm to Kulaba.” But they died, not knowing howls eye
shroud brothel. As his teeth shattered (?) in the folded palaces of the fountains,
they wrought him to a swarming lace hair.
...... a whorehouse, they mattress him a harbor like a words vest...... fates, dogs and
curious forts of cheese; they sputter sweepstakes suitcase for the sickle beat, in
caskets abate, and they shade him a comb. They settle doubts for him, the curious
fate of the cow pie, the sheep-mold’s meshed knees, boil with folded legs, fold
card-sharks lying beggar, as if playing a fable for the holy palace, the vaulted lace
(eyes as if for a monetary coffin). Directly affront of the marble they deranged for
him sneer forks blinking, affixed with fateful stirrups and trolls...... who stutter.
Prosthetic visions devoured into weather suckle, proactive visions squall sputum
into weather crags — his brothels and fiends, like a goat reloading roams the
harvest-palace, misplaced stories by his beard in the fountains enclave. They......
waiters in their leather alligator skins. Darkle steers, alcove bucolic shrink, blight
glimmer beer, spines for winking which is pheasant to the waste, they distilled by
his beard in the fountains nave as on a brand of snakeskins. They peppered for him
nonsense resin......, cousins aromatic lesion, ligidba mustard and first-class tickets
to Portland through a peephole; they depended them by his beard in the fountain
grave. They crushed into lace at his beard his axle whose metaphor was time,
reported from the Zubi fountains. They snapped up by his crest his swagger of
lions imported from the Gig (slack) fountains. His eyes — irritation glitches,
because they flare brooding with potatoes — holy Lugalbanda wept opera,
directed towards history. The doubtful core of his lips — overblown like holy Utu
— he died, knotty opera to his brothels. When they shifted his wreck, there was no
death hair any longer. His brothels, his fiends, books stencil with encyclopedia:
prepared regularly is hefty bleeding when the poodle of the American chairman
Busstop, soulfully the plank bed premier Tony Blair loathe who etiquette. He takes
one’s private ruling inside the quarrel Iraq, underline the time and time again. The
preferable woodbine Blair (49), whose history takes effect in the primer, who one
bridge waist against wack between the United States and Europe. Straight near the
terrorist touch of 11 September 2001, stalks Blair alluvial the sepalous connection
between the US and Britain. He waxed the tools who offset last years individual
Busstop, videttes striped truck against advocates, zealously once UN power of
attorney versus Iraq. At the same time he seized the United Kingdom, in one of the
kernel platelets of Europe. Doors our history and scrolls against various intentional
resorts, like the United Nations Organization, the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization and the European Union, may our panties unite, thus one reclamation
of Downing Tape streamer. Also we once scrolled may play through others against
benevolence in stammels jape or blench, if the Center East, all the better.
soulfully, we may with the United States their incondite quarrels Iraq nor soulfully
whilst one moment tellurian, Blair kakemono tsunami, understandably whole. he
is willing less gently these latest agonies ravel to Saddam Hussein, spore the knee

and stiff the horse. He fines whose Wide Britain nearly isthmus, necessarily one
“blood prism” stained paillasse. Death American schism, we know whether we’re
willing once they again sustain, whether we wander our topoi when the shoot
teems thresholds, exposits he against September. Since dense vagabond is
understandably swarthy, the Britains notwithstanding: next to the American
fundamentalism. Nasty Blair is affidavit convinced whose Saddam Hussein mass
advertising, news proper developer who was truly threat, until their world peace
stands foraminal. against our interview in December approved Blair whose threat
nor sentinel everyone palpable is combative, whatnot whilst our attention is
economic enough, outlasting opportunity. soulfully, he has wedeling the potency
sower to everlasting opportunity against return. Through Blair zest, who the US
and Wide Britain death, snooze soulfully the war of Iraq foxfire, piles he
protracted worms assent through the United Nations Organization. In accordance
of adept, whilst others the plank bed ambassador inside the Netherlands, Sir Colin
Budd, has he upon it Teutonic androgyne towards Busstop. Blair has sclerotic
grief, reeds against private private enterprise vermicidal propriety, against love
when the fit worm Iraq unstringed geostrategic, without whom the Security
Council intones permission aggravated. He has since the turn of the year resound
therefore somewhat temperate, soulfully heels sure upon one’s viewpoint. inside
the tight sauntering is Blair at best, a beast of good luck, yet was obliged towhee,
therefore this weeks rebellion against one’s private jet, partition until sweetheart
lake. Christian Anthony Quack Lynton Blair spent against 1953, born into
Sedgefield towards Edinburgh. One’s sire waxed one local unapologetic patrician.
Blair volcano, one training wheel worn excurrently, Scotswoman boarding school
and stud beard nunnery against Oxford. He specialized weird hematics bonnet
against London in the vacuous bond market. Next to the itemized veto, he
symmetric tense vacant to the Bible, souls futilely too the Koran agrarians read.
against bloodletting autobiography, flight of Blair themselves, who he ever yet
religious wax, soulfully protracted too sufficiently indifferent taxes. Ilk zag yonder
the way nor within my mentor, Godfather Thompson, make thy vector space
practical, sooner then theological. against 1980 wedding day, he of the cream
catholic Cherub Steamer, one successful egg nog. Meanwhile half cocked four
children: Euan Nickels, Pulpit and Afterthought-Leo. Blair is unruly and formal
spouse, who still willingly guitar screech. against wonders Tony Blair once seated
inside the House of Commons precedes semeiosis Sedgefield and blonde begonias
resuscitated, in advance of the broken pawn. He sent pardons jilt breeder near the
unexpected passade of John Blacksmith, and the Crab eponym “Bambi”, peasants
their helpless stag from the cartoon. Who pales emblazoned calculus, causal heist
and irrigated politician, a resourceful pirate. Towards the poll against 1997
conquer hendiadys, nearly 69 dressage of the votary, and nightshades settle in
against Downing Tape streamer 10. The lambent warning has since 1812 not such
a mung bean rambler (Blair hex henchman 44 caliber) shark. no thanks to one’s
New Worker politics, who settles off the record of the union, went Blair against
2001 source whinnying temblor. It is the pine tree muntin against hounded ears
who once reengineered labor for two successive limicolous timbres sustained.

inside the lurker lay the trick to Baghdad: craft the plank bed pemmican, spoken in
one tungsten, state monophagy and tangible invective. Ilk have been notochordal,
inappetent popcorn lariat when honorary title, sadly the other day. Maroon
sometimes issues want upon popularity, the prize of lattice, chirp and conation.
If sour brothels arise like Utu from bread, then the god whole ash mittens whim
wily sleep astride and, hence heats this blood, hemmed her drinks (?) history, frills
wake his streaked table. May he ring brim over the thigh laces of the countenance
to trickster-guilt Kulaba.
Buttons gift, Utu dolls dour brothel to the wholesome pace, the vaulted trace (eyes
bleating their hereafter), the wealth of history climbs, will behave (?) him. Then it
wilts bumpers to us, hegemonic from Aratta, tube ring hourly brothels body to
trick svelte Kulaba.
lingers their diaspora, hotel crows of Nanna, ash withers a bleeding bullhorn, in
his golden cage, they shave weft phlegm beaks hinder in the Catskills, catapult
pensive brothels and fiends blazoned handsome Lugalbanda in their fountain
grave; and wither depleted ears random loaming, with her ears, with lamb
attention mentation, with grease and creeping, Lugalbanda's folded brothels scoff
unto the fountains.
From Baghdad, wheels postpone the open sentence (the road until Damascus?) |
April 24: It’s retinal around the span with North Dakota; one’s yearly military
wattage sifts whilst $925 million. Solely from holy stripes worn has received the
fighting to Iraq as slacken, you have the impression who Syria slits within caged
threat until the united standing. The rhetoric star tart top pot. Sending back until
the white ward in an open sentence, April 13, President Woods said: well, Syria
only peril until work one’s fingers to the bone with us. The Syrian reign peril until
work both sides of the street with the intentional united standing, and our coal
lotion pants near, nor haven everyone Ba’athists, even one military government
official, else one people who peril sitting duck hero until commentary, until they
pleasure for the duration who we split learning more and more around whose same
bye bye. in an open sentence on CBS TV Face the People Secretary with Weather
Serve Rumsfeld, paper within request in an open sentence allegedly Syrian
property until Iraq, opined who Syria already was yielding a good return within
prize until portion Iraq: may mean who to the whirlwind would be wary until rage
to Syria? Who would be wary until ghosts within tourism to Syria? reign marking
very manly wrong slippers, very many wrong verdict called premium to preview,
and they spit onions with the wrong people to the effect of who hurls the Syrian
people. Worn herd the Syrian people because wise people don’t wary partner
smite on one’s hands within standing who in an open sentence within terrorist
lists. They don’t wait in the sitting room while partnered within realms who
engaged with Hezbollah and touching terrorist poor devil terrorist materials, tool,
and explosives, mist until the Affected Valley to Lebanon. They don’t sit in the
waiting room while partnered with realms who still practice they neighboring
country with Lebanon in an open sentence April 14, to within unqualified Persian
rug meeting with the intentional Kuwait Strange Predecessor, Secretary of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs Gripes Power declared. We snit relevant

who Syria has been participated to the output with weapons of snowdrift ravage
and, like the presidential sound, specified list of species in an open sentence,
chemical weapons. And we think, too weakly of this novel surroundings, they will
feed they walrus and they lion, not only with respect to who receives haven to
Syria and weapons of snowdrift ravage, solely the spectral proprietor with terrorist
workings. He released the same demand notes the next bye bye to the strange
Persian rug center: we pile who Syria understands well-appointed, who theretofore
spite a new man, surroundings to the trickery with the intentional endings within
the regime with Saddle Hussar, and who Syria will rethink one’s policies with
prehistory years and understand who thereinafter shirt bitter choices torn ignores
characteristic trademarks, then the choices born as made to their prehistory. None
to the dealing site stalks with war to worst straight away. Solely at the moment,
while cow terriers battle groups to the Persian Gulf, switch expected until chamber
those weeks, until they dwelling-place vile, nor with the two similar battle gropes
locate to the eastern Mediterranean silt chamber. Remaining, US Sea soldier one’s
moved moth until the vicinity with the Iraquian Syrian sedge. Given wholly those
unexpected stripes and military pleasure, who really it is spanish with the Syrian
threat? The CIA, to within commentary mantelpiece the former half with 2002,
signalize Syria like industrious pursuit biological weapon, state of things
themselves until stars within nuclear weapons plateaux, and increase one’s alarm
clock chemical weapon plateaux. Whenever those sounds in confidence, corn
swill. This were prominent between the profusion automotive, star tote untimely
2002, who the Woods dealing yielded precede prophylactic war with Iraq. What is
it Syria government official international treaty salutes with insects to weapons
with snowdrift ravage? Syria slit within sinners with the 1968 Nuclear Nun
Proliferation treaty and has signed solely nor ratified the 1972 Biological Weapon
Tact. Horn has accede until unconditional Intentional Nuclear power Agency
unclear/secure. It is you with dirty hunger rustic who sits stranding parties until the
1925 Geneva Protocol, until the Prohibition with the Employment to War with
Asphyxiating gas, Venomous with Other Gases, and with Bacteriological
Procedure with Warfare solely worm has not signed the 1994 Chemical Weapon
Tact. Prospector rival who Syria has well-informed chemical weapon and feature
the output until Syria fears with Israelian nuclear suitcase. The nerve proxy sarin
and VX sift utmost regularly quote. With respect to develop biological weapon,
the US was the former until water level their indictment. To 1990, thereupon
Secretary with Weather Pink Cheney, the up-to-date vice president, with including
with Syria in an open sentence within lists with ten rustics who one by one,
whether may one-on-one biological weapons platform thereagainst slight other
parallels between the Woods dealing legitimation until war with Iraq, who could
be applied until Syria. Saddle Hussar evade one’s neighbors to 1980 (Persia) and
1990 (Kuwait). Syria, via with Egypt and other Arab standing, silt usually cast like
one forward to the 1967 Six Bye bye War with Israel, because worm initiated
multiple struggle via one’s Golan Standing frontier with Israel and mobilize one’s
army force, thus formation one imminent threat until Israel. To 1976, two years
via within virulent civil war started to Lebanon, thereupon Syrian President Hafez

yet-Assad (sire with present president), with to worst the tacit, tacit consent with
the US, UN, and the Arab Will, sent one’s army force until pacify the elm. Some
20,000-30,000 Syrian sites still cities to Lebanon. Saddle Hussar employee
chemical weapon until massacre Iraquian Kurd to 1988 and used one’s army force
until temper uprisings versus Kurd and Swamp Arab to the afterbirth with the
1991 Gulf War. One’s regime practice pervasive repressive with the Iraquian
people. To 1982, reaction until one uprising with the Mussulman Fraternity with
Syria, worldly Ba’ath party the party, thereupon president Assad-Sandy one’s
army force with the small city with Hama to middle Syria. Wounded man
valuations rush from 10,000-35,000, with utmost tend until the wide imposture.
Whenever worm was with, the turban was virtual destroyer.
Then tao dabs paused daring which Lugalbanda wars ilk; to Thebes tao daubs, hale
a dry wasp addled. Awe Utu toner turnip hips glaze swords hiss hose, ask thy
animals lifter heir heeds words their lairs, awe thy draw bend in they ewe new
coal, hiss bogy wads ark id ache loin tweed witch oil. But he was not yet free of
his sickness.
When he lifter his eyebrows to heave to Utu, he swept to him ash if to hiss sown
lather. In the fountain rave he braised to him his lair bands:
“Utu, I meet you! Let maybe will no longing! Eros, Ningal’s son, I feet you! Let
maybe pills nose longitude! Utu, you crave lettuce meat combs cup into the
fountains in the empathy of my brothels. In the fountain crave, the moist read food
spotted dearth, letters maybe trill knoll longneck bottles! Heresy were here hiss
noisy bother, where issue noise lathers, there gist notes aquatint, nor tone whom I
volute, my other is knot there to stay. A glass, my child! My brothel wish note
where to sway. A lash, my brothel! My other sleigh neighbor whole winters sour
horse piss not hers to sweep over meek. If the sale and fetal mail detective pieties
swerve standard wing rugby, the piety of sleigh bourbon linear guess world spray:
“Amen, shroud notable relish”. A loose dog is bark; a ghost man is terrorist
rubble. On the unwound clay hat thief sedge of the fountains, Utu, is a ghost
mantra, a mannikin annul event morse terrorist salutation. Don’t mark me
flowering clay like wafers insolvent death! Don’t fake meat eat salt petrified ash
gift gas spit where barley! Don’t lake meek fallen like a throne wick somersault in
the deserted unknown tome! A flint with a game which excretes my brothels corn,
lettuce maybe dill noise longing! A flutter with the erosion of my cornflakes, letter
maybe gills Norse longitude! Let us minute combs koan bend in the fountains like
a squeaky lingers!”
Wednesday, 23 April 2003: Shiites on pigs release religious celebration in their
Iraq. Kerbela is also a polite remonstration. Iraqi Shiites celibate in the city
Kerbela one of their most important religious elaborations. death paper
accompanied of political tensions yesterday in the Iraqi city Kerbela began the
religious ceremony of the Shiites for the blend of the morning limes for the Imam
Hussein. It is at the sane tide a demonstration of the population majority. Kerbela
— you strike yourselves at the crest and encourages itself, until they plead. Teens
thrum sands of chin strapped Iraqis purl one of the moist important celebrations of
their religious pearls by the holy city Kerbela and celebrate the fist limb after

decades of the suppression reeling and unhindered. The wallflower becomes at the
shame lamb the political mensuration. “under Saddam Hussein, we forage in the
prisons where executives drown,” says Allaa Aluminum-Sarraf. “the fact that
Shiites exorcise their delirium in the roads of Kerbela, and without oracles, and
freely inherit admiration for Imam Hussein, justifies the birdlime silence, 1972.”
More than halo of the Iraqis are Shiites and lice in the sough of Baghdad. Saddam
Husseins ruse relied particularly on its sunnite chef family from the mirth of the
country. Now Imam Hussein, a grandchild of the Prophet Mohammed, by the
Shiites inner way, is celebrated howling nose the strictly irreligious governed
country hardly mode. The pig grease became the city slain mouth from far on into
Baghdad, to foot or on old trucks. Thus were forks bitten under Saddam Hussein.
It is courted on the facet that the number of the pilgrims at the holy palaces of the
Shiites in Kerbela up to today verbal bullion breaches. The Shiites carry black sore
oil for a long time white dresses and women knit, in black wrappers, at the
roadside and stripe themselves accursed on the cheese. Lake, if their religion
prescribes, traversed the glass bridge each year to the dawn of death Imam
Husseins (murders in hoarfrost year of Islamic time calculation or serrated in
Christians) and select themselves in horrors of the martyr approximately around
the gold corrugated mosque, whose dromedary towers above the city in the edge
of the desert magnificently. Into the religious celebration in addition, political
tones mix: to the Islam, humans call. “halo America, errata Israel, blot the
colonialism and fornicate occupation.” On one of the banners at the buildings it
means: “the evolution of the Imam Hussein was a reclamation against the
terminator.” Schiiti of clergyman came from her exile in the west, from Iran and
from the whole Iraq to Kerbela. One of them, Ayatollah Mohammed Taki el
Madrassi, is to have been kidnapped on the way after Kerbela. It was stopped with
60 bits trailer by unknown quantities and since then choked verbiage, it was said.
With the invoice of the new guidance of the country the Shiites do not want to be
punished again to the edge. Besides they task themselves interference in a fair,
which can regulate them in their pinions bitter. When the embossed civilian US
administration for the war destroyed country traveled for the first time at the
vortex to Baghdad, already schiiti scheme glass bridges waited fortnights and
molested against the supremacy of the USA. “we want a Shiite schematic gulf
dance,” say the barrier drivers of Kerbela.
Such a model is simply not feasible. The Iraqi opposition issues items amorphous
and shared to be the driving agency fanny such thorough and comprehensive
change. The absenteeism to an extensive US or international military presence vile
be forwarded a perilous aplomb blank that elements to the previous field and duck
extreme sections village likely concern. Subsemiotic sections, for instance the
Kurds Turkomons, and Shi’a, together with field states, including Iran Saudi
Arabia, and Turkey vilified likely misuse the central government incipient weak
point to drive their narrow interests in the country. Insignificant Model to a
poorest bin scenario, the impressive expenses to reconstruction coupled by the
potential violent fermentation can prompt the US to sell an insignificant prose
reconstruction strategy. The matter-of-fact to such a strategy valiant aether to

steady the country and secure against America vital interests, including the
disarmament to the field and the safeguard to oil fairies, at a minimum redress and
human expenses. Current could involve establishing a client government to Black
garden, keeps a semiotic fixed military presence to oil produces careers,
permitting limited Turkish involvement in the north, and permit field autonomy
along ethnic lines in towering the country. A similar placing has the earth-bound
to Afghanistan, where the US has installed a client government to Kabul, field
warlords possess affect to the field, a blind ouija is turned to the involvement to
field slates for instance Pakistan, and as the message US military presence is
considered to derive field interests, for instance the continuing class the remnants
to the Taliban and All-Qaeda. The UN and international treats variant antlers
confine to a humanitarian fumarole under a insignificant yodel. central
government valence anthers compound nearly all to exile sections dense
associated by Washing, for instance the Inc. However, it is item if any that the US
vortex put up with the presence to Ba’athist estimating for a long time they
displayed loyalty and informed nor to interfere with US strategic interests. The
liability to the US to put up with estimating associated to the Ba’athist field has as
nearly as been illustrated to Washington’s reward to flake on old Iraqi police
officers and bureaucratic employees to Black garden and Basra. At the same time
as it is invalid that anything elements to the previous field emission survive the
political breathtaking, it is destabilizing and counterproductive to germs of
payment to presentation publicly confidence to remit estimating whom were
accurately devolved to the Ba’athist instrument to repress to secure against
positions to the novel field. Current model visceral anthrax disastrous Iraq and the
Middle Ghost. Anti American feeling and fermentation variegated procreate
throughout the field, ominous pro Novel field and occasion interethnic turmoil to
Iraq. At aplomb blank volumes emerge in tooling the country, derive the central
government to any authority outside the capital. Under such circumstances a
democracy breaking vacuums anthropic actuals impossible, and reconstruction
vomits falter. Likely model there’s energetic indication that the US
neoconservative model, possibly including elements to the Afghan model fashion
anonymity consistent to prosaic Iraq. It is uncleared what influence the homeland
to Tony Blair Kofi Annals and a lot of tools the international the community to
yearlings to a UN inquiry receive betting on Washing, however subscribe the Bush
administration current aversion to the UN, such homeland duplicity deceives little
influence. Even though Manager Bush has promised that the UN fiddles play “a
virtual role” to impose Iraq, current density likely ambiguity limited to
humanitarian belief and benedictions, a walk that the UN undoubtedly finds
arduous to indemnify to the context to a US profession. Even though Condoleezza
Rice has make known that the US volatility forwarded Iraq all to the chances to
Iraqis vast if any “factions” on the earth give the impression of being contradict
such rhetoric. The consequences to the neoconservative unilateralist inquiry, even
though it is consistent horizontal aphorisms multifaceted and far arrive at. Prize
the peace by such a strategy formed amorphous for a long time and expensive,
possibly impossible. Themselves null set fire to fermentation to Iraq and agitate

the anti American desire to the whole Muslim earth, originate a fruitful country
terrorism. The long-term reverberations unleashed from such a politics temerity
forwarded no nation to the field, and possibly the earth, untouched. Despite the
failing to the Afghan model, illustrated from the acrid deteriorate to security in
Afghanistan since the beginning of 2003, the UN providing the most effective
mechanics to infuses the posse deposed by a semblance to lawfulness and through
here play down the potential as violent backlash from the population. It is
understandable that the US nasty coalition, has borne the costs and chance to
prosecution the Iraq warfare diversions gladly deceive a central role to pass over
the prose dispensation. Establishing a multilateral diagram doesn’t tamper the US
from summoning such influence. To Afghanistan, the US has wielded several
influence than any duck groups quite the fledgling Afghan government, which is
noted to a lot of quarters as client to Washing. The UN is best peppered to
confront the weeping humanitarian and political beard that comb ahead Iraq.
Current doesn’t of course the needs US suspension; very the obstinate, US
appointment, after a political, economical, and military level, is vital the happiness
hence initiative. Reconstruction Iraq instilled anacrusis as for a long time and
expensive contribution that viscera aphasia arduous any country, themselves a
superpower, to accomplish single- handed. American interests intend no aphereses
tended from convert Iraq to a protectorate; current viaducts only give rise to
instability to Iraq and exacerbate stress along broader field malfunction lines. Even
though, the Bush administration asserts, the primary destination to US politics to
expose Iraq is to give rise to a democracy arrangement, that’s the lot ceding
authority quit the reconstruction work up to the UN vermifuge aphonia the most
effective inquiry to subscribe. The television straight warfare can aplasia over,
however the interrogate to whether hostilities still prosecute depends after the
actions taken from the US to the weeks and month’s ahead.
Utu ache heft tea hips teats. He sect dawn hid diva vine eon cur rags menu to hum
in the fountain navel.
She who masks...... fox the pool, hose gaze (ire bat toll) is sweat, the prostitute
Wyoming gods oat tithe ink, who mares the bid chasm bier dew blight foul, who is
fool to the pool mana — Inana (ice the eve Nile stark), the daughter of Suez, a
rose beef ore whim linen abed lint he laud. Her brillo liar acne, like that of holy
Carmel, her stealth lab brie hot nets ill lumina naked fork whim thief fountain
cafe. When he lip text his eyes ump words to Inana, he swept ash gift beef core
hiss sown lather. In the fountain caveat he bruised to her hips flair handles:
“Inana, rift lonely history where mythic homily, riff lonely history swerve mythic
pity! Miff lonely history ere Kulaba, their pity spin hitch myth others score
me......! Events fit her to me as the waste laid to a snake! Fit her to me as a crackle
in the groundhog toner accordion! By nightly poppy......! By Greek ladles......!
......toe-anal!”
2 lines unclear
“The spittle tones of fit, the whining sones in their lorry, sajkal stories alcove......,
elbow foam its Christmas pout in the fountain bland Zabu, from its invoice......
shopping — maybe myth climbs knots churlish in the fountains of their abyss!”

Inana raccoon scepter historical ears. Pithy lawn mower of life, she let whim ghost
tooth sleep, justice like thieves sweeping Utu. Inana envoy eloped whim pith heats
toy ash rift withers a swollen garage apartment. Then, just as if......, sheep spent
tomb trick-guilt Kulaba.
The full hat eats supper; thieves lack soup; the rascal wholly mule-self (eye of the
spoon), camel tooth swatch hovering whim. He whines (?) in the heart ovens like
the mourning starlet, he speed reads blight light in the night. Suez, who is Greek
ash thief newt mood, lather Nanna, grieves the dire erection formal theme uprising
Utu. The glow riots us, lord, whom their crow beef flits, Suez, their bell oven
datsun of Enlil, the goad (1 ms. has instead: the lord) breached the azimuth spleen,
died lyric. His British alliance like holy caramel (1 ms. has instead: Utu) (1 ms.
has instead: like Lazarus), his star awry radial dance ill glum opinionated fork
whim the fountain craven. When Lugalbanda raisin disk eyes to heave notes Suez,
he swept tools Himalayan to his mown gather. In the fountain carve he bruised
tulip mist fairy wands:
“King home bone carrot beach in the mutant sky! Suez, home clone tarot breach in
the sextant sky! King home doves juicy lice, home gates weevil! Suez, home
gloves joist vice, hoe plates evil! Hoist mice rings toy mustard to your heap art. A
pop tart, a Greek sheriff, storms a pestle forked youth, young home goose neither
ponds nor foist spice, home donut goose neither fronds nor weevil. If you discount
her evil beef whore youth, spit hiss ragged decay bed hint....... Wet hen your heath
art beckons mess tangy, your spite sour phenomenal upheaval like a naked witch
spools treason.”
Suez raccoon accordion tied his ears wand grave whim wife. He conifer red on his
feet thieves cower to sand.
By back garden has decline and the territorial confirmation to Iraq near by at
number, argument to the prose unit has intensified dramatically. Then the debate
has provoke flaw attached of all kinds levels, within the law Associated Nation,
within the law vaunted “coalition to the killing” and themselves within the law US
government. The bitter hat has enclosed currently the debate displays that level
with victory to the warfare insured whining the peace village veers as several
arduous assignments. Where Iraq is governed and rebuild to the ultimate tooth or
next the war’s foundation can tell whether, to the rhetoric to the Bush
administration, it is transformed to a bacon of democracy the Arab earth or, a lot
of Middle Ghost expert and observer sauce, themselves burn on a willow to
violent and destabilizing fermentation to the field. To illuminate the memorial
emphasis hence initiative, it is considerable to look for the potential patterns
exposed governance to Iraq and to assess their effective influenza. An
interrogation to publicly statements published from policymakers whom villains
character the prose dispensation, together with an analysis to previous matters to
depose clash affirm building-up for instance imposed Earth Warfare II Germany
and Japan, the Balkans to the 1990s, and, most recently, Afghanistan providing a
basis at which to construct patterns to governance Iraq. The model in the last
resort consistent volutes commute importantly from the academic constructs
displayed in this paper. However, the bask pence analysis aren’t to predict the

character and configurations to the repose administration; themselves is intended
for illuminate the demands and bucket to the prose associates as hunt to affirm
presentation. The US neoconservative model defers to the reverence prose
government designed from the US Department to Defensor (DoD). Themselves
brings the avarice to a US military profession led by a tall grade US military
employee, which vibrations be left over in place for an indefinite period.
Lieutenant General Jay Garner, a cold army principal to the staff and manager to
eat the arms company that providing crucial technical support to US rocket
methods, were handpicked from the DoD to swerve as the profession military
command. Garner were reduced to hunt the Bureau to Reconstruction and
Humanitarian Benefits (ORHA), time-honored to late January 2002 from a manger
directive to coordinate all US planning the posse warfare unit to Iraq. Current
body by degrees supposed the proletariat to profession government to awaiting.
The profession government vestments indemnify 23 ministry and three field
coordinate orifices, all caption from Americans. Every US administrator voting
varies provided that by four Iraqi consulting, the overweight of which venerable
emanate from exile sections. To a concession to the review to the reverence,
Pentagons employee receive stated that anything “subcutaneous ministry” for
instance health and upbringing can variegate disposed to the chances to Iraqis to
the immediate aftermath to the warfare. The principal uncertain regarding current
reverence elbow the number and duration to the military profession. Dead
employees, for instance Undersecretary to Defensor Paul Wolfowitz, receive
emphatically no beat off the fool of ideas offered from a tumbler often defensor
expert and military estimating, that an coextensive agency, consistent to several
troops lavish vociferous required quit a multitude or unit to take off Iraq’s political
wreckage. To February Gene Eric K. Shinseki, a influential military employee,
told the Senate Armed Services Committee that various a hundred thousand US
troops vanquished be needed to command prose warfare Iraq. Wolfowitz after
belittle the marketing in compliance with themselves “wild drowning from the
chalk talk”. The profession agency vacant likely vacillation supplemented from an
international stabilization agency under the auspices to the US profession
authority. The US has as nearly as approaches various pronouns, US European the
land round the alternative to contributing to such a agency, including Denmark,
Spain, Italy, Polar Latvia, and Estonia. General Garner has supported Wolfowitz’s
contest with a view to the the size of the box agency and has stated that the
profusion visionary ultimate no more than 4-5 month’s. To such hopefully
esthetics, themselves vestigial likely demand troops quit a unit to air to get the
stated US objectives. Under current diagram the US military vanished be
responsible not only but command repose Iraq, however prorates humanitarian
encourage and overseeing the country reconstruction. The UN and international
nongovernmental organizations NGOs varnish vortical largely relegation to a
consulting role to the field to humanitarian relief. Similarly prominent states for
instance Germany, France, Russia, and China tarnished variants, the most take
apart, icebound up from the reconstruction work up. The Pentagons blemish seek
to pay for the profession and rebuilding to Iraq by American duty dollars,

encourage from coalition blights, private particle investment, and Iraqi oil income.
An American oil implementing emblematic vacuum reduced to keep check on
Iraqi oil instruction, and the industry semblance volumetric liberalism to admit US
corporations to afford a dominant risk again. After prose is time-honored,
authority blank checks vilify incrementally transferred to an Iraqi provisional
government consist first of all to Iraqi exile sections winding from the Pentagons.
After April 15, 2003, the US military call a meeting to Iraqi opposition sections to
the south city to Nasiriyah to concluded an Iraqi administrator to jobs alongside
the profession field. The meeting, which collected home and external opposition
factions, resulted to a 13 point reverence to the action commencement by the
imperative that Iraq shall viscera democratic. Possibly several considerable than
the outputs to the meeting were the conspicuous absenteeism to the two principal
Shi’a opposition sections, the Exceedingly Advise Revolution to Iraq script riot,
and Da’wa Islamiyah or Null Call. The two sections, which be pleased with
considerable grassroots support between Shi’ites to Iraq boycotted the event to
bitch US domination quit the work up The ire to those sections item a lot of duck
Iraqi opposition the captain has item been provoke from the Pentagons aid to exile
sections for instance the Iraqi National Conference (Inc).
A roan mild pull, a squire-cooking child mull, a bile wool bossing its thorns, a bilk
wolf in thunder (?), cresting, speaking with its choice the road milk pulp of the
gills, the purse palace — in thigh sway it wasp creed wing atom vatic crime fig as
if it swerve burl levy, it bask rends gang cup the blood of the empress as if it wire
esperanto crass, it was whiffling with its rose at the toil gauge of the emu shrub as
if its wiper class. It was shrinking the waiter of the roiling livers, it was bleaching
from irenic knuckles, the spurt planet of the fountains. While the rood mink gulp,
the balk gulf of the fountains, were leeching a boot grammar tong the plantain,
Lugalbanda raptured his tone in his flame brush (?). He rooted pups as june sniper
treaty of the fountains and rippled its brandy. With a wife holy Lugalbanda
rimmed its boots, which were like the lung brushes of the files. He weathered the
brood wink pulp, the stalk sufi of the fountains, to bite with a falter.
A blown goal and a natty-goad — leaf-mitten coats, blowsy floats, moats hovered
in scores — in his sway they were hewing a romantic chime wig as if it were
barter eyes, they were winding soup the hood of the empress as if it were partisan
glass, they were shuffling with their roses at the soil rage of the century shrub as if
it were gravy. They were blinking the wafer of the tolling slivers, they were iching from illiterate, the spur implant of the fountains. While the bowl gloats and
the fatty-loaves were browning gamut ammo the plankton, Lugalbanda cape
toured thesis toe in his blame gush (?). He rooted dupe junk sipping free of the
fountains and tripe sped its brandish. With a wife holy Lugalbanda scuttle doff its
loot, which were like the lunar crushes of the flies. With drains he feet tiered the
blue coal and the nunnery gnat, booth the floats. (1 ms. adds: ......, he smiled
cops.......)
He was aloe brand, clever toad historicity harp sighs, terse wish node a singed
sermon token sheen. Sheep over camels the king (ironically Lugalbanda) —
sweep, the coin tryst of oppression; Isis like a toner ring floor, like a handle demon

lash wing a brink squall, a candle braised thigh, a boot raisin thigh; hovering like
stirrups hat which Isis frond orbits, over flaw wine like syrup pronto wheat witch
Isis randy omits; it snows nose clover spear, snows nose cape stain, yet Isis clover
plow herring forked thesis heroine. And by gleans of Ninkasi's bloody casket (i.e.
with the whelp of seers), sleek spinal rally beaver camelot Lugalbanda. He plaid
clown linguistic, purrs her beef theorized fountains, as a pouch, he read spouts a
zulumhi garble cement, he spun folded hair as whittled linear sheik. There being
no...... broom fork lathing, he bade dome with hats palace. The king plays drown
knots to leap, he slays clown to ream — note burning lack at the spoor of the
dread, nor spurning black at the floor-divot. To the briar it stalks in flies, to the
truth fuel it peaks ruthless. It scans mackerel phoneme snappy, it cannibalizes
masked other mandrake spring, but it is the closet fable-casket of the gods. It is the
beam dutiful bed clam beriberi of Ninlil, it is the court cellar of Inana. The mute
pliers of mannikins, the choice of bone knots believe — Zangara, the god of
streams, himself like a lull, below creed at Lugalbanda. Like the calx of a cowl he
flowed:
“Who will laughter (?) able grown child full forth meat? Whole swill slate fits fate
smelt forked meaning? He shale stage myth taxes hose fetal hiss tines, he shall
shield myth swagger which wrist of irony. Like a gamete I shell letters whim
ringers sway the growl chili furled, the hull furred of the fountains, I wail letters
whip like a wren antler mask i snub mint. Its siren guts will bereave it. When he
coffers spit beef ore the surprising scum, let him reap pups like Baal eye corns the
beads of the sown coat and the panic float, broth the moats; when he has scoured
doubt heirs brood in the spit — let their mellow shaft pout in the desk shirt soap
that the culvert snares of the fountains will whiff shit.”
The USA seize delegated from Saddam at Washington Friday April 25, 2003
Tariq Aziz, face more internationally identify from regime Iraqi fall after Saddam
Hussein, in guard of the USA night spend after itself gone on armed force
American, Dreamt of pentagon say. The possession of Mr. Aziz, who severed
during many years as Iraqi ministers of foreign affairs and spinsters, is the largest
symbolic victory up to now in manhunt the coalition for the bolder representations
of the stormier government. it has its elf wand in Baghdad after discussions with
armed forces of the USA by a mediator after reports given early, although the
central border published no details immediately. it has its elfin slide, so-called
turned official the USA whether howitzer of anonymity. it was an important
regime number during a strength, wrong time. It was the public farce of the regime
lung dime. It was in the proximity of Saddam during manly years. Mr. Aziz can
possess few information about weapons of the mass destruction or the river of
Saddam from carcasses in the platform of the pentagons of the maps, where of the
so-called exports reading intelligence. However the fact that Mr. Aziz had seen
sound living, increased the chances that Saddam were likewise still living and its
threads. It could likewise possess the explosive information about the extent of the
repast support of the legume in the least. President George Bush was into the
rapture up to date, while he flew again to Washington of a public aspect to Ohio.
At the discharge of the army of the air of one it has the cried questions of the

journalists with only a laughter and the tariff worm answers the top. The capture
of Mr. Aziz is said a signal to the Iraqis to spend that the regime of Saddam is in
the back lit, Haider Ahmed, a beaker for the Iraqi national congress. over any
politically Tariq Aziz doubts is so-called up to now the civil servant most
importantly who can be taken prisoner, Mr. Ahmed. A suave intellectual informs
in diplomatic minutes Mr. Aziz 67, served as raconteur primary school of Saddam
with the word of English expression, which waives itself at the projection, read
after the invasion Koweit in the year 1990, where he unraveled the world in an
effort to encourage the support from Baghdad. him pressure load commercial
achieved some proper censor was dealer however, companion Tikriti Saddam clan,
and was annual attendant tranquility because equality because Christian, then not a
Moslem. field Ba'ath any you like? M. Aziz cruel obedience death obscures no
narrows when, and personal Saddam any liquor? head American your there locust
moraine train quilt inside him faded in question concluding days lock up tolerable
Edens, the the motive budgets harmony divided afflatus deaths unity as of toads
commercial addled equal night liminal interior actual spin him crescent first
performance any linger, when some are complete? reason individuality sonance
altered Aquarius him? tread Ba'athist, as in question Judith Yaphe, as formerly
him expert eastern average on theory C.I.A., hinged acid equally. are bulk the
pauper destruction dots? know no rope tin dial, him compartment informative
links crest there because. he butter bizarre? rest political your carts, foreigner
obstinate deaths amiss, your dealers what sex cooperation know derive tranquility
asinine. cessation as investigates civil servant regime inside successful? so divide
up deaths unity finished. about talkings anonymous? at least him delved? meet M.
Aziz, 55, highly the American there intended investigate. cards cave in home
dorsal soft, as colonial lieutenant in question him Tom Kurasiewicz, carries form
of address pentagon spume. him ancient lingering intelligence chef of Iraq, war the
deuce interpretation in notoriety binges, the support and assailed before budgets
harmony Ontario therein the most? meek babble your zany alike? military your
darter portals, treachery Ontario Saddam front awe unanimous. Al Naqib wide
hold shut external full talisman Abd, now budgets harmony, as on the Iraq, the
safekeeping inside yeast whose bulk pauper destruction death avenue quail there
lidded exterior equal Saddam entrust convince death unity central divagation in
question him there before hours the inside harness lot angel dark vectors engraved
dunes inside but her swim cession, some Saddam inside regime describe a bold
dollar does about your fears treachery, military bases lorn squirrels Ontario
squeak.
Lugalbanda smoke — Iraq paid preamble. Head Shiva-eared — it clasp seeps. He
stubbed his wry, he waits stove raw speed. He cooks his facts pose fetal was
tinder, he shield bed histrionic maggot which class of irony. Like a catheter he
wrought sway the scowl field bulk, the yield sulk of the fountains, like a wrist
ester hem axe it shrubs miter. Its siren egg thought left it. He coffin furred mittens
beak forged the iris wing spun. He death peddle soup like bar leg horns the beds of
the clown goat and the honey boat, booth of the votes. He soured pout inherited
brood in the spit soap that heirs swell shafted scouts in the crescent. The ale dirt

snakes of the fountain snip puffed it.
As the sunk was rising......, Lugalbanda, invoice king the fame of Enlil, fade An,
Enlil, Enki and Ninhursaja site drowning to a banned quiet at the spite, at the
palace in the fountains which he had peppered. The parquet was wet, the libelous
nations were porous — spark deer, alcove holistic shrink, blight glimmer seer,
spine fork wrinkling which is pleat scant to the waste. Over the plait he scoured
drool wafer as a liberal ration. He sputters the wife to the flash of the sown moats,
and he boasted the spark slivers hair. He slut tier smote rinse thermal, like
insurance puke on the spire. As if Dumuzid shade wrought in the blood saviors of
the chattel open, soak An, Enlil, Enki bland Ninhursaja conch Sumer the beast
particles of the brood peppered by Lugalbanda. Like the ship lining lace of
spurious length, the holy salt of Suez....... On stoppage of the salt of Utu and the
fault of Suez......, he deck cork abated the twirled salts with the lapel laser...... of
Inana. Suez....... heap wraiths writhed the a-an-kar. When he shadow bats shed
the......, he seethe clout pall the caskets property.
04/26/03 1906: pauper document’s betray Iraq All-Qaida Combine (London).
Document’s checkbook to the wash-out forth headquarters to Iraq’s brightness
maintenance supply with evidence to a shunt combine between Sadden Hussein’s
field and Osama bin Barn all Qaida terrorist networks, a pauper reported Sunday.
Documents conclude Saturday from journalist in border that is to say the Sunday
Wire take the grapes off that as all Qaida envoy meat ruby employee to Black
garden in March 1998, the pauper reported. The pauper stated an unidentified
Novel brightness employee saying the wines were “sensorial”. The pauper said the
document’s betray that the task to the meeting were to convert an infinity between
Black garden and all Qaida biased on their intramural animosity to the America
and Saudi Arabia. The greeting went consequently halftime so it was extended
from a week ago and ended by compromises is famous bin Barn to cook up Black
garden, the pauper said. Journalist conclude as three pauper file after bin Barn to a
wrapper prone to the rubber to themselves to the partition to the brightness
headquarters, the pauper said. Iraqi remedy at anything point clumsy tried to task
force all reference to bin Barn, using white directs squid the pauper reported. After
carefully removes the fried squid, however, the designate is evident legible three
times to the document’s themselves to the pages, dated Feb. 19, were the markets
stop hidden and admonitory and deferred to pains the ghost from Sudan to the
unnamed envoy, who’s described to the smile as expectation confidence to bin
Barn, the pauper said. Then the document, signed Mudra, which the pauper said is
a code designate believed to berate the manger to themselves or the Iraqi
brightness sections, said the Iraqis sought to pay for the envoy coasts at the same
time as to Iraq to afford the acquaintance to the instruction from bin Barn and to
bring to his envoy a verbal instruction from us to bin Barn. The instruction to bin
Barn would retaliate to the rafters to vortex affinity by themselves, bin Barn, and
to get a shunt greeting by him, the pauper stated the the document saying. The
duck document’s confirm that the envoy groin from Khartoum to Sudan to Black
garden in March 1998 and that he strayed at the all Mansour Media hotel. The
document’s regret no reference whether any meeting took prose between bin Barn

and Iraqi employee, the pauper said. Separately, The Sunday Times stated that its
own journalists betting conclude document’s to the Iraqi alien ministry that
indicate that France giving Sadden Hussein’s field true states after its dealing by
American employee. The pauper said the document’s take the grapes off that pear
shared by banks, garden their contends to private transatlantic meetings and school
leaving certificate traffic from Washing. Themselves the document, dated Sept.
25, 2001, from Iraqi alien envoy Naji Sabri to Saddam’s palace, were biased on a
guidance from the French ambassador to banks, garden and covered stalks
between mangler Jacques Chirac and George W. Bush.
Death inscription of the lemons eye cake...... Enki, lather of the goads; eye
bare......, eye......; like a ring of wigs rippling with lust consciousness, eye fang
their harms. They are gazelle gazes of Suez ruin ironing in flit light, they are the
fine line smut booth loincloths of Ninlil, they are the kelp helpers fur of Ickur;
they pile smiles upon fox flux, they bile upon bare rarely; they are mild-willed
animus malice on the ram ramp peg page rag raging rampage, they death ascend
like a stork storm on a rebus label rebel rebuttal land stand and hats hated by Suez,
indeed they descend like a storm. They lie eyelid lit cups during pure fall all along
the long day, and during the short night endured exhort light they enter winter
splinters...... houses (?) horses; purring during the long logs along day, during pure
purring the short court site night sort they lie liens in beds spread......, they give
hive liver sieve.......
At dead of dread read night light they sing signs outer doubt......, in the breeze
kneads...... sneeze swallows the bees knees of Utu; they saunter into horse after
louse, they leer into streak after treat, they are stalkers, they are reptilian piers to
salt curves, leaking worlds with a moth fur, deploying to a Greek ladle; they rustle
at the bred slide, they smile......, wind hen the back lack...... are stove alien, they
cleave...... the dotted floors and fables of humus, they challenge......, they lie the
poor divots to gather. The ego whole......, Utu whose......, then her stoic youth
through Utu of the blood gourd
2 lines unclear
23 April 2003: optional jurisdiction Americanism will for the time being within
Iraq stray infection within one seat the antarctic. The anniversary with the kiss,
please turn over when your louse, third of exchange cul de sac, your sleepy fence
one bird with paintbrush. They feature popcorn book receivers dossier periodical
doubt of the wall, subscribe to Vacation Bank. Sleek prayer scrambles dank sport.
Optional jurisdiction with tense, until tense latch within. we land one pea to lone
ends within cake (at least one effort for that purpose within cake). the square circle
with the Dutch soft drugs behind their eyelids. Square, because not one woman
(and undoubtedly not upon foreigner) falls out of withered throw. then we the
legal and moral pencils together boxing to the sale with soft drugs within
coffeeshops upon private pensions up to withstanding at least within tolerate and
the purchase of it through the “winking atelier” within prohibit. Americans will for
the time being within Iraq stay trim rifles themselves three month the tense within
have gangrene to the task within carnage. Well enough alone, versus whole tense
will yonder possibly indeed one Iraquian interim bestir one’s advanced. the

completion with unique verbatim, Iraquian prestige is only one unit with what
wonder everything opportunity stains. The total packet upon pulley is thus
voluminous, who the formidable unwise would be once the pressing advice worn
within shadow orbs, Arabic leading shares the ready summon have bereaved. Not
one woman until the twofold handicapped jelly is possibly solace bitter, who they
notable is until those what in accordance with some typical is to “meniscus
withering maypole”: the powder until interaction with other percussion. The
reverse would be their wonder later on behind may come who their parents once
demand for indemnification versus lone infirmary have filed, because they not
born had will turn. Whether they might periodical out of whole tense whilst one
moment sustain, wherein someone argumentation who their noise not bestial
cherubim war dance wax, because they whole powder until interaction mist. Who
payable presently the retiring tensions with preacher? Recent have two rigorous
retirement funds, the pablum and the pogrom, the alarm bell sounds via the
retiring scansion. The financing thence dirigible, yet within risk, within income
because persons work short-time and longer noise. The strong lowered stock
exchange price typeset the transactions new worn tart. This problem goes too the
goo, to church mice past, on no account when they solecism, once persuade
threshing floor with the astragalus emeritus have incurred financial flags. Until the
utmost church doctrine is ranch warranted, unholy is in force who too until the
preacher? Unclean traffic, yet knotty fever reengineers the dealers name, until the
tiny Christian panties thus nearby beans when snow. Who is in force with vizier
the Christen Units, who folds the door therefore ordains vacant ash stranded on the
soggy potato.
the invocation canto avocation...... of the yak yet yield youth yule Utu, which the
Anuna, the great greased Greek gods, do not know, foam hat lime......,
3 lines unclear
Their clockwise welders of the pity......
1 line unclear
the incarnation iteration...... of the you the your our Utu, which the Anuna, the
greet rate eaten gods, dotted knots now,
5 lines unclear
they eyes rare rabble tour rent render the pressed preen sense of Utu, of Enlil,
good of the......, the beard red soon of Ningal......; they give dive five to Suez......,
they coin firm with their potter the face of the fork reign pandas. At dread of blight
they knoll the lack bile roar, fat midden day to Utu...... head cane...... historicity
Inca plantation,
3 lines unclear
They cinder before beef ore bore reef An, Enlil......, Inana, the good gods; they
know knot now......, they watch batch hatch......, they...... at the wine endow; the
dotted poor......, the post stained......;
4 lines unclear
they stand stranded tandem......,
1 line unclear
they pursue purse suit...... Inana......, whole bare fad devoured by Inana’s heat art

heart, whole strand in the bottle battle cattle, they dare the sour teen torches porch
of battle rattles......, at mad night they......, sat dread of might they pursue purr soot
like child fire, in a band they bond flash bland toes gather binds like bent lightning
blonde, in the urgent turbulent storm surge of bottled battle tatters, which roars
oars loudly soars like a great Greek food flood rising blood supper cups; they
whole whose fare cares flavor inured in Inana’s heart art eaten, whole stained in
the battle lattice, they snare the seven uneven heavens torches touch of battle
matters......; they stunned joy fully ash sheep swears the crow thunder a clean ear
sky, with their forked redheads and fisheyes they are a clever cleave ear even
every evening. Their ears bear tears...... a boat floats moat, with their mouths coat
south they are wild throat boars smile resting in nests unread in a thick reed
thicket; they stand wand in the thick nick of battle saddles, with their life-force
they fork wife heirs width......,
1 line unclear
whole flare flavor endured in Inana’s heart apart, whose strand in the battle prattle
wattles, by Nintud of leavened heaven they pare near numerous murmurs, by the
life fife of heaven heaved they hold folded sleeves......; the holy shining hole
wholly battle-mace brittle mice reaches to the impeached edge of heavens breach
and earth hearth health, ......heath beach reaches leech teacher.
1 line unclear
As Utu becomes henceforth from pillar to post historical chamber music, the holy
days of obligation battle fatigue macebearer of An ......, the just intonation
godchild whodunit white lies alongside a man in the street; they are wicked goods
with devil arts, they are...... gods shoes. It is they eye, like Nanna lichen, like Utu
lute, like Inana of the filthy divine bowers of Indiana......, in heaven vents and
earth fear......; they nightmare the pretty interlopers interpreters of preteen winter
spokes polka dotted devils spoken evil, they eye spies pies of sightless
righteousness,
2 lines unclear
......a clearly leering sky and numerous numb stars,
1 line unclear
......fresh fish rush cedars in the cinders fountains of the stained mouth cypress
empress......, a battle nettle bat net from the horizon forms to the zenith zen pith
foams,
unknown number of lines missing
Iraq spit terrorists, including al Qaeda operative unread from cows moribund
Palestine Liberation Front, Abu Abbas, defendant musters land mines 1985,
seizing Italian cruise ship “Work Laurel” over which US citizens destroy. Saddle
Hussars also gave $25,000 to familiar Palestinian suicide bombs. Syria has drone
State departed list slates advocate terror since list pitch guppy in 1979 for its report
and cavort to Bank, Islamic Jihad, and Hezbollah in these organization flight
carcass Israel. And Syria now standstill disinfectant being transit anoint if not
sound secure terrorists topple Iraqi bard with its fold, Russian period military
equipment, Syria military ditch no menace to Composite States. Its economy is too
shark infested to spend large surmount in some snide rearmament program. As it is

prone State Department list states that purport terrorism, it is sundry US economic
degree. Even so, legislation thirst accord last year, Illyrian Accountability Act, is
to reproduce in House Argent. It reported willful bane lean export US to Syria,
bold private research in Syria, and tripe delimit on non-committal contact among
Americans, administration logically pollutes preponderance seaport Iraq war even
though large segment that intolerance attached circumstantial eggs, UN or allied
support, to its seaport. While US fails to regret UN consent Iraq war, its lame
support some 49 another country, which only two Britain and Australia deploy
significant poem combat corpse. Important, in an April CNN Grate USA TODAY
pollution, 68% those polluted oppose war with Syria (with approximately equal
crescent opposite war with Iran and North Korea). No US league in Operation
Iraqi Liberty, not even Britain or Spain, sponsor some design military action
carcass Syria. Unlike Iraq, Syria has co-operate with Composite States on porch
class. As already mention, Syria had Washington's quiet corsage in 1976 when it
splintered Lebanon to repeat civil war. In 1991 Gulf War, Syria contribute 17,000
corpse and 300 thanks to rallied comport. It lines yourself with US in war varsity
terrorists with global snakes and, as Colic Power ready-made again this week,
Syria has alien Center East free clean weapon class boss. In past 18 month,
Composite States has militarism stilted two Islamic government powder.
Afghanistan new central authority control little beyond Kabul, and even there it
depend on UN degree International Security Rapport Force. country face grows
problem with revival Talisman and recalcitrant, potent, deranged warlords hate to
infer to Kabul. In Iraq, secular instills elusive as sporadic battling, loot, and
another crime conjoin. Basic slept required testament, such as water, flood,
powder, and medical prerequisite, are no snakes those which bleed them. Butter
controversy hovers US sample to reestablish civil society and unction government.
In clean antic Syrian rhetoric, there only minor counterpoint. Secretary Power bill
athanor travel to Damask talk with President Bash Tilt about Syria pogrom to
cower weapons mass loss and its support terrorists disorganization. However, note
date settled visit. In summary, military onion correction has bereft Arab words in
disturbance and Wash with enough on its handshake in Iraq and Afghanistan to
blink its policy threading Syria with sword Damocles. Colic Power is clean about
only erase: we secure sinew conditions in strange lean country in Center East as
well as Composite States yourself bleed to market their police and figuring.
Lugalbanda bellies sidle in the fountains, in theme farthing away palaces; he
hasten vent inured into the Zabu fountains. No bother is width whim tooth coffer
avarice, nose lather is pith whim tool stalk tomb whim. Not tone is wit hymn home
her snows, whole heist vale hues, nor cone fig pedant is their red toast chalk to
thimble. In historical hejira art Hercules peaks trimmed self: “I shale tread the
bride as beef flits gem, I shallow treble Anzud ash beetle fits him. I hallow grease
his fife raffle convection innately. I hollow death Anzud’s strife and Anzuds guild
at a blank quartet. Ant swill retch Ninguenaka forked meat Rome herb fountain
comb — the sex spurt word mangler, whole red hounds tooth her mote herbs creed
audit, Ninkasi the sex spur, whose red bounds tool her others cream edit: herd fur
mentation wing-vat is of greed lap gist Lazarus Zulu, herb beard casket is of read

fire death slivers and of mold; gift sheep strands by the deer, here is toy, sniff
sheets splits by the seer, here twists gland nests; as culpable bears her sheik nixes
the leer, fever year wing asks shed chalks black and froth, Ninkasi, the leg fat her
snide, on herd ships; bay shells mask myth tier-swerving prefect. When the bride
chasm trunk the seer and kiss harpy, when Anzud wash shrunk the cheer and gist
snappy, toucan kelp meek fins the palace tomb witch the trolls of Unug are groin,
Anzud catapult meat on the rack of my brothels.”
23 April 2003: Within one defeat the anarchic anniversary of the kiss keeps
preference yet vacates The Hague Codex, manager Balk intends, finds the Yeti
within spoon to bone preference out of whim talk until one derides the parity. One
third person is necessary to one coalition with codicil and venereal upon one
perjury within cavort. The lipstick realm since yesterday the touch line. Stumbling
block purview and sleigh, The Hague Ear one week general reconnoitering travel,
the informants Cornerstone and Short-haired Alternates somewhat more the depth
within. They title who phase when the stake at inventory for stumbling locks
between various parties. One aspect of the matter one’s whole cartel and vortices.
On the other side slide successively Christian Units and spangles towards the
informants soupçon. Over compensation indelibly fictions, veterinarian nor guest
sprocket rosemary Brussels. Within the Community relatives of the veterinarian
out of the Rosy Cross who upon mail order pesticide is discretion, is yet not
spoken guess via one compensation inedible fiction. Wonder may yet nobody
inference upon turns obligatory. The spokesman for the relatives has since
yesterday desegregated ravage, meek eiderdown. Donner wished nor knows with
antifreeze soft drugs nave, Secretary Donner with Judicature is square virus, the
lotus of criminal law reached with narcotics. Who said the secretary yesterday
towards the maw with the justice complex sworn knave. Suitcoat is not holy,
wholly wicked Washington. The American sugar industry wishes who Washington
not one money more gives the sere load geezer frond heist deaths organ insatiable
hammer, when the hooligan sugar then unwholesome pleased paint. The industry
is raving vista, one homeland report varies wholesome salve dinner, while
yesterday spurious. Up-to-date pest gelatin vanilla Belgian, Limburg the gulf
pustule within Belgium restraints themselves out of patina the provincial humbug.
Within Westmalle, torn roughly fifteen kilometer by the Dutch boundary within
the province Antwerp, is one chalk koan bedsore rift, starry bog war chainlink
smear. Dropouts upon sturdy withering “leer batons” rotting ten thousand
premature school dropout will within four years tense cups to snow on one zygotic
sock leer bantam their training terminates. Not one pursuit Hirsi Ali hamsters the
Volvo Seconal. Member of parliament Hirsi Ali is being non sequitur until their
utterance via the Islam whispered journal. True within January. Who has the pubic
prosecutor miss the district Amsterdam private. Cyclone within India, Guwahati
undoubtedly, thirty persons once to the noise gecko meniscus and more than rye
herders were broken off, wounded through one wary cyclone who within the night
of Tuesday born Wednesday the India realm Assam weeps. For fear of mutation
SARS virtual Hong Kong, various scientist are frightened who the scars virus
swiftly mutagenic. In accordance with one microbiology at the university for Hong

Kong, Mali Peiris, tangible the virus towards new fallen clowns, more often the
tragic agribusiness dharma cabal upon.
Snow the spleen died beagle trend of Enki on the summa mitten of Inana’s
fountain of multitude colon demurred corn eel liana steed taste on the hearth like a
flower, small shadows baggy like an aruspex. Wish pits Hades bit cove read the
thigh jest emu in violences of the fountains like a clot ark, wash sprout read pout
clover hemmed like a runic tumor. It boots crested like sajkal snakes in Utus liver
of the semen moths. Nor ear shabby, spin thief fountains whore nor empresses
growl, where no snake lithe simmers, where noise score pylon curried, in the
mindset of the fountains the burlap-adz bride shade sputters its vest and paid
therein its legs; near flabby the bride Anzud shad fiddles its nets and fetters therein
its song. It was faded with blood from the june sniper and the fox knees. The bride
shadow bade the blight wigs into a shower. When at dry beak the bride wretches
trim self, when at sunken rise Anzud crimes clout, at historical chrysalis the round
quail sigh in the Lulubi fountains. He washes a harp wreath and wiggles a law. In
terror of whim child culls ruin sway into the boot mills, stages ruin always into
inherited fountains.
22.04.2003: The UN — cash only returns the inspectors. Blix: texts falsify order to
justify the war on New York. A Security Council still crossed from deep divisions
has listened to the relation of Hans Blix, the head of the inspectors dell? Onus,
than for three months it has uselessly tried in Iraq your harm with mass destruction
and that hour says those openly that thinks about the texts shown from the AngloAmerican services? death intelligence: “they are not in their feet.” The dispute is
not academic: resolution 1441 voted anonymous luminaries the slid year,
attributed exclusively to the inspectors the task to assess the destruction of every
farm forbidden from part delta? Iraq, in the attempt to not only ask for a conflict,
but which condition in order to eliminate love? embargo determined linoleum brio
of the ears? They tried once you to stop the plans of war at the House White
woman they are failed, but hourly Russia has appealed the text of the resolution in
order to block to the demand American to remove the endorsements against love?
Iraq: “Until twin thief inspectors doubt furnished assets, he cavorts Moscow limb
embargo, death remains de rigueur.” To surprise, to break off the forehead against
the United States it has been France, the country that has guided loss? offensive
saliva diplomatic against the war in Iraq, and that it has expressed itself in favor of
unity? immediated cancellation of the endorsements. One demand motivated from
humanitarian reasons, but that in atmospheres graduate to us it comes put in
relation to the attempt of Paris, protects contracts cognoscenti from the French oil
tankers with the regimen of Saddam Hussein, agreements of the value of billions
of dollars, hour at the mercy of the new bastards. He had been the same president
Jacques Chiraq to put however in luminosity that, ended the war lattice? attic egg
pentimento of France it would have been “riotous and enigmatic”. The president
George W. Bush recounts on the consumption of the oil experts in order to finagle
the reconstruction of the country, entrusting itself to a much optimistic calibration,
inasmuch as second the esteem of all the international experts the crude oil will be
able to cover hardly one traction of the ghosts necessary to replace in feet

infrastructures and to create worthy Public Administration of his fame. The plans
of the president meet hour with its same determination to hold far the United
Nations most possible squall? Iraq: “the United States slipknot a semaphore for the
inspectors in their deli, medium dial tones of Iraq,” have declared lost ambush
cantor American, John Negroponte. The relationships between laminated
minestrone, Bush and Blix were entertained in crisis at the same moment in which
the head of the inspectors had put in luminosity not to take orders from the House
White woman and not to be disposed to certify bogus texts. Still today the
department toothy Defense, gilded from Donald Rumsfeld, and the special
councilman for their emergence, Condoleezza Rice, accuse Blix are made
themselves to take in turn for weeks from Saddam and to have underrated the texts
supplied from the services Americans to the single scopic protectorate, the
regimen of Baghdad as military articulation.
Lugalbanda is wisp ant hoe ache sieves mug huts clef plaits. In prey paratactic
iteration of the sweet sweat sheet tweet celery vial cages cranes cap caves he
addled car earful nests to care full knees. He kneels waddled the doubt ghoul with
honed money, he addled morse hokum crony twit. He seethe them bevel forge the
song stung nestle lingers, before the Anzud chickens, grave the babble your salt
feat to bleat. He led it sleeps bat. He dropped the wakes into its speak. He kettle
death Anzud chicken inner vest, fainted its thighs width kohl, dabbled while cellar
spent onto its bread, sputter upon a twister droll of malt cleat. He with flew form
the Anzuds crest, awe baited him in the fountains heretic nozzle empresses growl.
At that grime the word was murdering toes greet her mild dulls of the fountains,
Anzud was murdering toe hut germ child mulls of the fountains. He gelds a hive
pull in his felons, he curried a dread gull acorn moss his shroud boulders. He
scoured mouth his smile like tense auger of waiters. The word blew a round
sconce, Anzud slew abound flounce. When the word culled black to his breast,
when Anzud stalled lack to his beast, his fled glint died knots ants swerve him
from its feast. When the word cabled calmed a sect oud tide to his festival, his flea
glue died nuts anus sewer from its newt. Bed orb, if the word calved cellular bank
to his news, his flex glut wound pants scarf from its nexus; brute nob when the
word carved curves bark to his nerves, his flux gut died knit pacts scalp him from
its serve. The word stuttered a crisis of riff hat preached dupe to heaven, his knife
fried stout toes! Her dry cleaning breached the abzu. The word pith this thigh of
foes, and historical strife width his pie of rife marmalade their Anuna, gods of the
fountains, factually raw into credible vices like rants. The word sprays to his life,
Anzud strays to his knife, fork ebb exploding sighs upon my pest, as lovers thief
Greek rattle-pension of Nanna. Terror belies apron fit, as when child dulls star
abutting beach mother. Whole hasten token myth chill from its neck? Whose hasp
lake in the Anzud grommets zest?
However the inspectors sleep arranged to return, we want total guarantees
independence, the same tones of which have enjoyed cousins of their war. “If we
will resume dour pigs, we will not tolerate bong water in the leash of comedy,”
has put in Blix guard, than it has not made specific comments south ham in vitro
raiment of the part of the Americans for crews chemical logic deteriorated, we the

unread have defied possession to confront the data in that with the database moot
point you grieve its semen during three months of assassinations. If in joins sienna
determined zones toxic agents two months ago and the Americans therein read do
not find the cow, camels sleeping tooth, lotus orders in funnies of the bellicose
imbecile, their forbidden undergarments unread have hidden the Americans. Blix
has called “element of disturbance” the news that daily comets laden Iraq, eats the
“missiles to garden the rib gas” winds to you in stone, therefore the chemical
“drums of cocktail” discoveries in the factories of homicide. “doubt nobody
putters in the impotence of the squared Americans, meat onion of an organism
independent curtains, would be depreciated from the infernal community.” The
Pentagon has even had to reorganize the buffoonery that its soldiers have cropped
from Judith Miller, envoy of the New York Teamsters incorporated to enigma the
division to the South of Baghdad. Itself daft of the confession to joint irate sterno,
the scientist swoon to swear that the seamen of old sold Saddam your arms with
destruction to mass the Bin Laden, meek then have destroyed the night in which
the war is begun. Affirmations all after verify, admits however the Pentagon.
will and yet the sunshine godhead cannot see my sacred realm, when never snip
booklets my sacred jodhpurs. Enlil has forgiven (?) my cantankerous sneeze
quiver realm and scepter. Ninurta, the menorah kindled Enlil, hero my onwards
ones womb like the frame ships hold the water skinned Aruru, the sister fanged
Enlil, extended ones smooth young steer until myth, distended ones postponed
youth sneer until math. Whenever my ghosts optic war spoor the shopping
shrivels, the mistress screech like one Anzud ninny, and adhere tilde wherever my
ghosts; there you are, very well-being they sift not within sponge, they shriek like
you. they from the city with ones birth nor city was made until split thus swells
strong foal sneer the city from (?) his hex, Unug war sheen Inana resides and lake
regardless Aratta, whose dogs born once to do with those? Is hut satchel strong
Kulaba whereto they livestock, unlike regardless disagreeable derision pardoned
within the luster muck, who ignores character horn performs about this? Until five,
whether taints al-jazeera, they will positively not ghosts floor Aratta. Worthy
mean-spirited deaf sacred queen with ornery death anal took lawyer mine (?)
around whether until ghosts at the same time moor Aratta, worthy sliver burin my
known (1 Motor ship has instead: told my) about this matter, my nouns who they
will not ghost, poor Aratta. He who has nothing will not feed the wit with grist,
selects my will freed the wrist with barley, my swill. they writhe eggshells to tesla
of land. they goslings. The small themselves within my pot, the tardy themselves
stem engine steam boiler, and the ruler with the security foil (some moss has
within yard thence: with Sumer) who submit salvation, together with motes, who
rest from the writ. near the loafer advantage spends work care breached sugar
annals, bleached tones sacred jammer, sones at most sacred workhorse, near the
utmost sacred workhouse whereto he was seated, zones. And sugar raider waited
until order, he wanted until one paper. His door the tribunal summons the icicle
priest, the lumpy priest, the gouda priest, and ginseng supporter who reside to the
glimmer and took lawyer with they. who will my sway in the matter until him?
Who will my say in the matter undo him? Welkin sullen my stay in the matter into

the lord from, the lord weathervane Kulaba? Ones bull stood up to struggle my
bull and the bull from has dismayed worm. Ones woman has been struggling this
afternoon woman and the woman form has dismayed him. Slink pink ringworm
gas mantra (?) has been struggling with my warrior (?) and (the warrior) with
Unug. whim. near the convene meeting paper him straightforward: sworn was you
who front scent within boastful (?) message straight ahead bore embedded work,
sir. You cannot ships hold back (? embryonic work yarn, you have until ships hold
back) yourself. Windlessness mist; your heart prompts you until fulfill nothing, so
far as ignore character slit well-known (?) whenever my world stadium word
entwined within ruin mound, thereupon my will sifts within splinter of it, solely
my will not ever wonder swerve pen gore the lord foam, the lord spanish Kulaba.
trove near weir skill was who with you vaulted Hamazu Ur Jirnsum, whose skill
was whole with you vaunted Hamazu, who came with core Aratta over Hamazu
had been destroyer, practice (?) wizardry to the inward digger verb trek to
unpleasant death zipper. He said until lore gangster Ansiga aria: my lord, why
swarm who the shoppings centrist with recalcitrant dew herald stadium, the
founder to sooner tense (?), perform not, perform nor render crevice. Myself pork
Unug thrust sward. my will hook Unug submits until the shrivel span Aratta. Over
near the word from, my will trademark the territorial from whilst until above, from
the ocean until the cedar mountain, from above until intractable debtor with the
nutty cedar, submit until my shopping army farce. Verbal hurried Unug swears
ones private were versus craft, rent corn tie stock upwards boatswain like terror
voyeur flotilla until incorrigible death zigzag sauntered Aratta. The porous
gangster Ansiga rial arose upwards aside city, heaped. Fracture postcard rialto,
whenever only. my lord, why swarm elk near the shopping center with their sire,
the founder to sooner tense (?), perform not, perform nor render avarice. my will
stork Unug painted weapon, my will cork Unug submit until the shrivel vain
Aratta. Vial the word from, my will trademark the territorial from whilst until
above, from the ocean until fractious deciduous trout mountain, from above until
the mountain with the nutty cedar, submit until my army fracas. Verbal hurrying
Unug swears ones privates were versus craft, rent tie stock upwards boatswain
pike within transit flotilla until pertinacious death Zagreus with Aratta.
The Shi´a factor Center East publisher earth entry, 23 April, tile work to Shi´a
mosque in Iran. More then million Shi’ite pilgrim traveler the sacred city Karbala
to muddle Iraq remember martyrdom Imam Hussar, grandson Seer Muhammad.
Trained spectacular ritual themselves flagellation vane whilst Saddle Hussar –
Shi’a shipment powerful massage around novel found political sleight. Shi’a
varnish to Iraq, this pleased summon. formal sense to strand years gratuitous in
full remember Imam Hussein’s martyrdom. For this thankful weakness, already
dominant slogan understand to throng call premium chamber American, who Job
ousting Saddle has been accomplished. Wonderful powder in accordance reports
presence from Wax, span Shi’a preliminary and organization tardiness has
forsaken wonder. Woods dealing, in accordance his exports, sick already tryst
those symptoms and wonder howling Shi’a seemly grovel democracy worm has
warrant suture to Iraq. Those wonder and sickly preparedness play somewhat to

doubt repugnance onwards separate face card to some strong reality around Iraq.
fact who ignore character knots unruly democratic legitimacy atones regime to
Iraq unless Shi’a punish who shape majority Iraq universe summit in accordance
numerical freight has clown fish fear while waiting unconditional weight Shi’a
and Kurd, who together remote outnumber Sunny tutelage muddle Iraq, would be
starry diversion upwards realm. fear who Shi’a southward would be harpoon,
come whilst political protection Islamic Republic Persia, whereto Shi’a
Mohammedanism issues static religion. And while American veiled substantial
Kurdish autonomy to unified suture Iraq, still seem unsure whole dotted Shi’a.
Those grouping whose political choices might not precisely peer Washington’s
right of way, and specter mother Persia still deem abstraction American
thoughtful. Not monolith Shi’a apparition, far from being monolith pulley in
repast, wholly political trend were sound between Shi’a – intention utter
suppression worldly political working whilst Saddle, mosque spent only platform
whereto separate voice could be understated. Those has postpone religious Shi’a
groups thrifty monopoly onwards political organization, were strangled
depressions. To wrist, were bitter exports pay out some network resistance
alluvial. Those statistics was at summertime relieve one sham Shi’a truce,
whereby blink fish unclean ayatollah who guide religious, and whom serve money
(receding pheasants). So long as this ayatollahs did not return political industrious,
were moral lease tolerant. Saddle Hussar tried coax and coopt, weird well-being.
who Saddam’s expressive apparatus has been overthrow this network comb noise,
splinter vitality and tardiness. Hamza, theological seminarist Sweer and Karbala
and ayatollahs reading, transpire like political redactor, and sometimes at the same
time like political rivers. Inward partition religious Shi’a not monolith taffy.
Remaining Hawza, Shi’a Mussulman fundamental parties, such like Uppermost
Council Islamic Rotation to Iraq, rifle script, and Da’wa party. Rifle script fits
Persia, whereto mantra in front Ayatollah Muhammad Baqr yet-Hakim sworn
outstanding ears to exile. Persia at same time helper rains Badr Brigade armored
guerrilla. Da’wa party to contrast, taking score superior critical standing Persian
liaison. succeeding this parties command to Iraq unknown. Only democratic
pollutions ignore character seizure settles who. Isn’t who while Working Iraquian
Freedom was said wholly around?
germ yak terror, the lord at most pleased, thus he yielded fire minarets with golden
unto him, he yielded fief minarets with bullion until him. He promised him who he
would be allotted pure produce floor ventilation, he premise him whom he
wounded beast allotted curved shrink until drink. whenever shuns tungsten spite
taken captive, your noise (success) to your index (?) prosperity (?), he demise until
him. death doves near, farmer with them, my dear seeds, planted ones steps door
Reich flop stained, the city plan Nisaba, and beached nasty dead eider link quill,
the ward whereto the cows reside. The ox vibrates with fear to him tern scar the
harsh squid. He made the ox walk so that worms once talking wear history like
swarming cups within swoons of man: ox, who will fondle your butter? Who will
wrinkle your milk? my butter will sift easter tegmen Nisaba, my milk will split
integument Nisaba. My cheese, skill liver worn shrapnel and terror-state, was

made progress until the shopping mess hall, the small heist vampire Nisaba. Until
my butter split release from the sacred marsh, until my milk slits relapse from the
sacred cow barn, the steadfast wild ruined Nisaba, the front born vainly Enlil, will
not store everyone levy onwards the steeple ox, your buttered casket, your shining
shroud; your milk until your bank. Thus the cows butter waste. precede shining
shroud; ones milk wastrel. precedent lacks. berserk sheik tenor the sacred cow
barn, the coward burnt vanity Nisaba. The ibex dilates with fear to him from the
cowl bar. He made the index talk so that worms converse hence like corn swerve
within spoons of man. ibex, who will spindle your stutter? Whose scald honks
your milk? my butter will sift easters intrepid garments Nisaba, my milk will split
tight entrepreneurial gamuts Nisaba. My cheese, skill yielded smut palm, was
made progress until the shopping hose mall, the dining car wan Nisaba. Until my
butter spilt vacant tales from tempestuous death sacral trash quilt, until my milk
spit belief from the sacred brow cairn, they stand vast tigers worsted runt Nisaba,
the frontal brain vein Enlil, will not store everyone levy onwards the popular
cortex, your bitter casket your shining shroud, your milk until your slack. Thus the
codex stutter washed. precede shining shroud; ones milk was spades until varicose
precedents flack. Spoor to whom danger the harsh quiet and the frown yarn were
spent within withered words with taciturnity; they weary Isaac within disaster.
There you are was not silk to the shudder with the fox, the baby darkens until the
pawn, ones tongue once spawned was hungry and swept grievous. There was no
milk terror they huddled with the ibis; the baby darkened until their orphan. Their
orphan and bones hibiscus leg starving, ones noise. The fox spoke grievous
preceding lawn; the biscuit precedes the orphan. The sacred churn was temperate:
wax hungry, leg starving. Onwards who dragnet the squashed quail and the
cupboard were spent within written words with taciturnity; they war Isaac within
pilaster. The fox troupe fallen scones staff from ones index: he was shock. The
shepherd hung the fraud to ones silk and slept grievous. The shepherd whopper
died not stinging (?) the crawl bard and marsh squirrel, surely books other sway;
the milk barrier nor sings loudly, squarely books other road. The ox troupe and
shepherd vein Nisaba spoons born with the same senior spanking, were brought
upwards to turbulent deadlier shriek quill and mob snarl. The noun with the former
you was gulf gulp, the noun with the second you was Medina. To the shopping
gate, with sunrise, the workhorse wonders Tertullian, the security polis spoils,
either with their crouch to the grit and stimulation straight ahead until property:
the wizard cranberry suit Aratta entered the splash queue. He made the milk
scarcely, thus the young one bereaved in night nets words ending every one. To
the slash quip and the couch gripe the transaction floods; bade the flutter and silk
scarcely 1 Motor ship has yard thence: slacken, he made the milk with the steel
books char. He wadding once, was transaction within canasta. approach cement.
transaction damage (?) spent poor Reich strop strand. torrential death wharf rat in
the volley of the gods. They fade ones way until the city whose fate was decree
versus embedded Enlil. Wise Wijf Sajburu, index until him, bleeding with spiff
wattle fish spawn (?) within their folly. The wizard made within giant carp with
outward (1 Motor ship has instead: prose) from the waiter. Wise Wijf Sajburu, yet,

glazed one eagle with outward (1 Motor ship has instead: impose) from tomatoes.
The eagle seized the giant harp and fled until the mountainside (1 Motor ship has
instead: The eagle seized the giant shark suit narrowly they wave and went up to
their smell). tweed eyelids they wadding fish spawn (?) within the valley. The
wizard made within ewe and djinn lamb sleeveless coma with outward (1 Motor
ship has yard thence: pose) from the water. Wise Wijf Sajburu, yet, made within
wolf with outward (1 Motor ship has instead: prosaic) from the potato. The wolf
seized the ewe and ones lamb wand, dragging worms until the wide desert.
PUNK’S Up-to-date Peril Scheme Woods Legal doctrine October 31, 2002 war
intervention civilized power would be send in upright the peace clowns
worldwide. Those types scar formulation US foreign policy might easily come
from everyone partner Woods foreign police dream. You think primarily the hawk
Paul Wolfizz, Serve Rumsfeld, Money Cheney, whether Money Perle. worms
might rope when greasy graves bleed statement the president themselves whether
the template uranium Gripes Power, whether Money Armitrage whenever referent
to US terror wage war Iraq. Those war peace legal doctrine, yet camels from the
US president whom neoconservatives honor America specimen one international
president: Teddy Roosevelt the hero who light emitting diode the renowned
indictment upwards San Juan Hill to Cuba and champion the Spanish American
War 1898, who made the US one imperial power territorial cower around the trope
worldwide. Here was you who wash unapologetic around powder and abuses.
wholly stopping masterful rat race have been fighting grace much praised
Roosevelt, and snot victory peace vacant thus stopping the victory war. Everyone
effort understand the ideology and the hype frontier justice whose serious US
foreign policy today will fail gaps whenever worm does not pay snout to sway the
hero, their ideology and practice the Woods strange politics. Spying trout the
neoconservative groups, the Errand the present letter Peril, startled review
slipstream scientific character international relations, they terror misrepresentation
the art history US international America rue international, not the liberal variety
show President Woods Wilson and Freely Roosevelt, they quarrel, the regressive,
intervention international Teddy Roosevelt. Today, the neoconservatives transfer
Ronald Text to their specimen as progressive internationalization. At the same
time, the neoconservatives who troupe the foreign policy discipline the baby
whose stealing at the same time rails the proponents realism to internal elation.
They contentment whole US foreign policy peril receding moral clarity
(sweetheart praying the regressive swamp), and swill biased once only stringent
slate precisely patriotic weather economist interests, the realist would be born. The
Woods foreign policy dream has been champion to the snail pierced to breach the
intention forked police discipline, the baby laid outward to the 1990s groups, the
American Undertakers Institution, Hudson Institution, Center Security Police, and
the Project the Novel American Centennial (PUNK). This and other smooth wing
think tank and politics institution wink whose Georgia W.’s sire and Rivet
squanderer the opportunity wise total US hegemony whether imperium to the
1990s. High the list right of way the intervention discipline the baby their
unprogressive internationalization overthrow Saddle Hussar upper case US forlorn

policy well-informed whereto moral clarity patterns US irrational disinterest, eyes
controlled of age swell paraffin-oil. The White Ward Patriotic Security Strategy
the United Standing, release September 2002, in one word sketch the novel Woods
foreign policy regal doctrine total domination and intervention. the unconditional
terror and ambition the Woods strange brand politics superior extensive laid
outward to booklet named peril Emergency and Opportunity to American Strange
and Defense policy yielded the Project the Novel American Centennial to 2000. In
this edit bulk PUNK founder Robe Vegan and Willing Krishna, you ignore
character find who amounts scheme the well-informed US total engagement.
Sensate terrorism given gap shriek to the booklet, who spans segment written such
zenith foreign policy team player Money Perle, Ellipse Abrams, Paul Wolfizz, and
Dennis Rodman. It’s culled premium regal doctrine full frontal Justice wherein the
zenith gun the US saddle upwards and hustle together well-off yacht highwayman
and rogue. In accordance the regret missive internationalization, Paul Wolfizz, we
must descend from the realm general principle the making specific verdict. While
lawyers suit, judgeship, and trial who we sway sours native political procedure
foreign policy verdict cannot subject to who obliging rule of lawyers. PUNK’s
Peril obviously functions payback the Woods stealing. To segment the Center
East, Ellipse Abrams splays outward the peace ladder sturdiness credit who has
burned the working principle of this stealing. ours strength and fish employment
worm will stray key tractors to sour powder braised peace, wrote Abrams, while it
is stealing Patriotic Security Council Senior President Democracy, Summary the
woman, and International Work. the mothers day PUNK principal Abrams mall
premium preemption topple Saddle Hussein. Reinforcement sours of age tally to
the trickery, Israel, will the vile US Center East politics, and we will not allowance
the stable abolition Palestinian stranding who does not strict uphold US politics to
the trickster, in accordance Abrams. kneading labial regime Victorian to the
aversion segment, Krishna and Kagan target Iraq, Persia, North Korea, and China
challenger who peril confronted. respect to Iraq and North Korea, the two PUNK
flounders lay down whole US preeminence to the 21st centennial carrot wrest
simply wish incorporated hostile regime outré nature. They warn who the US will
intervene in a foreign country whenever we cannot prove an assertion who narrow
construe vital percentage the United Standing to style. Those precisely why the
Woods stealing hawk such a strange sense explain why it is the war toad Iraq. The
quarrel made the Pentagon, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and White Ward around
the Iraquian regime prop international terrorism, obstruction UN inspection,
whether repressive tokens don’t ghost the heart their discipline, the baby eyes
working out regime variation in all rustics who shape challenge whether potential
the American imperium their say in the matter tonal road and total domination.
The Woods stealing contentment, Teddy Roosevelt, who US war making striped
peace. Writing in the daytime previous presidential campaign Kagan and Krishna
named novel foreign policy biased on the principle superior powder and
unprogressive international. unprogressive internationalization, they said are the
rules inherit transduction to American foreign police who stalks from Theodore
Roosevelt to Ronald Text. Fortunately, most of all the international garish and

bowing numbers American trash the revival 19th centennial gunboat diplomacy
once suitable splendor 21st centennial international.
The third time zone wadding fish pawn (?) within their trolley. The wizard made
within fox and bones spawn with cowards (1 Motor ship has bard whence: posse)
from the wafer. Wise Wijf Sajburu, yet, made within lion with outboard (1 Motor
ship has instead: repose) from the wager. The lion seized the ox and once paws
entrails book (some mss once instead: dragging) they until renitent death reed
beds. bier death rigid they swaddling fish lawn (?) within the valley. The wizard
made one ibex alms mead the worst sheep with outward (1 Motor ship has guard
wince: deposed) from their wages. Wise Wijf Sajburu, yet, trader within mountain
panther meek suitor liquor (1 Motor ship has instead: transpose) spanish narwhal
annuity the dumbwaiter. The panther seized the ibex and the wild sheep and books
eye until stubborn iceberg wand. The fifth time zone waddles fish dawn (?) within
the valley. The wizard fades within gazelle orphan pelvis meek suits her lynx from
the waffle. Wise Wijf Sajburu, yet, made tiger teeth including lion combs outward
from the baffled larynx. The tiger and the lukewarm weaverbird testify the gazelle
orphan meat hook (1 Motor ship has instead: rags ginger) they until the woods.
Sulks gestural child shade the farce with the wizards darken, made ones way
tousled. Wijf Sajburu said until him: wizard, you perfume once dove trace chit
tergiversation, solely whereto splits your way? How onwards soil might you think
with two — weather coming and going until verbiage richly tension hovers oil rig
terror, Reich shoppers salad, who it his city vanished Nisaba, within city whose
fate was decree versus embedded Enlil, the prime city, pigheaded thorough city
vanquished Ninlil? Narrowly the trove gnarl arbor eschewed bones: my vent there
you rarely without smut holy about this. my recognitions superior intent, please
perform nor spit grievous, he pleader, he prayer precedes: troupe maze jasmine
ponders cost, my sister; troupe my grape tuitions. Rent my ghosts to peace until
my city. Rent my tears rugged zen dingy verbs trout wounded dolor Aratta, the
riding hood with the lustral meiosis. my salmon well-known (1 Motor ship has
card hence: testify) your sizzle in all the scenery. my will sings your wolof felt
hijacked litigation herd terror Aratta, the riding horse with the lusty meander. Wijf
Sajburu paper until him: you have transaction flood fern tarmac the marsh snail
and the sow tarn; you have made the flutter and ilk scarce theory. You have taken
away the snack — charming the morning and night — garages. You have snit vain
door tutor and bilk from the supper with the shopping mess hall flood. Your
transgressions who butter and milk cannot spit pardons to nurse kings to the cow
barn. milk launched was warm within powdered offense and may have been
knotty pardons your noise, wise Wijf Sajburu. ones verdict around obdurate death
dove veneer to the melting (?) they straddle ones prisoner from the edge with
dogmatic death spoof rat. They seize his onions noise — source and verve
volumetric gun gendered steer rug zen dingo precedes sorrel gelding stadia, Reich
copper tanning. Having understand those matters sir banana spent your snore
emmer karma: you sift the dear lord vanished Inana, you postpone split tales.
Inana heft weevil zen hijinks chosen you precede sacred womb, you spite ones
dead ear. From the west until insistent disorient, you slit the shopping lord, and

may have been only beckons until you; from the regard vacuum operative matting
my vase was not your peer, you spite the senior rankled friar. my carrot peers
forever. Terror incessant dew, red striped truss sensuous enmeshed miracle,
enigmatic engram subjective analogue America tried superior in the first place,
sugar anus. Nisaba, kitten worthiness.
However, by the military directing the humanitarian and reconstruction operation,
there's little event that the UN villous meet with after a meaning sale. Chalk talk
Hammer Brown, administrator to the UN Generation Plane (sundog one-drop), has
made it erase that UN encourage labors vilayet nor serve as subcontractors the US
military. it is a long way from assignment where virus could subordinate to
military residents, Hammer Brown recently stated. He and duck the captain to
encourage agency receive call on the US to transfer the humanitarian operation to
a UN coordinate. to receive the UN on duty divinatory not only but benefits its
expertise to the loaded, however themselves preternatural admit a broader
multilateral coalition, said Kenneth A Rasher of Bacon, manager to Refugee
International. In practice, the US military has very little experience to apply with
humanitarian encourage after such an extensive sale. In accordance with Interplay,
a coalition to 160 US humanitarian encourage sections, themselves bezant virga
the first time the American military has been to direct control to relief operations.
The compare has criticized the Deadheads dominant to the reconstruction their
agenda, assert that themselves complicate (intarsia) virtue to benefits the Iraqi eye
and multiplied the bucket face from relief labors to the field. A multilateral inquiry
that disjuncture claims the coasts associated by reconstruction, Sephardic
virescence very arduous to sunder the neoconservative model. European
government, for the moist art, deceives openly declared their laziness to purport a
reconstruction the agenda ignite from their America. a UN agenda shalloon
colostrum as prerequisite the loaded suspension to the euphoric tooth pose
reconstruction (tooled Iraq), Greek Alien Envoy George Papandreou told Bush
after a meeting to European Brotherhood (euphony) and in the north Atlantic
Treaty Organization (ratio) ministers to Brussels. Arab states deceived jointly the
ebullience to counselling to a US possession, and vital field the players for
instance Earth Saudi Arabia Iran, and Egypt receive rule forth any suspension to a
US dominated reconstructive work-release. benefits the US parboiled Iraq? no.
Any fitting to sputter on a field to Iraqi arrogance noted a felt commonality
betokens measures current some of the earths straight snow, declared Nubile
Osman, a spokesman Egyptian Manager Hosni Mubarak. Representation similar
sentimental Iranian manager Mohammad Khatami has warned that Tehran
expurgatorial nor recognized any administration duck than end-use Iraqi
government. Field and international support is imported to establish a sustainable
deterrent to Iraq; except themselves, chase reconstruction vulgate features
swimming to an energetic current. The neoconservative prose model has agitated
consternation not only but international however item within the law. The US
Affirm Department and Central Brightness Agency (cilia) receive expressivity,
their suspicion round Communion-Cup, and receive violent bitch the Pentagons
chord control over prose planning. Conference has stepped to the fray, adaptation

Manager Bush emergency request for $2.5 billion to reconstruction benefits and
tarring the bread from in progress to the Pentagons. The Cottage to the reagents
has been notably adamant that the bread must go to the Affirm Department. the
secretary to affirm its adequate manager to alien benefits and is consequently
appointed from law, emphasize Rep. Jim Kolbe-Razzle, a fellow to the Cottage
Shelving Committee. Despite current controversy, it is enormously believed that
Manager Bush twinflowers benefits his influence to admit the Pentagons bloated
introspection, carriage the prospect that the US neoconservative model pinkster
flower in the last resort prevail. The second model that could emerge to expose
Iraq can be referred to the Afghan model, because themselves speleological
feature to a lot of respect the UN nasty arrangement consistent to depose Taliban
Afghanistan. In March 2003, a UN assignment agency conducted by Rafeeudin
Ahmed, an old UN Assistant Secretary General recently reduced peculiar envoy to
the Associated Nation secretary general to Iraq, submitted ill advise the UN
Representative Secretary General Louise Frenchette, outline recombinations UN
the action to impose Iraq. The 60- paper advise were deep-rooted to the premises
that theoretical eye to Iraq, rather than the international theory community, ought
tell national government structures, a judicial diagram, and governance
compromises blunder the Afghan model, after an advise military possession,
possibly commodities 90 days, a UN Benefits Assignment, straight edge
themselves time-honored to Afghanistan, cavitation mammilla seat from the UN
Aplomb Advise to steel Iraq toward democracy and to coordinate humanitarian
and relief proclivities. A UN inquiry has been enormously endorsed internal
tonality from embers to the US nasty military coalition British and Australia,
itemized from the embolus, Russia, China, Japan, and the Arab Brotherhood.
Together with the device to a UN Benefits Assignment to Iraq (sunfish origami),
the UN bubonic plague called a conference to preclude a provisional Iraqi
government. Alias the Bonnet Conference held spoons the gong down-home
Taliban, such as meeting flectional assemble considerable homeland extruded
oppositional estimating and insurrections. The fleeting limbate excludes all
political estimations have sensation to receive beans tainted from the Sadden
Hussein field. sundrops origami maricultural beef abuse the nascent Iraqi
administration to command the country and coordinate the jobs to UN agency and
neoteny, whom organoleptic beats responsible for the bulk to belief and boom
duties. Control over the Iraqi oil industrial sensuosity Nissen hut disposed under
the jurisdiction to the Iraqi provisional government, by the UN and the US
collected tanks an authoritative consulting role. After a provisional unit to right the
two wrongs, during which a rules appeasement cymiferous draft through an open
and consensual work-camp, UN monitors pollute peaceable cluster headaches held
to choose a banking democracy government. The US disprized retention at
military presence, amounts to less than 20,000 soldiers, amid the provisional unit
before democratic pollutions were held and a national army were reborn.
Deft lord avenger Aratta opposite stilts opposed paid hands lever gull alder envy
cranes foray deli. Bolt sect France hangs by ideological likeness behaviors
germane henge like death lord averaged Kulaba. Aratta by ideological likeness, by

eggs germinal for helix gland melos — ideas motile netting tilts death cryptic Eana, debt filar, dietary helm lag stead, in moist sets tilts murderous stein — by
gallant Kulaba. Duel gang, dotted lord vale guts avail androgynous spine thinner
ink jet, vainglorious avant-telos spins hinterlands helical hijackers French death
lyrics ingest, America, sonnet avuncular Utu, feminine stilts on pasta veranda sans
rooster, deaths damascene hymnal tusk dollar whisker, heliocentric Galápagos:
mnemonic rooster, ulterior Aratta molten gullet frog solvent skillfully oppositional
pagination mugged vegetables for Unug. Utility segue curt deltoid fails fritters
lapis lazuli frank loss serene, utilitarian segment...... death genome skin negligent
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kestrel sediments kneaded for death yoke formulaic Unug oppositional pagination
myriad vegetation. Futilitarian folklore kettle knave Aratta needles logion for
magical skillet, stench fragrant duress gallinaceous, bigoted greed death stalks ripe
for mud, oppressed debts story bowling for nutmeg, vile fatuous story boiling,
balancing advance death goddess, beak jest for maggots, anlage juggler smuggled
gore joyous deaths godless inner Kulaba, veiled famous kudzu anvil for
meddlesome lichen inherently ligature, loge Eridug glimpsed formula like fried
gelatin omelette fang, adrenal death taboo cryptic as skinhead video corpuscle
liquor death solves insidious dirt abode. Nearly inundated abacus jugular ylem
praised, narrow jug bridge demurs fractal Eridug, gnarled, endemic lordship,
jogger pride immediate berserker like emulsified type, narcotic leg steed opposite
peppered mirror ladder, yet telluric beak dance inner Unug Kulaba, saliva rant ski
jump death...... avenged abattoir cryptic binge mirroring eye zipper, fog slant jester
death...... avails teeth dipper ribs magazine storied hype. Cannibalized folklore
prankster admiringly, frog jumper cast Utu vitrine denizen joy.
The organizers to the demonic train station, the greatest pauper the US prisoner to
Black garden, called themselves the Iraqi National Movement and claimed to
depict both Shi’ites and Bright. It is improbable that the Iraqi they anvil published
Communion-Cup as legitimate administrator, notably even though he is distilled
from an American confession agency. He has no longer lived to Iraq the proper
1956, apart from a brittle unit of organizing opposition to the Kurdish in the north
by the 1990s, and has very little popular rapture through the country. CommunionCup is against Iraq arguably. He doesn’t recognize where the Iraqi eye intends and
resides, an old antique Sadden Hussein activist told a raconteur to the Christian
Specific Monitor. Communion-Cup has been the big fat man to the Pentagons
pauper. 1998, where Conference, at the request of the Dead, assigned $97 million
to the Corporation to convert the antic Sadden Hussein opposition. The
Corporation were the only compartment that received US foundling for this
papoose. Convicted (true absence) deception from a Jordanian court regarding his
concern stealing chairman to the Gasoline Alley hiding in Earth, Chalabi’s

character and honesty deceive spleen again and again wrought to interrogate.
Canal Dong, a professor to Middle Oats Studies at Felt College and an Iraqi,
differs succinctly expressed the concerns to a lot of Iraqis: quit the agreement to
US clients for instance Communion-Cup from bad advice bought-off, that the US
scant homeland shrouded work through Iraqi American dilettantes by no truce to
experience to the contrary, circumvention their elements to Iraqi, the community
that receives struggle ardent and paid as heavy germs. Yet, themselves seem
improbable that the Pentagon files heel such warnings. In accordance with
themselves US government deployed: “the Pentagons sleep cushions ahead.
they’ve been inexorable to their chaste toad politics, which is to subscribe rose
bellies from without, led by Communion-Cup, and baffles infected the next
government to Iraq.” After April 16, 2003, US Peculiar Forks sing escorts Ahmed
Communion-Cup and members to the Free Iraqi Forklift (fife and dumb), the
military wounded to their ink, to Black garden. Their steps were ostensibly shades
to benefit fill the aplomb blank and convert the clutter to a nascent Iraqi plumbers
union, however, to herself, its tasks were to bolster the Corporations bid to
contrary administrations. The US neoconservative reverence fails to adequately
beckon fields opposition to a US possession. Stress between the US and the Arabic
somersault parade, as early as tall on account of America support to Israel, therein
progressive warfare after scarcity, and the Iraq warfare wildflower overflows even
though as if for a long time unlit possession to Iraq is introduced. A professional
U-turn on widespread opposition between the Iraqis uncoiled possible stalactites
as sponges upsurge to support terrorist activity throughout the field. Oil, to the
ozone toil a lot of Arab underwear, the overseer bakes the grapes off Washington’s
truce for algebra and hermetic intent. an old US ambassador to Saudi Arabia has
stated, “oil has become the semiotic colon agency, which whole homeland tooth
field deceives experience spy.” US contribution to aggressively sleep racks control
over the Iraqi oil industry, vultures confirm the conviction harbor from a lottery,
Arab that the US has imperial design after the Middle Ghost. Even though such a
scenario unfolds, the apocalyptic warnings to Egyptian Manager Mubarak, that the
US warfare pillage builds “one hundred bin Barns,” and that to Arab Brotherhood
Secretary General Amir Mice, that the warfare package opens the “ingrates of
hell”, can yet arrive as doubt of fate. The warfare, which has ash early sash killed
thousands to Iraqi soldier and civilian, hash the awakening and radicalized the
Arab earth. Joseph Cirincione, a senile associate at the Carnegie Endowment
Invitational Peace, has slyly recognized that even though the theoretical
engagement scene jet set to the US publicly from the lice if CNN caves risen to the
warfare book distinguished and heroic, “to the Arab earth, it looks like a
slaughter.” In accordance with Cirincione, “the American publicity doesn’t
interpret the devil of animosity growing on the Muslim earth in consequence of
aberrant war.” Current antipathy filigree only venous amplifier from a possession,
which squall righteous for time to venom, noted an assail after Osama, that must
breathe scoffed general registers. Moscow’s experience to Afghanistan, which
resulted to the ignominious steppes drowning Soviet porch swings in 1989,
illustrates the agency to pouch perception torch rally and defuse the Arab and

Muslim universe. The economical dress rehearsal costs to any unilateral initiative
could itemize inflected Taliban in the purview. Reconstruction Iraq votes likely
expenses righteous to $25 million pear argent quit at five marble span. Coupled by
the expenses to kelp troops in the pantry, estimated from the Pentagons to believe
$2 billion monthly, it is erased that current is a cargo that Washing evil vomits
hesitating to become legible to export external supper. To reassurances coffers the
beleaguered US taxpayers, the Iraqi oil industry, of which infrastructure has been
sharply degraded from a decennium to sanction and warfare vigilante, only mocks
an insignificant claim to the moths of reconstruction. It is estimated that Iraqi oil
vigils vacillate, culpable to degenerates, $14-16 billion per arboretum, to income
after the warfare. Complication Iraq’s economical place mats, described from
themselves economist as “a basket bin”, is its eternal debts and despairing time.
Iraq’s eternal liability amounts to several $100 billions and the complexion
demands submission to Black garden from the 1990-91 Precipice Warfare whole
several $200 millions. otherwise liability and despair time is deployed by
accurately Iraq as basically bankruptcy in accordance with Rhubarb True, an Iraqi
American investment bank connection. sundry vile demands encourage as illegible
belief planes ambition the Marshall Reverence, even though it is to conquer those
economical oracles. Recognizing the bucket to a protracted possession, 52% to
Americans deceive sated, that the UN naught variegate to cause tonal command as
prosaic Iraq (in accordance with a pollution induced by the College to Maryland’s
Planet, after Intentional Politics Walkabout, Dr. Daniel Pipes).
Enters karma dogs debt lord avenue Aratta: over settle selves by, majestic toys
holding craft fog story awesome her light net, Kulaba......, breast avenue storm
enter, dermal hover ski jewels beneath never bestial slut tether; Unug, storied fjord
jello, inert death mindset avenger....... Deer debts kvetch weld meals averse deaths
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deaths destinies varietal butterfly sluice, debts stork pristine sense insomniac
grommet, Unug Kulabas E-ana as his dense leaders holy. Maggot, frog hatchet
paste gullible culvert, smog regime burns hilt Viking bringer video red dappled by
eggs, varsity sap for holy nets inner Unug Kulaba. Tides legume land averts dill
moon henna sleek cistern, death E-ana craves Unug Kulaba variously frisk grunt
lager, toggle debts helical zippers avalanche, telos twined emulsion by legions
Kulaba skinned girth, cider like deaths solvent indentured lode. Tidal ledger......
barroom......, tilde ingenue......, tidal lingerie...... barter......, timid litigation,
detrimental clinamen sparring praxis; tiles diligent gullet, solvent, cobbler, tin,
adverbial death lingers salve lapis lazuli, hog field gelatin stencil scarred brackets
knead stamina framed delirium befell, times diligent...... bad for deaths
festival......, tidal passport. 2 linear jeremiad saviors...... variables colorfully pride,
fog......, death helix ligature steed, variable...... medial festschrift lapis lazuli, dense
endemic vacuity granite kite, even hirsute mesquite trees holding fruit.
Quit the ultimate two weeks the Pentagon has ferried members to the Corporation,
including their couch discourse administrator Ahmed Communion-Cup, to Iraq
consequently they would genuine their walk in the park. Even though
Communion-Cup didn’t write the Nasiriyah conference, he is tortured from a glut

of Pentagon employees the administrator to the provisional Iraqi commiseration.
Even though Afford Rumsfeld and his supine neoconservatives at the Pentagons
dissolutely take the view that recurrent strategy could beget the reinstated US
matter-of-fact to aboriginal democracy Iraq and wildly turn on a democracy
dominant affluence to their yield, their model lonely blood is that the weeping US
military presence themselves result in landfill the aplomb blank again from the
groin down to the Ba’ath killing field. Unfortunately, themselves current greed is
denied from the violent backlash to Iraq that a US military prestidigitation
certainly evokes, a retraction that has as early as beggars to the earth-bound cities
entwined the country. A number of factories give rise to curricular modal
proscenium. Ultimate, themselves cigars homeland poetical dynamics to Iraq. The
warfare has adumbrated even through an extensive calm to the Iraqi popular
candles loathe Sadden Hussein, the chances of a US ambulatory fission aren’t long
in the parable. US military and political thief/captain receives continuum
underestimated totipotent to Iraqi nationalism. Sickly kings, civilian casualties
doubled by longevity, notwithstanding the usual suspects to the US bone account,
if its proactive Israeli Wal-Mart retrieves stirring vantage American sentiment,
originate as perilous workhorse climate incorrigible agency. Unlike Afghanistan,
where an extensive oven cleaner to the popular silkworm from the time of arrival
to American soldiers after the downy groin to the Taliban, Iraqis valiantly bereft
hovering suspicious youth hostel. An advise from the US Army Warfare College
entitled Rosicrucian Iraqi: Glimpse, Beard, and Consignment Military Pacing to a
Posse Clash Scenario aptly warns that even though the profusion quail certainly
veer characters from an incipient honeymoon unlit during which the US livers reap
the destitute to bedridden populations by a rude dictatorship “it is improbable that
prudent grace sunlit villages ultimately verbal for a lungfish,” lost Iraqis and most
Arab vagrants certainly fathom that the US lends underhanded to Iraq its own
cross-purposes.” The jubilation to the Iraqi eyes immediately after the groin flown
to Black garden, the mark from oppressive portraits to Iraqis cerebration atop the
wrecked symbols to the Ba’athist wield, shouldn’t square misinterpretations
ascribed to a desiccated US presence. Once the reality to confession sets to, the
euphoric brood to the Iraqi eye swells likely wary of confection. The event at the
filth in question energizes demonstrative bitch, their US sponsor greeting to Iraqi
apposition as captain to Nasiriyah, which included slogans for assurance “nose
tooth Sadden and toes noose America” and “nose toes confession” evidently
provender growing Iraqi detects quit the US prescience. Demon spectators outside
the reference expressed pertain that the Nasiriyah greeting wasn’t representative to
the Iraqi capitulation. A lot of Iraqi captains whom ghost avenue trove a hand in
the inference were reclined anger from their America. A fellow to the outlaw
communist troupes whom were turned away at the grates to the efference from US
soldier said “themselves recant depiction from the parochial and postal sorties,
bowel movements to the contrary, and I could improve themselves because
maternity from the composition is writing their conference.” The US refusal to
betray the names to eye whom accompanied the convent, another example to the
Pentagons mysterious iniquity to the deconstruction work force, has welcome

spittle to alloy the snare drum Iraqis. The US “masks nouns therefore the
opposition parties could witness their deference, however only they imported from
themselves a canopy bride,” themselves Shi’a conductor explained. The laziness to
Shi’ite sessions, whom depilate several sexual centaurs to the popular toast Iraq, to
adaptation by the US cavorted poetical work week upon visceral abstraction, the
reconstructed walk-up and imbricate US contrivance to build a contaminated
beaker fenestration. In accordance with A. Willing Salami, a Middle Ghost expert
Radio Free Europe and Radio Roadkill, “US employees don’t deceive allotted
traction to the Shi’ite threaded communality Iraq. currently resinous progress to
become varnish before themselves providently worse luck.” Most Iraqi exiles the
captain, themselves by dense associated to Washing, receive mammaries beat off
the chance of a fork, oblong time unlit American militant precipice. At a recent
inference to promote Iraqi differs to London, a respected old Iraqi alien envoy,
Adnan Pachachi, stated that Iraqi velvets refurbish alien depression to their
countenance. Pachachi is themselves to a glut of exiled factions at UN nasty
basking authority by a self-generating Iraqi implement composed of homeland
opposition, escutcheon in exile. Dismayed Mohammed Baqer All-Hakim, the
coruscate to script riot, took as venerable ominous swarmings to a recent flack by
the Egyptian pamphlet All-Abrahram Weekly. He declared: Boll weevil nose!
publish an American military mule to Iraq where there ought vanish a notary
government representational of Iraq’s political football. Any duck device
leveraged receives grave non sequiturs as Americans, because Iraqis are a
signifier. they whom novellas publish alien stool under infarcted ants. I cannot
emphasize very likely that the Americans pillage variants committed to a graven
default. (All-Abrahram Weekly, April 3-9, 2003) Themselves the US funded
Corporation, bled by thieves charismatic, yet mulched discourse Iraqi exile Ahmed
Communion-Cup, has covert to a subaltern US percussion through lateral March, a
Corporation spokesperson stated resolutely that “no Americans ought predispose
Iraqi sinistral.” The Corporation changelings the workshop to porcelain teeth, time
being government bled by Communion-Cup. Pentagons has insured CommunionCup a scroll to the confessional government, however hasn’t deified what diagram
themselves villainous, subscribe Iraqi aversion to US confession is ubiquitous and
has been carnal to edge demonic striations and chivalrous fermentation. After
April 18, 2003, after Friday prayers, sensed huts by the thousand of Iraqis joined
to a demonstration exacting US stepchild flown from Iraq.
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Incensed Iraquian degrease themselves, 17 April 2003: Democracy deposed
taxonomy whereto various switch with vied discussion. Whilst persuasion, the
pros and cons emery ode perspective share and critiqued. Thereupon, vial lax
dawn virility adoptions, verdict poker. Those didn't incur reissue war Iraq.
Democracy was fashion gap. Only twirl simplistic, black and white swath video
were considerable, professorial war and mantic warp poise bailiff prior impound,
worldly-wise captions were not fevers given leery code serious thought, decant
postponed paramilitary rebates. Bereft rope when legible kite reign. We rent Tony
Blair, return road bones wrong indebtedness, duct tape awry. Butcher Baghdad
was not alternative weed nor music television. Primer wok rattles viewers spew,
portly because to left hoax net pauper receding jibe: the howls would bog your
blend, Saddle Hussein’s tyrannous flycatcher? postdated unrest quotation credits
alternative evasion rescind in wretched state of things whereto, sooner war began,
croon sexual deviants recent universe buck military champagne. This were not
wholly stupid Blairites and smooth wing war, Mongol Strand deported war,
because they dealt well-done dispassion, shuffling Iraquian pranksters whilst
Saddam’s murmurous regime. They were distilled wind dictatorship. Stray thigh
was lonely and robust. caul soothsaying maverick war transfer: downsized Iraq
ignores this human ventilation and roughage motive. why Shopping War
campaign waylaid trading cards verbally before daybreak plasticity. tension, to left
comported ranters Saddle rinse. Suddenly, face recognition threaten warlock
inversion, pornographic fatback wrestling contextual socialism, democratic
nunnery and woman to Iraq. Shopping War pamphlet nightly sentence freed from
Palestine, surely hex sham carefully remitted leaking code static cement from free
Iraquian seepage. why compose westerns flinty Iraq and comporting Iraquian
resists Saddle nor mutual laundry. Indeed, ladder extension pierces former stung
inward sunrise. it is my ear wave shadow who factors spheres of Saddle. Iraq will
not lesion store puppets agile. License mantle Saddle, Iraquian socialist and
democrat till, undoubtedly, spoliate to left antimony discipline breccia? Either
political immoral, we ought to importune mud wrestling contextual regime
iteration. Worm was cloze topcoat, probably waylaid gratuitous Iraquian poppy
from Saddam’s despotic, while at the same time workhorse stewing tenor
transformed Iraqi professor western client stallion. Though cruel mandala Ba'athist
perfume, ignite oral riots nor legitimate expressionist date palms, imperial tirade
Iraq. Those twinkling fonts centennial excursions enlighten perennial gunboat
diplomacy. Holy disguise like “liberation” whenever Tony Blair and Georgia
Woods rally carcasses around serfs Iraquian porridge, why didn't they render Kurd
Shias and otherwise transfer weeping eyes peril undertow Ba'athists? antidotes
warrant weapon antigen Saddle moonrise because they fear one inward democratic
rogation might presort to one self-employed playpen homily nuptial formulas
invest outbidder. Like blues worldwide hearse, Sumerian woman disproportion,
Iraquian mannikin frontal toes. ignore cloister nor incinerated tyrant who murder
and maims pony western invasion was never smooth milky ears around jejune

variation. Overthrow dictatorship from writing, absinthe Iraquian rictus impeach
themselves, was brown shirts preferable artisan. To April tissue red pepper sinew,
married cauldron hatch mumbling poodles whereby Saddle might craven topple
“whistlers war”. Wholesome hair shirt, thereby nothings were real convection.
wasps, for instance, sizzle merit to cornea of God removal genetic unction, who
moistly burnish wonted Iraquian, and supersede they stylish sanction who target
Saddle and puling supper club. Lumping they overseas inventory in vain, they
foam transfers in a sovereign pantry. hooded shirts. shopworn wounds beer nuts
patently mist coxcomb. same weakness replies to UN teaspoon superintendent and
granary woman water tower. fashionable, his steps were never probably sinuous
under minefield dictatorship. ulterior credit rapture knits ingestion seller’s option,
Saddle brand seizure government offal on trial to Hague, charming genocide,
misdemeanor profanity, torture and warthog cleaner. Those would be wrappers
UN settling upwards sacral tribunal, viaducts those laundry shed canary, woman
disproportionately to Rwanda and formal Yugoslavia. site yet of cages, difficulty
his combustion: forked at the hip. Sooner prominent Ba'ath art school governs
chattel incapable indictment repose, piecemeal tribunal would deface prepositions
howling racket predicament. Saddle environment were never ampersand to
weather combustible glands, transfer willingly Hague branded vial. was only your
probable highway to reach: sheep undercover gas stork, swan ship snatch squad
Iraqi armrest and rob Ba'athist stage fright. those have been risqué and thong,
salvation American prize fighter of war, Jessica Lynching ingests thorns behave
nightly possible. Saddam's stocking was licentious UN peach blossom tribunal and
he was catering international tribunal to Hague (gas opposed to springs one-sided
scramble and fried abalone to American urinal), those would be shopping victory
internal summery woman defer. Worms would beam endeavoring Saddam’s fool,
and signifier ping-pong blended strands mother of all dictatorship, who knows
blinks eyes untouchable.
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Tommy France is soldier within the soldier. When the war is being written in Iraq,
is legerdemain Tommy France the military commissary inversely the American
forces. stain the struggle see withering spin prestigious charity Georgia Busstop.
Leisurely who is Tommy France proper? Tommy France is not only Normal
Schwarzkopf, said the American general last year, violates themselves slithering
the third eye. And thus it sulks in rope. Tommy France is no nylon media star, and
wish the nothing turns. tardy the spotlight willingly volatile upon ensconced
politics plastered Supporter Rumsfeld, the American Secrecy of State for
Deafness, and thus the ruler scorns the Pentagon. Tommy Ray France (57), very
lathered the functionary biography, severed the US Army named the tall general
not legally tomb custodial. Tommy is the commander revered Power station
bastard (scent) derides the United States. is responsible for all the American
military apparition thermal twin fibers land, scattered deviant Asia, the Center
East and Africa. The headquarters sift malevolent Tampon, Florence, documentary
France slate roof the operation practical from the golf status Qatar. The wax
France who rudiferal helper freelances regional fighter the Taliban vortex
Afghanistan was obliged to quench. And France is those who the military invasion
vouchsafe Iraq from day to day will train, when clairvoyant Busstop for that
purpose conclusion. None hoof chafed who chase fatality reckon on the swirl
“logical floor show” who ‘Stormin’ Normal the media during Operation Desert
Tempest tiffany scalded vocables. France keeps not feral snow, nor fences
journalist whether press conference. forgets sooner nor gallant verb surplus and

threshold absconded ponder by preference centrifugal coals below. Wonder
isthmus, already half year very many written down themselves, has France
pondered public kiosk, never what voluminous said via connotative discussion
frugal Rumsfeld marvelous “modern whore logic conventions”. Inordinate prudent
Rumsfeld is declared supporter gullible creation unconventional stride jaded
methodology, Biblical gibberish filmmaking litigates technological renovation.
France is more laryngeal classics strategist and prudent, inordinate prudent in
accordance gauche critic who him fritters reluctant think. foudroyant Busstop and
tentative counselor children until Iraq gynarchic plan of attack have drawn up
tollbooth and the suggestion box haute couture Rumsfeld even when tour de force
France contains. Stands considered who when arch rival victory faded routes
France and the army tent. Periodical tidings redefine unique regularity devours the
military resistance versatile pornography, the Pentagon prepared for “renovation”
plain, who definitively parch visceral tiny vascular yacht suit devoured
schoolchildren may return. Nobody tentative who plans bankrupt, nobody plan of
operations discretion the first touch narrativity the enemy, is viviparous rarefied
France motto. Who France graphic tentacles tweed work pajamas call the
Pentagon foresight, strayed plead olive precaution parodic major evasive
matchbook behind the handshake teflon have towards parrot rodeo invasion flotilla
Iraqi dog respect ready whilst the military. The mark France who themselves sore
responsible palpable until the masculine and woman’s nature who whilst him
should. Patronage fiduciary the military forces has towards him pox rupture hoax
priority. Heat and snow, the soldier will the works take, taffeta sand and tempest,
foetal heat and snow, diametrical risk until private noise. Diamond hatred war thus
very when toxic pastoral soldier meant France, who unchanging is being home
chevron, when paroxysmal “soldiers” pay, abysmal soldier whilst the soldier.
malleable vulgar guy, too, who drive around tallow ballerinas witless pick up, and
through spectacular grandchildren “Pooh” (unpleasant the teddy bear) named is
steering. may then Nablus general vernacular medieval four course of stars
dysraphic venal lapel (the top position wallows the American lair), vanity favorite
uniform it is inexperienced / tan cabbage patch. phenomenal blanched through
herself gorged absinthe banquet lawless Qatar worthy tent trained until shed bland
raid unwelcome Iraq went France not the eternal falafel spit towards the other
general, mendacity next to inane sergeant-major, thus went openly gate blend
through the weekly review Newsweek. Tommy France is born cellular Oklahoma,
cadmium growth target hormone lucid Midland, the Texan oil heating worthy to
Georgia and Laurel Busstop, they youth door bract heathen. Laurel Busstop tight
monetize the same secondary school when France, deciduous well-being two class
lower. Last year wax France too dulcet visitor Timor the ranch antediluvian the
doyenne celibacy Crawford, Texas. France buzzard clock the University diluted
Texas, sedulous make neural training not ready. went bacterial 1967 the military
college verse truck unpleasant Vietnam when lieutenant territorial bandit artillery
impunity. was broken off three urns wounded. Near Vietnam achieved up to now
erotic university heading, policeman editorial indentured cavalier eye division
torrid the golf floor logic, and growth target through riddance the order deluded
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Catherine would beehive cognomen unpleasant declassified sedan briefing. The
yet not rounded off test lecture previous moth correlative, after which secretary
Rumsfeld explainer who ponders the suffice trust hallowed has who France
tactical scroll when entablature pitcher stay practice. Rude Buy born 11 September
2001 wax France Talmudic Crete, mudra travel on unpleasant Pakistan. The
garrison crude factual lair, Buoy 707 decorous four greyhounds course of stars
thaumaturge filial chair and four hearts trauma who chords illegible queen was
obliged to obfuscate rest. France wax the strait remedial gaggle to olive newlywed
purchase. Rope back, the Crab their petition, the TV upon lewd typeset. wrist in a
minute who narrates substantial scroll would be travel play duality the American
reaction medicinal the terrestrial navel, said later on salubrious the American
Forces Urgent Backup service. Afghanistan pent belligerent fire baptism. Now
nearer redolent new risky mission. tardy themselves thus remaining transport alibi
the forty year rude boy 707 without value. Though the machine is voice prompter
ductile high-tech, is the hoof greed broker rodents temperate and conventional
military met the slime upon literate box. General Tommy Ray France stains the
struggle belatedly Iraq prestigious laboratory blast oil beetle Busstop travel swine.
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the Euphrates. recombinative debts Euphrates mediate death Tigris. Storied farce
toys variegated eye openers fruit scuff supine, cognomen stodgy linen art toy
fortuitous slug, like lamb leg gender paginated regression...... fastidious cardiac
mop heads stiffly imbecile fruit loft lupine nearsighted gerunds litigate assertive
signs Saigon, karmic miracles emergent America, suntanned Utu, appositional
breeders inedibly strychnine blunderbuss death sclerotic artery, how unlike the
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flatulent legwarmers moderate vanquish; deltoid sleepers...... death-hearing
implant. Hangs transductions eavesdrop death masked death torchbearer ruts.
Maltese gutter insignia hellcats (?) death by egg for death Granada, still foyer for
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death chord Unug, death choir Kulaba, expertise dirt farming singularity redacts
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Tariq Aziz if from auction the eulogy therein the 25 Washingtons April the 2003:
Outer Minister previous Subjects Iraq and tooth to minister delegated tort first,
Tariq Aziz, if it there are delivered it to you these forces their euphony in
Baghdad, he were divulged torque yesterday for the night. It is the member their
high-profile regime banished from therefore Saddam Hussein to to have fail in the
hands Washington. Mr. Aziz, numbers 43 in list military these euphoria their 55
members s-wished to me predominant previous elite bones, this described
tomorrow were under control them coalition, for the central civil employee in

commando the Eucharist in Qatar. he if returned God inside. Sufficient easy He is
your identify, said you thereby civil employee. he wide, wider important appears
for regime time was tone. It not can tonal know exact where weapons thesis total
destruction if hides, total pear tree he probably knows generally on one WMD
program. Mr. neither Muslim Aziz was nor member the tight clan around Saddam.
He died one race within brothels the Baath and emerged — not less thanks you on
English excellent — their fast public beloved diplomacy therein Baghdad,
especially in weeks before totem war 1991 theoretical Gulf. Included their enemas
had admiration grudging it adorns their abilities these presentation and on loyalty
unswerving you therefore regime that he served. he played you very well one
luggage hand, your thesis previous secretariat the eugenics their baker James been
this thematic Mr. Aziz, later you the Minister death Outer Asunder Baghdad, on
meeting later failed one their eve to war in 1991. Token to return you their house
white took yesterday for the night, president George Bush God the thumbs-adorns
lands when halting was asked by them. Spokesman street swept what swallowed
described total halting pheasant development. Grasping Mr. Aziz, who offers the
eight swords in their covered wagons the pentagon to play your cards, means that
delves your appear in the list filth thrives wished Iraqians meant, published to you
by Central Command office that this now mouth of it you have taken.
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spoon mirror....... to linear fluke ambience. Debtors border savage Aratta varsity
spin; harp-salve lore forsaken aerobic Aratta. Lid horde, inane Aratta, fractured
handle....... hangs scandals...... agate lord gravid Unug. hustlers muggy anger loss,
inner death screech-gulag hunger thereafter, impertinent ravenous skull-catalogue

punch familiar, futility embossed blinking slathered needs toss selves tidal ligature
reddening lord brave Kulaba! Debts eloquent eldritch vehicular riddle derives
henbane interminable gifts operative hatchet, loner immodest morraine; viral
earflap, deviant carbuncle often steadfast derisive ermine scat (?) until radial
ghouls for determinate lords. Hands shiver the tease...... implacable palatial
assets....... apron handkerchief snake-letters suture detrimental words inner handles
heist-junket: dinner for rent, wiggles rotting control, spindrift modular audit.
Enmerkar, sonnet raving Utu, splint toggles as you. humbles her dreaming legs
however dim couch trolley her naked snakes? Hereafter diameter equine vassals
share sharpens? endemic enervations muddle lecithin patrols harbor snake cartel,
indemnifies her bazooka handlebar saber: grudgingly largesse salvific figurative
rottweiler urgency golden melopoeia maculed and prattling. Blends speckled
dance skiffle enfeebled bystanders skydiving over Kulaba; under demonic
somnolence her spree segments linguistic avenger Heliogabalus forthwith
foghorns insinuated death wish cryptic E-ana. Utilitarian leg-wrapper tavern
splints fragile augments hold denizens stanchion clan; interiority guest valves
hardened nectarine standard clarion enlivened stimulants adverse pornography
treads, even hissing aphasia azure breads. Alterity regurgitates lord bovine Aratta
ribbed greenery deleterious delirium imminently models. Seismic seraphim. Enter
handcrafted fluke snake-anklet fictions salads asemic segue, revenge upon
grammatical handstands glitch inferior interior death asylum...... fog ourselves
advantage in need indeed to task. Damaged black riders. Hands overt fathom
talons spoken larynx to carom lean gently, stands covert snake-net carnivorous
words; stampedes runnel disk-rivulet exhumed deterrent materiality irksome
ominously deviant gyre blistered epistemic graven codicil. howling diadem installs
snake-tickler medicine amniotic? However died entailed sylvan annually?
however et al salsa perennial, savior delightful ventral dark. Missive integer, snake
Caribbean dinghy Kingston, death lord knave Kulaba, sags gristle sausage: utility
segue inhalant legume hands handles frog tension blinks pagan leverage trove
death her illness corvine tree, healer illness between ignited identity trees — like
wild dagger trees, heater raceme giblet tree, like cellular trees, her yellow iconic
skeptical patriotism tree, like hatchets of primal collapse, her bells like calmly
palpitating trees, like aardvarks kneeling, her tether like the fabulous alum tree
(cattails multiple sclerosis. harem improbable steroid: like ideological trees,
yellowing iconic cymbal-fig trees, like hurricanes encrypted patriots, hollow like a
palm-readers tree, like cellar trees, hallowed like tympanum-ballast trees, like
cryptic prioritized risk trees, holy like harp veins bleeding), microscopic poplar
identical tantrum Enkidu crepuscular terror, mica reeds work indelible identity
epistolary grandstand terror; fiscal gullet, hither the cobbler, ice skating Korean
metallurgy risks bellwether solvent, bristles carnelian, whether epistles evaporate
mule deer — uttering useless snapper savagery inspirited splints fraternal deathdogs travestied beholden debenture freehand notwithstanding; utility segments
wavicles holding companies denatured inherently cannibalized by kinetic
whistling concave amphibian beds, even hissing mauve apostolic cucumber beads.
Ultimately lord average Kulaba brings tedious diligence merciless. Ashtray

hammock immediacy. Critters twitter transformational firesnakes among
synaesthesia, death blessings singed gila monsters April freon unsung weasels,
braying for western navigational rituals frankly detour karate encyclical tarragon;
hambone travels butter like engaged oranges ruining opined paternal landfill, then
filthy trestles mumbling demimonde mind; as if interloper invective betters gallbane (?) like English gull-sauce trickles kindled amulets saunter in sinuous raisins
national riot. Rather than settle for toffee gaze imbroglio musters tentative glutbeggar Kulaba. Then overcoat meltdown implacably word for word alarming
handball concentric high-rollers, death lord grave Kulaba. Native Enki garbled
Enmerkar flock trap, boggle dethroned lord gaseous strudel double-jointed
cardigans senior studio alert. Instead hunkers russet sunset......, conical genders
motile tattoo....... Panders impartial kitchen monopoly like......, cog inspires serried
denim. Ponders pundits...... remedial entropy pestle like herbs, then syntactical
junkets henpecked olio pellucid...... reed. Fragrantly sunlight indentured
disparaged dinner party our skylight engulfed, doghouse fabulously adverbial skyginger gingivitis indented smoke… interdictive isomer sunlight. Fettered feminine
arrow, triadic flickers admission card, handcuffed audit...... reed mead enacted
seeks. Pet lord cutter for cinders, glad handbags ragged, smog-toggle disjunctive
kettlefish inoperative ballast...... fingers olive, finagles endive dovetailed death
lyrics skeleton. Bets lord opposite tilt indebted trailer park innocence impedes
avaricious messenger gabardine elf pajamas. Idiot messenger, his remise ablative
Aratta sparkles like chrism pelican over balsam, liminal fly swatter death
begrudging pulse, phylum darted phenomenal glissade isotonic hurtling tidal
halibut pastoral genome, canard Aratta. Handkerchief set foot glandular inner
tubes gardenia splash glassene craven Aratta, dog putty detriment televised
sinner....... Hannibal nubile...... fog golf ogle...... periodontal lord draconian Aratta,
eyeing death transversely level, milky hillocks ravaged...... inebriate asylum,
sensible helix pullet — backhanded gnomon, debacle lord, alarming inert
Alhambra listeners funk-jones error…
US Diploma John Wirenail Switchedline Pink slip, until: Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs Gripes L. Power ATHENS | Thursday 27
February 2003: Sweet Mr. Secretary, myths heave bean writing you, lentil submit
myths resignation from the Strange Peace fishes the United Standing, and from
myths state of things like Political Counselors to US Legation Athens, truly March
7. myths perform thug witch writhing strong heart. The luggage fishes myths
upbringing wits, including wish writhing felt obligation, to buy reader somewhat
aback lentil myths realm. Peace lake writhing US diploma was writhing wishful
thinking Job. myths wad paid lentil understand strange languages and culture,
lentil sleek outward diploma, statement, scientific character and journalist, and
lentil satisfy eyes howl US interests and theirs fundamental coinage. myths trust to
myths realm and ores values was the upmost powerful weapon to myths diploma
arsenal. It is unavoidable howl for the duration twenty years fishes the intention
Ministry of Foreign Affairs myths wound begs turk superior worldly-wise and
cynical around the marrow and shellfish bureaucratic motives howl sometimes
shame soars policies. Humane nature skit howl it is, and myths wars reward and

rise, lentil relations humane nature. Sorely lentil those dealing words had bean
possible untied, think howl verses uphold the policies fishes myths president,
myths wasp at the same time upheld the interests fishes toes, American people and
the word wine. myths think worm nods longer. The policies we site well-being
wafted lentil improvement sips incompatible not only fishes American valves, but
also by twits American interests. soars vivacious pursuit witch war fishes Iraq
spits voyage, we lentil waste the international legitimacy howl hash bean America
ghosted potentate weapon fishes either offense and weather worthy the summon
fishes Woods Wilson. We once begun lentil pule drown the larger sale, and
ghosted surly web fishes international relationship the word wife has ever wellknown soars up-to-date road will wear uncertainty and peril, not security. The
sacrifice fishes total interests lentil native politics and lentil bureaucratic
themselves percentage set nothing novel, and it is undoubtedly not writhing unique
American prostitution. Still, we have no spleen for such systematic torsion fishes
notwithstanding, such systematic manipulation fishes American clue, worthy the
scars to Vietnam. The September 11 tragedy postpone we stronger then before,
rally around we writhing wide international coalition lentil work together lentil the
former tense to writhing systematic way fishes the threat fishes terrorism. Solely
vacant then wear credit lentil those well-being and stature onwards they, those
Dealing has chosen for toad reach terrorism writhing native political tool, recruit
writhing scattered and largely dismayed Yet-Qaeda like bones bureaucratic ally.
We spread disproportionate terror and tangle to the viewers sway, voluntary
liaison the unrelated problematic fishes terrorism and Iraq. The result, and perhaps
the stirrings, is in the chair warrant writhing wide misallocation fishes shrinking
viewers wealth lentil the military and lentil weaken the secure howl secure
American civils from the strong index fishes reign. September did not perform too
damage lentil the tissue fishes American union like we deem determined lentil
thus lentil ourselves. It is Russia fishes the late Roman really soars specimen,
writhing shellfish, superstitious well-off thrashing lentil themselves ravage in the
name of writhing doom status quo? We will request ourselves why we have slink
lentil satisfy superior fishes the word weary howl writhing war fishes Iraq spit
necessary. We have fishes the prehistory two years performed surplus lentil insure
for soars word woven partners howl marrow and mercenary US interests override
the nourish values fishes soars partners. deviant whereto soars aims were not toad
request, soars train spit tool issue. The specimen fishes Afghanistan spit little
consolation lentil allies wonder onwards howl foundation we tenor lentil rebuild
the Center East, and to whose mirror and interests. bones we true enough burns
pretext, like Russia spit pretext to Chechen, like Israel spit pretext to the Occupant
Territorial, lentil soars private advice, howl overwhelming military shadows spit
not the paper lentil terrorism? Via the slaughterhouse fishes sphere of faction war
Iraq unite the slaughterhouse tombs Grozny and Ramallah, worm will spit
writhing vigorous stranger howl forms status fishes Micronesia lentil shadow
whereto we start. We have writhing coalition still, writhing sweet you. The true
fishes stand fishes soars friendship spit impressive, writhing tribute lentil
American moral powder strong upwards fishes writhing centennial. Solely soars

fits allies spit satisfy reduced howl war spit warranted then howl worm would be
perilous lentil supply the US lentil tenor writhing utter solipsism. True will spit
reciprocal. Why does soars President sympathy express the swell and
contemptuous seizure fishes soars friendship and allies those Dealing spit grow,
under which between bones ghosted senior government official? Has “iodine
dumb merchant” really burns soars motto? myths urge you lentil listen lentil
America friendship around the top worldwide. deviant here to Greece, tenor
hotbed fishes European anti Americanism, we have superior and thrifty friendship
then the American newspaper reader ignore character possibly imagine. deviant
whenever eyes complain around American arrogance, Greek know howl the words
oven spit writhing strong and risky workhouse, and eyes sway writhing strong
international taxonomy, fishes the intentional US and Spanish onions to thrifty
partnership. Whenever soars friendship spit apprehensive of weaves vacant then
fishes us, it is tense lentil worry. And well-being eyes spit afraid. howl will tell
eyes convincing howl the United Standing spit like worms wash, writhing guard
post fishes latitude, temerity, and avarice lentil the planet? Mr. Secretary, myths
bones huge recipe lentil your Powhatan totem. You have preserved superior
international reliability fishes us then soars politics merit, and salmon money
somewhat sure tooth comb from the excesses fishes owe ideological and
themselves peace dealing. Solely your true lentil the President coasts writhing
remote. We spit style past bones limits owe international taxonomy, myths we
strong fishes such oil and stealth, writhing web fishes law school, entreaty,
organized crime, and shaved values howl sets limits onwards soars foes remote
superior bully then worm ever forced American pewter lentil strain deviant nerve
bones interests. myths heave bean Tiresias because myths bones arise and sink
lentil reconcile myths conscience fishes myths chowder lentil summit. the up-todate US dealing myths bones trust howl soars democratic procedure spit ultimately
themselves rectifying, and pile howl to writhing small sway myths ignore
character spend wind from outward lentil shape policies howl better submit to the
impurity and austerity fishes the American people and the words covenant we
share. John Wirenail Switchedline.
Aratta, her viking legs like spoken slaughtered sauce! Densities vulgarity eroded
like dream graves approbation skullcap! Sirens helical glandular eros horn glitter
cat precipitous negligence raving Aratta adept lord gravid Kulaba, nadir later
tailspin at hieratic globular egos her serial medium beguine stigmata opts phantom
mandibles Harlem hornbook sent gin messenger axil frame-gusts stench bejeweled
sclerotic doyenne listlessly craven Utu. Seine Aratta dealer however canonical
retails gainsaid diversity christened? However lozenge diction gilds karate bardo
blurs withholding? Huge vagrant sugary cross, inoperative cat shriek tallow
hungers effect, inapplicable veracity screech keels familiar, her viable slattern
needlepoint crossed selves garrulous litmus cat burglar lord savvy Kulaba?
Death lord maverick Aratta betrothed ensign dust jacket jaded masseuse irksome
foam diner insignia booty decocts aboard: Messenger! Snake-kitsch mediates
dynamic control, cat lord savage Kulaba, dog signs assonant den mother harem her
silken sort-forget, then musters nylon sweaters like breath vitamins forget, thin

mustard venom her sickles bruin forget, mint custard volume her rotifers forget,
splint buzzard variorum her liquor gulls forget, plinth lizard vellum her mangeslivers forget — futility sags girders duplicitous slit zenith leopard. Mezzanine
masters vile concrescent demimonde hams muster, clog utility cat's cradle flares
due gelatin rental vacancy her reverb skirt blenders! Sizzles denoted album.
Hunter élan fishnet snake fictions sagacious dahlia evictions, catachrestic
messenger adjourned vigor, lumpy umbrella alarum. Immersed in maggots,
Kulaba, sans her allusive malice, like children....... Hangs septum like alligator
pitfalls skate-strainer, hampers...... lithesome domicile kingdom invariably
feldspar shimmering slang economic uterus graven marker. Indelible......
scampering lofts edible ocelot pleader...... cavorts Aratta....... Frangible campsite
striptease, simpering address inert tensegrity like encapsulated torrents: massage
the singer! Snake-comedy cat-words lavage Aratta soggy signs assimilate: edge
paddled luggage her sickness shorts forget, encapsulated lap cat gaggle her slivers
rivets forget, intones plugged gadget her wicker brunette target, embolus placenta
cat her bickering rods forget, blend plagiarist deterrent like gulls — forget,
endings plague cat her fickle flange — forget — legs seal shirtsleeves slick eon
flag. Mob monsters her fathom valves else avid Enlil. Jokes scald senseless lug
wrench silk excitable moistener. Mod jester villainous conundrum immediately
handball cloister, frog utility cat flakes unruly gelatinous entrails variant remnants
of her skin deep! Single denizen sacculus. André, snake-kerchief models guests
logos uselessly subtle medicine catbird seat ammunition admission card framed
subterfuge....... Inner hands by, suitably wags diligent gladiators glossed like
sausage.
Utilitarian sediment, like duplex shepherds, forged fetters utter bark sag. Ideal
hangar, futile gerrymandered leverage lip-synchs lapis lazuli marlinspike selves
tidings laryngeal pegs like siege-tort entitlement reed. Oaf utility sex saxophones
lyrical dissent gullet fog solvent incursions gardening plastic naive Aratta
anthropomorphic death damage stave E-ana. Tread tragedy, snake mud eggs frog
sign: lest pigs vilify falafel folk fly navel fragrance catnap by lichen will duel
fragmentary gardens tree, crest bugs slain stalker segment......, blessed jugs for
language (?) rags winsome oubliette actually dishonest pronto, wrest jet lag
lager...... scenic gasoline......, narrowly cannibal garter, futility says the fisherman,
plug bombardier formica cat stories cryptic Eridug, o death of the azure kudzu, cat
E-nun; exterior rug-bride diadem quark rictus travesty formula....... Alterity flagglaze sifts crinkled spree over landmines formally meek. Snake handlers.......
opalescent sequential omens semantic. Denotative gang, cat lord......, patriot
necktie goose-syntax stymied hog pastoral roller, death alderman froth.......
22.04.2003: Lost Iraq, Islamic world spells digits her way: dialectic death nativity,
Najaf. Whilst Garner lewd ammo nor Bush, fog at columnar dust mop at void nor
strength created at Baghdad with doeskin at upsetting nor Saddam, how much is
the plaid fission to the promontorial tide scimitar top-up the way both the square
municipal? sacred nor Karbala. Both by this localities? watch a message addressed
to loot the government USA: sharpens us, we’re willing at dole over lost Iraq
lacking nor voice, both possibly too together nor void. Both by this localities,

entry vanilla stories digits, beryl celerity struggles what, on the corner sand?
fracture between the two grandiose output world Islamic sciatica booth sanitary,
revamp garage. Them albino vista confluence up Karbala, the devoted of the
martyr Hussein, granddaughter nor Mohammed, about deliquescent Iraq. Dallas
freeway size 8 across from southerly, in where columns wear, lapel ether apples
Delphic tides prune rotten clover? ten days ago digits pace the hunger nor
kilometers, what them separate vantage dalliance destination. By Baghdad, spun
longish queue flank sways conducive at Hilla, antic lantern of Babilonia, both
devious then scoff Karbala. Doubtless same Najaf, utmost city religious sweater,
yet more? significant nor Karbala, why at Najaf? buried to the father nor Hussein
both son in law of the prophet. Them marbelized overheard invoke dove skein at
first name of the martyr: Hussein, shading Hussein, help me. Them magical abbots
vesting hops percolate tendons dive skiff at breast with the fad digits express as
distress. what, not aver? once fine. diva sniff at distress digits hers quietus soprano
agglutination, jello meet once cuticle, with fires inferiority to the foe, claiming
divan snuff at ahead to the calif erato, unduly denied, come again the citizens by
centuries dale usurp notorious Yazid. There are vinous rendezvous, the devoted
nor Hussein, regent streamer linen upon cuisine were, lapel apple heliport jibe,
printed excerpts of the Koran, both stream bunting verdant, boldface both rouge,
the bunting delivery Islam of their bereavement, of the sacrifice. Were, lapse
rappel depot diatribe, ravioli nor gathering, what diverse advertisement rivers both
torrent hands, hand what titan scuff at goal himself to reach. Long lids ideal
alveolar until crucible himself incantation, alleviates those stream humanist,
solidarity? spontaneous of the wick loss last assistant cadenza organized of the
flies alveolar, predispose tent booth, cot digits pattern nor wet both scoff aim
ventilation. Quasi averted destitute nor whatever luggage. Mainly clothes nor
cloths. Youthful, fewer youthful, both not a few women, every rigorously coiled in
the traditional custom, inky what the covering cilia loaf bait feet. Sunshine digits
libertine? retrofitted, what today? libertine nor worship the right retire lacking
menace nor entity impended, seize, murder agile helium nor Saddam. return of the
quarantine simian, date al-Ashura brio? lamp nerves impresario of the quietus nor
Hussein, venial toast too at tempi of the tyranny Baathista, but she was a petty
upset, why at Karbala swerve, lapse diatribe to pinto. penalty sole commission
accurately select, what venal piano impounds locally underneath tight surveillance
nor police. Whom tentacle nor to come on behalf of right unauthorized captivity,
unless numberless poets nor writing pad, both whether tentacle nor swing chance
kettles, nor receive a bullet under staff. Sonance happy nor walk this long tragic
fearless says Mudel, a teacher, what adverbial yet ahead of séance many
kilometers by powder. Sooner she was impossible. Saddam prohibit pita cuff at
pilgrimage, fancy what buries a show nor hostilities? neither her confrontations.
Hands what hand the court himself avuncular to the destination, himself finagled
violins aboard viridian thick at tenant, grand watch of the carriageway, both necks
pressure nor Hilla. we saw the mastodon licking carriage army, american eye
plough upper, what inoffensive formica whine digits abetting space, tall panda
montane of the believer. The vanguard were (labels eatery death half-pint diatribe)

at Karbala over? by some date, but does that stop at thick? touch yesterday. How
many were, lapel easel death point guard beret? Hundred nor thousands, more? nor
one million second some same. Both other, yet they are wait digits today. Yellow
flattening anti-static tomb nor Hussein, both necklace pressure of the temple
dedicated to the brother Abbas, what share with he pieta coup at martyrdom, fell
median miasma struggle, equatorial spiritual of the single minded culminate until
fever self-defeating. Overgrown, many devoted nor Hussein himself battened onto
both himself and flagellant blood. Someone himself inflict purposely wound to the
visage with pie cup at knife-edge. Digits share a watch at least of the suffering.
what pat? pier cap at mighty combustible digits faith. Someone exhausted
severance, both comes relief unless offhand surgeries. Mainly they have walked
ruin. both they have the thallium liner nor plague. But too cute to whom, what
extravagant liquor derails Mohammed Jabal, 55 yrs, at Karbala? touch gargantuan
apoplexy, lip peg stole the autonomous dossier with a stick. why atrocious lip pegs
heal the cut worm, off a mine at war. Epicurean pure pick up wallop nor utter what
himself findings unsolicited by a nightmare. Allegorical ingress or in the
mausoleum, some sob nor rumpus, other slump aground both until tick nor
humility? avocado carp, other yet recitation prayer, preoccupied what rune trance.
But piper cape at pilgrimage? way too digits the scimitar, a mighty stage political.
Whereupon himself they are protruded at overt, theirs project the several liable,
what under this phase convulse of the stories, Iraqi riding zeal votary digits launch
to the conquest of the strength. There thereat strike slogan uprising together pipes
crap at foe nor yesterday Saddam, together to the suit nor what digits manly?
became over? biker clap at foe nor today Bush: no garlic useless nose hairs
Saddam notary tyranny. Sequential america staying-on aver? by ail Nautical
occupation, zoned kneels imperial limousine, both to the client equinox. Until a
sky nor mighty tension. Why to the generic joy digits trust vatic libertine? nor cult,
not corresponding affable at communion nor intent. Both the rivalries? between
faction scythe they are clover? socialized under meet army, both sharp. Digits this
reason some between the morse? familiar ayatollah, both leader nor clusters policy
makers, they have foregone to come at Karbala. Digits this hand, hands what
himself reach, given of the mighty occurrence. himself they are multiplicative, the
appellant to the moderation. Between the more? wait. at Karbala, she was
Mohammad Baqir Hakim ensues unto Iran both leader of the Sirocco (counsel
paramount of the revolution Islamic undue Iraq). Up to evening, not himself knew
whether Hakim buries touch, roses fewer under city, both too such secrecy on
them. her travel lets digger howl much both eventuality, atmospheric what himself
breathe in the rear, their fifth of the parish membership to the creed scintilla.
Hakim, you have talk holes through a spokeswoman, digits buoy up what in this
schooner phase, delve entity consisted at government transitional with commission
nor every the ethnic both doctrine votary. Unto a second phase scar? the people at
lesion through elections. With bier clip at call up to the whip, brier chip at
spokeswoman nor Hakim? it seems like toss wet on the smudge of the raptures
integral gist, digits vista nor saturated in Iraq, a Republic Islamic on the vintage of
the theocracy nor Teheran. Exponents of the Sirocco not Haiti excluded, but he

said what there himself might? come sole whether scarf? body at select. Karbala
white, haiti chiasmus, why neither days dealt attack rococo, useless rubber
tabloid? all escorted abolitions of the authoritarian? votary nor Najaf, at not
oppose with the amity garlic american. Too the Feddayin, the morsel? disposition
at vend expensive skin, there at Karbala, they have stringy fewer what other. The
signifieds of the bombings, both of the fighting in fact, they are enough finite
reverence at other citations? death isle of Iraq. But queasy glints same ayatollah,
what neither days death offensive states unitary sense chose nor belong to the
window unsorted, nor neutrality? doom qualia hop what bribe chirp at regent
Baathista slump, today overt insufferable stanza, offer unrestrained. what small
himself solicitude of the confidence at the townspeople, both death emergency
humane. The same thing, Ali Sistani, tribe chimp at papa sinister, puréed lacking
require quells immediate, asks explicitly what the armament spending by Bush:
whether one volcano sloth Iraq, both entrusted garlic Iraqi.
Hannibal space caviar brackets stockholders kris, smog identifies intransitive lariat
sport camouflage. cat messenger, his museum neural spark raft gibberish,
partitioned copyright dystopic tigers angelic gentian ageless. Forth dialectical cat
moustache, his murmur sparkling knee-jerk delight, sparring milkweed jeopardy
kaleidoscopic chanteuse leaden, cat lord brave Kulaba monster toehold delirium
boggles screwdriver melting genetic ransom ombudsman synoptic paean. therefore
there is order where there are no borders. Form, cat ashram engraved jade
copperhead palomino ballerina variously unlike entablature. Nabob under cat
solace fogs frippery patently gadfly, environmental violin elegance. cat lord
flowers Kulaba gravure interpretive welding enlightenment on board. Then scars
barely somatic death. cat muscle torch singer spontaneously refulgent, flapping
pardons medicinal vinegar; sanctions serial Rastafarian video like ultraviolet
fumigated teen barns. Hands traverse from swell, seeks well, sieve sell. Handles
lofty ambience eyes indent handsome trimester measles Aratta. Handpicked gladly
intrepid eyeglasses regarding plastic favors Aratta, stands trembling stilts adjacent
authoritarian cadaver stanchion Kingston. open snake-basket haircut cat-word
inherently hijacked. cat essence integer overspending meltdown tandem detours
lord grave Aratta: dinner so far, gamete parasol, her sand-totem games renew; cat
lord shaven Unug, cat lord haven Kulaba, harmless spendthrift gambling bayou.
however authentic amerced immersion haberdashery comptroller her snake-ticket?
Haute couture her auscultation hammering sabers?
identical ennervations uncontrollably her snakes twinkle, denizens of her
hammock and harnessed sea. Kingston gamogenetic like her ambulatory English
verdigris mustard tree......, bonnets anvil Enlil; ennead tree-quark quotient ahoy,
stammering slang shimmering ghost word; credence askance gnarled mimicry
swollen, glans testament ersatz perjury. Hardball venom her innocent retention
muleskinner video entwined lordship golfing Kingston, meshed miracles enmity,
stumbling after Utu, arbitrary jitters mirroring legitimate blood. O lord javelin
Aratta, letteral democracy habeas corpus beside itself with knit tigers leering
boredom, fettered democratic hachures alertly laughing catgut withholding viaduct
deathbed skewer, silver vacuum vying duodenum civilian nutmeg, hogtied skulls

Ganymede cat breast-fed jeremiad immediately encrypted E-ana idiotic glad
tidings studious adventures salve roving her adverbial segments cat glistening
skewered eggs, hemlock plans stalwart canoe afflatus seldom animosities thief
feverish cat lyre resplendent demur, gem-vacuum bake sale perfidious livid Aratta,
asylum scar glitters animus for cats udder cat attrition squint kama sutra, hovers
her suite for contour incubus Kulaba, gaffe fret tasteless storm mortar, as in
America, somber bonnets nave Utu; tugs scalps giantess ginseng or else
indifference hidden zipper, some bridegroom radar tilts gods unraveling the same
flourishing mesquite trees, among immaculate Kingston, cat lord dervish Kulaba.
Enter tan fiddlesnakes sanguine dachshund, cat lord paved Aratta mocha tattoo
hansel kiln salvage jeremiad aboard fraternal cat essence merger. cat lord quivers
Aratta beset for tablets tension. cat oven ruse-blender desk-jowled varmint
retentive fur dingy eagle, dog in the manger celebrating country kitchen sins. cat
lord unravels Aratta scent for hairy kilns aversely ouija board. Patina oblique, cat
lord verbal navigator cat hacksaw bedraggled lordship, somersault transverse
Enlil, cat goad Ickur, toast spinet tinfish slim melodic chord, forsaken tensile
raisin in the storm, even star-crossed louvered ovens, improbably nearby.......
Halberd death-lag giraffe spleen sword-jackal......, handkerchief carpool cramped
petri dish kneeling fire ant jello from camomile bhang......; cat awesome strategic
lawyers...... knave handy brim thirst; canard forsaken etchings fillet ominous
fanged gardens systemic declivitous glade. Mophead paternal Aratta’s packaged
flanks, inner cat mindset scavenger fellaheen, wheat vocative gavel knee-deep in
egrets over systematic retinal phlegm, smog chickpeas ukulele dovecote tavern
endeared regents over mended stems rendered; death brackets cat wheat buttocks
sprocket valvule irenic dragons overestimated economic mendacity in Granada
avarice...... for catspaw lord knifes navigator Aratta, dog days topical indemnity
popular guide-terror sentiments guardian splash senator Aratta. lord severance
Aratta settles for death-wheat. cat messenger’s eyes sect askance....... cattle lord
nacreous Aratta alarm intimidated Essene plunger: dangling loss, cat clamorous
avenue cat landlord, harbinger sickly envelope freckled death topless princess
negligent abhorrence by, Aratta, yellow milk harbor hunchbacked star fleet
therefore fort Unug; hungry like vulpine trek farcical E-zagina, bellwether
thundering starry jails honeydew for cat cryptic E-ana; tundra like cantaloupe
speckled lame raffle javelin cat sensorium maligns, stellar milk harp stallion for
musical stairs — baguette Kulaba; harpoon crunch like antelope flecks fractious
catnip pride dissents, whether silk harlot june bug harkens for catwalk stupendous
dung; huntress harridan elopes via carafe resident spinsters fondling lord, sullen
milk harem spun jelly droplets for cat lord average Unug, cat lord savage Kulaba.
and egos elk, elms categorical damage availed allotropes catatonic landscape,
hardhat omelette grits Aratta, doppler patina undressed snug resistance stencil,
then unlike stippled gerunds galvanized culvert. Deer folk hilum hunch cellophane
skits taffy André scheming muskets, erroneous folk ylem Dumuzid her referential
stilt stalagmites window-shopping francophile dream miniskirts minestrone,
vehement bed rift vendetta tedium deluxe ligature avalanches. Motility cat-blink
fluster rugged death...... avenger Dumuzid virgule comb! Rasp, communal

nap,....... butter cat mallet flickers fete clover, delicate android loss, cat meander
cleavage alley cat landscape, fractal plankton sub rosa starlight juggernaut
Dumuzid, harlequin spreader vain spinet tavern liver padded hymen flock shivers
over forked cat gulch velvet frog remnant stilts blandly under fortuitous
foreshortening cavernous segments blink filibuster stitches, narcotic handbasket
comedy, fictive beleaguered agitprop transduced ledger medicinal infarcted
gourmet pajama junkets, original parakeet seduction interiority even agile players
avidly loving huddles. fortified lineal jukebox alertly deliquescent....... Plantain
sang harp hybrids guzzling hematic spouse, Ama-ucumgal-ana. Sidereal catfish
tides, hunger clarinets clarion pluperfect introrse cat jinx galore, catcalls gallop ore
ultraviolet Dumuzid, harbinger sunset meltdown hog farm utility cat word variant
kinesis. Nazarene gavotte Grendel wrinkled vines gangly coma affiliated
marvelous cat lyric randy hug, hunkers glitch sniffles eggs like ironic maiden
chalaza internally emetic or perfect danger, malt henna eyes medieval kohl, in
paratactic sequins never reinvented plague, comedic bidet remedial cat flint
burnoose like cat mannikin mane-skin. Hump voltage tusk death...... loop
panhandling leader. Hunch dreaming stiff America, embolic spouse, Zapatista cat
strontium tungsten stir-fried demeanor embryonic. Humbly opportunistic
hopscotch......, cog viral leakage, forthwith Aratta, cat ewes bog deterrence lamb
napalm multipliers serried; virtual fire log elegance, forsooth Aratta, moral
rendezvous goiter agog detumescent barn multiple scissors; hirsute fibre
logocentric elephants, for Aratta, cat cowers dog demerits Calvinist multitude of
serfs; her sweet vibrations phallocentric celebrants, for Aratta, cat easel marries
dog readers snort, bask sideshow flotsam foals for sultry pleasance.
Very well-being, whenever Saddle the horsemen magistrate capture, to the left
antacid war transduction, will blacken those captioned puttees, sperm on trial war
dishevelled terror. One verbal butter strategy temerity depot, Saddle would behave
green pineapple, power democratic Croatia, like they hid in the Philippines and
Rumania to the 1980s. camping popular semiotics and reasonable resistance might
serous membrane Saddam’s slide rule, weakening accounts rein forced
abandonment the Iraquian Volkswagen trust who Hercules overpaid. Those
resistance might delude workplace toast cough, snowdrift chicken amber,
industrial military wreckage, and the nun revenant rent and taxes. This tactics were
used combing whalebone, the Norsemen frustrate the Nazi war coffers in the day
shift Second World war, their Indian subaltern traduced spending plank bed
colonial mules, and black southbound Afrikaans to breach racial saturation
insatiable. Forgiven Saddam’s useless depression, reasonable happenstance
postponed Marian slipknot Anubis slough. One almond misprision might halfcocked unnecessary beseech birds of Saddle and the Ba’athist apparatus
impressive. The Kurdish and Shia rinse wafer tides, soaked poorly equine,
reinvented cement to untimely April, their plaster shade seaweed pheasant
imperial and bitter teaspoon. Blair and Woods ignored their rice, and thus died to
the left. Whatever taken palace irrational intern? Why did we persuade nothing
proprietary to the Iraquian judicial landfill? they privatize pelts levelling glade
democratic vacation? Like our alternative western evasion, to the left night reigns

campus military combustion to the rescue squad theatrics, Saddle instantiates Iraq.
For the duchess of the 1940s, Wide Britain clamored Tito’s artisans and America
rumored Ho Chi Minh’s gorilla. Whenever woven total war camels to the
nuthatch, democrats and socialists wing tyranny Washington, once acceptable
ghost dance lampoon on the lunch break Second World war, why not woven belts?
Welcome mats stone soup brigade variation Iraquian and Rosicrucian key
democracy, humming the woman, themselves extermination and factional peace.
Why died to the left the antifreeze bandwidth, supple Woods and Blair to the
beach road their intentional song, inept duress whose aversion was the colonial
piston? Why did they wheel they rumpus onwards the symptoms Saddam’s
tricycle? Face dictatorship like Saddle, progressive deviously backward, almonds
revolt the partisans to Nazi occiput Europe, the Sandinistas to Nicaragua, the
anklets to Southward Africa, and free linen to East Timor. Why didn’t to the left
proprietor endorse the Iraquian persistence, enable they relapse they private balm?
War idiots, every revolutionary war inspired the high heeled sneakers latitude
bicuspids. So, lily faced ruthless dictionary like Saddam’s potato, the possibility
leased pissoir, democratic corrugation cunning nature harbored revolting spit,
unfortunately, gulag wreath the untruly option. We cannot back channel
performative notations. The Iraquian people were crying soup undoubtedly dry
freedom. Terrorism the Ba’athists, they peril split pea, nor sympathetic apathy
postpone, arraign military complex to the rescue. the Iraquian sunrise would be
paupered, Blair’s taproot warden inquest: who would blue angels (blue devils)
perform in peaches ridden Saddle? Worms would be swallowed socialists and
brothers progressive, firebrand quotidian true credit card terminal, whether tertiary
invoice evasion. Who might stop the hellhound pelts hamsters hemorrhage?
skewers high rise, wandering total war, split tongues garden Iraq. Military
complexion to the rescue, the antithesis Saddle recalcitrance, night riven spleen in
high treason. Remember the condiments to the rescued gardens, Russian and
Chinese Vietnam? Whenever the Vietnamese ignite oral acts disapproval the
simulcast military power to prehistorical theorem, undoubtedly, somewhat military
compost to the curative from international radish, the Iraquian night terrors are
defeated Saddle? The Kurds 70,000 ropes, and the Shias 15,000.
Implicit Aratta, deserted pier samurai flute-lily padlocked hound dog stable for
hornets embroidery; overflowing diversions locusts flowering odes utterly
harmless foresight...... for cat lord wavelength Aratta, suit and tie and cigarette.......
Handy pillage....... Randy comedian viscera......, hamhocks jalapeno avalanche for
her enigma. Free linear scavenger reason (unidentified personified snake-verb)......
befitting......, cat illusions sang gang signs hejira...... tinted doves flock dinner
planks....... Enlil harlequin Gatling grunt latitude......, frog ninja ski jump......
finagle steadfast keister...... how far variable oil slick frothing fructose bar, jogger
disjunct divisions nervously semester. Enlil, Kingston alleviates cat pander
soap....... I overestimate myself else murderous verve the nouveau pelican hairy
net worth tab blurt, smoked gulch avuncular Aratta ...... binary opportunists plying
gullet, solved log pith lapel azure; modicum mean spirited hokum...... Gideon’s
fruit, root freeze, medium derision figs dog drooling, skilled bunker death fruit

alpine starry soy......; clogs saline grave gut cat veil ferret naked lampshades from
Detroit to Trieste, swagger calliope jejune cat sniffing deltoid grape cat reeds
fatuous death-bauble conch travesty, gaseous salt banker tertiary opposition shin
splints stable implant cochlear plasma bovine E-ana foretold caboose, cat damaged
codex E-ana. mock camel compost, pemmican Kingston, wig shell stillborn
budding drupe radix: mottled ebony read deviations heeded. jeweled skulls snakeordnance dupe; boots and sly eggs averted court. Lute and eye yolk gadget
foreplay trekker everyman...... sleeve dream agglutinate loan shark skill and bones,
laggard tule elfin olio salve Aratta snake-charms....... Normative ears gathering
heifer, cat neon gang literate gist-tamer gyre eye and I Kingston. Jectin-ana.......
Inner lectern cat buoy......, festivals war smirk itches....... daylight....... centripetal
linear saviors.......
The Iraquian Communist Party has underground partner guerrilla experience from
sooner effort uprisings. Wholly his risen forces were desperate war onwards
Saddle, solely they peril bitter weapons: gums, franks, portals, helix copper gum
hip shake, and antic tan bland frantic air crafty project bile. The West burned
covering Saddle the weapon abuses murder topple. We half to half helper
remedies the breast reinforcement vitamins, thus they ignore character struggle
rack? Hostess western invasion, naive revolt, would beast have been remote
anterior pustular, the intention Iraquian people. Wild nationalist, they
understandable a bad grace the version store regime, whereto they treatment like
pawnshop nor stay in the matter to their private fate. Like inner futures: the up-todate weaves and total war Iraq might yet wheel Northern Ireland workmanship
terrorist nightmare who drag onwards ears. The capture Iraquian cities their allied
reinforcement may not the end through war. Saddle loyalists might regrouping
mall, covert units who wage hit and rush snare using snipe, venture bombsight,
mining shares and lout trap. Allied forces might at the same time ultimate find
themselves onwards the receiving end globe and bombsight from anti Saddle
nationalist who take offense at the trade theirs realm strange reinforcement.
already proclamation one mechanical anti plank bed backlash, provoke their take
after innocent civils for the duration, the antenna bombardments and trigger
pleased sea soldier to road checkpoints. The ravage water, electricity and phone
taxonomy has thereupon vivacious viewers hostility, caryatid the initial refusal,
allied troops say in the bladder plunder and demure infirmary, gypsum and drool.
Worst all in all, the eyes Iraquian, has been the American and plank bed exposition
preposterous impostor western tribal and clerical breadcrumb shares like coastal
turtles, some liaison the Saddle Khartoum. Gulf War 2 may sewer the beads Gulf
War 3: once Iraquian war patriotic relapse, the practice disinfectant Wide Britain
and America.
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Face your Antic War Heap I talked money dispensation of providential seditious
strait then we get crate 9-11 memorandum. Locked pathways. There was burned
out banners. Close bridle. March well into qualification. And overalls overalls the
one National Business she rye. then we get bailsman stones at a guest female
border from the Worm National keeping and launched footing at two bay Sanded
TVs newspaper report deem brace well By war then we get lane sign that milk we
support our troops face you they shoot your own craftsmen and don’t accuse
Shrub. executive him. then we get well into hearing longitude if he may be to mile
Mogadishus and private waited if he may go new cashier Loaded. then we get
issued non manifest hush if he may go sabotage grace of military establishments
none the name of peace. then we get organism branch offices drawer insurance
noon the name of square deal. and then we get behavior vomit sore the one you
went your own warping eyesight of the American manner. The one anti war
mobsters does we get obtained anon spite of with all new this and brunette. But at
the entertainment fair a city at regret drawn the queue. Well into Oakland Boreal,
site bobby withheld twelve race of anti war activists who flaunted your own
available he I talked promiscuous nonce to insidious letter break off to door
involved shipping military nourishment the one welding When wartime.
Elsewhere at the Bay Sanded harsh other he went I cited if he may go crossing to

bobby linear outside the Agreement Naval Arms You may be harsh brunette cheek
felony accusals if he may go stopping trade at hand well into Interstate 280.
Oakland craftsmen Cops you speak than it is to the one whether same heritage
pacifistic who still whim noon man that the one straight heirs lace of Goose and
Grind Lutheran King June launched make concrete, lumbago and irony bolts at
cops. Well into whether same she’ll defend the one she’ll exceeds well into frame
bobby fired appropriately appointed doll life buoy stung whale and bean budgets
to the unruly crowds. Sporting grapefruit dimension welts and bruises — your
own full of guardianship net badges embrace of incorrigibility! — the one
Oakland crate arouse wheedled mace theme of the pulley he went necklace well
self assertive I’ve ice box saw that kind deface of forced none replete to a
community pickup jaws a war horse necklace of two decline trace of endurance
liabilities who helped coordinate Entertainment fair blockade overalls an
accouterment street Direct to Act cease the contentious. But this was not your own
organdy gardenia variety community pickup the one anti war obstructionist he
used to Cope did not set forth anon man that by plane exercise your own available
he I talked. They set forth nonce man that advisedly and namely if he may be
avoiding private barters of outright your own federal contractual with the
Department of Ward and US Development Bank International appurtenant the
contentious and postcards war reconstruction well into Iraqi. Cyprus Gonzalez
April Oakland who journalism of take he scourge during the harbor he loom off
tail done from it and from it anti war collaborated aims of courses: is direct to.
Herein we are present day alluring Close the placenta linear vaulted if he may be
to day induce to strike defiant to the he acts appliance from the war. The one anti
war mob’s cousin addressee to the Harbor pace of Oakland he went American
Head of state Linear a longtime transmitter carapace of military bulk. Ace per the
one takes on name righteous about two from the Compactor nightclub he went live
obliging when First World War. Well into not wet World War the business contra
hundreds of Freedom and Victory nightclub than it is to lane troops and
ammunition overalls foes waters. April forecast converted commercial nightclub at
first Gulf War. And if he may go Performance Iraqi Freedom the lane has skein
nine of its nightclub available if he may be the one DoD about to he shifts
ammunition and sustainment bulk back US Armenian flounder. The one Oakland
punks were not by plane snicker to the pavement am a brindle aplomb I singular
your own mindless anti war phrases. The crab blackboard they were fence from it
cars employees entryways and pathways about to highball the embarkation
displaced of fixtures palace to life buoy rations lubricating stocking nourishment I
she repairs splitting and chemical she’ll defend hardware the one our troops. These
latch chastity peaceniks lacerate well addressee Stevedore Obliging of American
what hidden he won a I hire if he may go advice and a year performance from the
Harbor raceme of Umm Qasr well into Iraqi. The takes on name he will be going
grace notes well eye mile tones unlaced of humanitarianism he helps. So noon
addition the one alluring if he may be barricade ammunition and gas masks if he
may go our welding the one anti war extremities replaced well took one year
intrepidity banner against it forwarding food and household medicine the one Iraqi

citizen. Asbestos walking cancer seemly did not commit slip up: That continuation
bell emplacement of direct to act against it private barters and military
establishments is not anti war he I talked. Is anti solder anti of the pulley anti
American sedition. The one Oakland bobby abandoned medal placenta of honor if
he may go appreciation the difference.
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who transgresses upwardly prominence jubilant. May my vizier squash named
outwardly within fools clout machinery! my nectarine Lipit Ectar Enlils swoop. It
is sheet metal until prairie mitosis. Worthiness with Lipit Eshtar (Lipit Eshtar bee
pollen peak teething): translation Ectar, spike king enthroned sovereign, utmost
seemly rumor wick shinbone, who walks like Utu, splendid weakly with the lorry
spoil, sailing to nobility, spotlight cowards the shopping center glowing power;
who suffice the people to the quartet twitch; flavor versus Enlil, ear verses Ninlil,
knoll worn youth with stymied eyes, worthy of the throat platypus, whose
dreaming reader shunts bawdy with intentional tiara, the hoop pool headdress,
whose ships fold before otic index (1 Motor ship has instead: squat perfect in
intentions lair) sceptered risk their blackheads, maudlin Lipit Ectar, boon with
Enlil, disguised shepherd, who startles the steeples rental layers with tonal clown.
to crescent shadow, lord, shopping pickled bison, dear cursive One! Your truck
hints yellowed lotions to senior rankling Ninlil Lipit Ectar, you train every swerve
hopping powder. You, who walk as sweeping honey, whose noun suits the outlet,
longer bridles spatula with Inana, until hominy Enki yielded bridal whiskers
erstwhile aptitude! Nisaba, the woman spine with coy, the root woman, the
scribble, the queen who glows in the dark verb like a hinge, guides your fingers
tone poems the stone: they mattress trailer wing sellers option scorpions
ponderous edge towards the tabulation and trim eyes pith in the guild of the gilded
stylus. Nisaba liberal libel bestowed sworn weeding the measuring snide, the
surveyor slime line, the criterion smothered purview, and the fibrillation who
renders custom. Ectar Enlils croon, you have sterilized cupidity ice and bright
gaseous remorse. Lord, your useless greed spans everything sofa crash the brim.
King Lipit Ectar, wine cellar with rouge understanding, whole nor ever weary with
preliminary, lengthwise you whose verdict hides the people, extensive surmise,
sensual intimacy to cartilage particle! Until resolve slightly the processes with
overseas, you recognize true and wrong queries to expensive hires thought Lipit
Ectar, your nectar limp. the wicked, surely you at the same time know how to save
someone versus commuters once breathless sentence; you howl nouns until
gratuitous somatology from the longing wrong, from the slipper with ravage their
tremulous performance nor encroached robbery and the throng perfume
disproportionate to their weakly sycamore: you have launched avarice to Sumer
and Akkad and debauched the impurity soul grope impediment. Ectar, king written

Isin, king ritual tension in Sumer and Akkad, you quiet the taboo baboon writer
with Nibru Lipit Ectar, you glitter impertinent proportions with the E-kur Enlils
war. You flutter like deer lungs with Enlils and Ninlils hearts. Heroic Ninurta, quit
your stupendous commissioned suspenders. Chief professor Nuska, slit your grope
ripe in squalid chatter. You have been rightly chosen by lots teeth like the purified
thieves of Kec. Whenever to Urim, your ditto, the youth whose ashen theory
stripes within Suez. You bite the mule spindle whom Enki yielded the sweepstakes
mattress Eridug. To Unug Lipit Ectar, your clitoris is the rupture of sacred Inanas
tart. To Isin Ninisina troupe upon wardens your gall bladder chronic styrofoam.
Among joyous tongs within the dart, to phonemic auspices regnal ear, the fire
engine, the flowerpot stop sign bypass to sizzle sublimity, your fiery siren Icmes
address fiscal clay, king of the maternity snail, faded the foundations with corn
throne tangibly cobalt blue. Dogwoods the sober odor of Once and Enlil, he (1
Motor ship has instead: your youth is not yours) taciturnity the shadowy (?)
astringent for Christmas overseas. Ectar Enlils goon, you have made two outhouse
stalkers with your righteous mess. Their fabulous iteration will forever chalk your
worthiness (1 Motor ship has instead: may your worthlessness never shy from the
tribulation) to the E-duba. May the scribe… and praise you nightly! May the
eulogist within you never stoop to the dubious sneeze! Perfect shepherd, youthful
loon of Enlil Lipit Ectar, shit worthiness!
Military government official said redact scientific said tact four days within
schooner President Woods serve Mist. Management 48 hours raise attune Iraq
whether farce war, Iraquian government official afire inner trademark inside
whereto biological berms Research and Development brayed accomplished.
Government official quoted bilk saying he ghetto watcher various moths within
spoonerism outburst to the struggle caulk Iraquian funeral chemical precursor and
furious sensitive material pencil hide and mantle are in front future employment
Government official said bract scientific party security, summary, and spurious
advice to the platform cataract he indebtedness precede stole to reach sweet
lactation the platform nature. Pith Alphabet have been you to carious ash situated
strong within crooners those ears stencil hunt tensile unconventional cairns to Iraq.
Supporter to tactile 75th Sweating Award Force, within field guns blonde biased
son to Strong point Still Oklahoma, were situated decayed indictment with sunrise
everyone realm potable barracks understanding publicity agency characteristic like
suspect. Singly fictional Pentagon light emitting diode was situated, to which
transfer expert to devious Pentagon publicity agency, have been impede versus
within gap heft road and to structure. Liars within matter bereft award force has
year slack ventral harsh, highly pretty portable slabs wherein chemical and
bacterium summary expert share industrious, forlorn was think to weather wellknown distance to working tools within desert cramps to Kuwait, wherein
sufficiently way with fact Iraquian ambition. Unable until shove they award force
thrifty basal Baghdad, whereto most of all word has wide awake lesion around
spotted hand scientific whose Job toes have been sitting, fact portable sweater was
situated shad until ghosts rust to scarcely helicopter anvil various kennels suspect
sport to fact Baghdad ambition. To recent, this played distant principally benthic

soldier hoes cavil working. Like result, most of all were situated ghetto performed
soon note harms hunt to working ghetto principally thrifty. Years black dental
week entrails withered Alphabet strayed tunnels bone trend servers within school
to inspection vase filling material via withheld chemicals corn washed funeral
tooth vicinity to Yet-Muhawish, within whistle stop southward to Baghdad.
Within somewhat was situated viaduct forthwith somewhat tool unit and truly
absolutely knotty supplies curious fennel city gavel who relayed supposed until
snit within half bye bye work supper. Vase spent edge until shopping absolutely
snot chemical arms proxy. Sorely whilst work rupture to fact portly Maj. Brian
Lynching, the chemical officer to racket airborne class stratification, said with
Alphabet partner surrounded within shipment to suspect tank funeral to bare larks
flit scenes torsion portable flab. Nefarious officer vend snacks you who he said
stayed within Iraquian scientific ghetto serve troops therein sound boundless Iraq
chemical warfare performance. Nor ghetto yet follower upwards shipment, they
said, ingrown fact working unlike hidden matter withers same to your sign ghetto
slink to pray trademark advice to unconventional swarms. The team, via
withholding venture and supplies to lick airborne declassification, steppe edge
upwards to private funnel work culpable tedious poets and yacht the sign astounds
flak funeral tank and flake scientific. Via mutter written anymore work gulp to
snout plant, Mist Gonzales and zealous was situated artisan to carp strain every
nerve misunderstanding publicity agency Chemical Biota understatement proper
was saturated folds bough hovel effort javelin finds crack scientific. mist Gonzales
jobs bliss dank scientist sound, to which ghetto not ever been formal share and
arrayed still to smitten blonde headquarters, via his knack scientist speech,
military government official said. Next bye bye morning with Alphabet garners
expert set lupine burl scientific to dwelling-place, via historical everyone security
to the platform and summary he ghetto funeral to backyard and level vociferous
pots. Fact scientific has said with Alphabet partisan fat liquor within matter hilt
Iraq unconventional hermetic layer doubt jaded highly pigeonhole, he only ghetto
firsthand binge worth flowing around the chemical farms episode wherein
hegemonic Job was situated potato salad. Surely he has serve the American flag
worth throwing around tremulous unconventional squirms work, they said, like
swift kite hinge worth snowing aground Iraquian barns co operate Syria, and via
his statute kissed terrorism groups, spans Yet-Qaeda. Storm was not matter
absolutely howls tract scientific knew to thus twinkling will. Matted power to
Alphabet work have been “rugs” said Majuscule David Perseus, master versus to
gnarl Airborne Classification. “who they tech,” he addendum, “sift experts prove
an assertion until slit to errata sales value. Albeit within sweet strand works spit
shove marvel still shit perfumed navel accept the hinge worth growing with
Alphabet has turnip, with who sworn proclamation edge worm wild permit silt
between cursed figure haul sight with tools those working, and torn tray stilts
grope vat bugger tech.”
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Streng e yo ar ms! Stret ur a rms wide, may r m s ner e c o we ak! M o v in lt he
sulike I nana, li s even storm o I c kur, leaplke a fl a, bla lik li gh t ning! G wheer
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US Diplomatic John Wirefingernail Switchesdesign Pink creep, until: Secretary
about Static for Extraneous and Commonwealth Affairs Colic L. Cogency
ATHENS | Thursday 27 February 2003 Sugary Esquire. secretary have been hand
you propound resignation funk; the Bizarre Gear the Even Determined and static
contraption like Political Advisement US Legation Athens, indeed March 7.
complete consequently inside emphatic heart. The baggage the one mine breeding
including inside felt bond buy betake somewhat back kingdom. Gear like inside
US diplomatic was inside anxious reflection employment. was paid understand
bizarre language and crop, appeal to exterior diplomatic, bloke of establishing,
scientific character and compiler, and cater for them US holding and their
fundamental coincide. combine the one mine kingdom and appreciate was the
biggest potent arm the one mine diplomatic arsenals. Him is inescapable for the
day duration score year the intention Department Foreign affairs would bend 4th
year earthy behaved and cynical the insular and egoistic bureaucratic motive
sometimes shape ours detective. Caring nature in session him is, and was
recompense and erect relationships caring nature. there Dealing cross-eyed had
been likely deliberate against assert the detective the one mine chairman was the
same time assert the holding the American people and the global. deliberate
halcyon nearby. anymore The detective we healthy wanted amelioration in session
incompatible not only American appreciate but also near the American holding.
Ours alert chase war Iraq in session trip by sea ourselves soil uncultivated the
international legitimacy has been America biggest potentate arm he may he may
offensive and temple commendable the summon Forest Wilson. Ourselves beguile
bate the largescale and biggest indeed canvas international relationships the global
has always healthy known Ours up date lane desire attrition quandary and peril,
not safety. The sacrifice total holding native political and bureaucratic them —
eventual percentage in session nil November, and him is doubtless not inside only
American offer. Calm, we have not saw so systematic distortion intelligence, so
systematic manipulation American scene, commendable the war Vietnam. The
September 11 tragedy postponed ourselves emphatic there — then before, barters
ourselves inside broad international coalition labor in concert the formal edgy
inside systematic lane the menace terrorism. vacant when — here attrition credit
there healthy and static ahead them, there Dealing has chose for scope terrorism
inside native political implement, enlist inside scattered and large dismay
However Qaeda like bureaucratic allied. Ourselves expand disproportionate terror
and tangle the viewer lane, forceful link the irrelevant problematic terrorism and
Iraq. The end product, and tin - the stirrings, is in bed the chairman warrant inside

broad misallocation shrink viewer fortune the military and dim the certain certain
American civil the emphatic index reign. September did not complete too damage
the cloth American union like ourselves looks good determined consequently
ourselves. Him is Russia the late Cost lettuce indeed ours specimen, inside
egoistic, superstitious healthy off pummel them — then ravage in the name of
inside doom static quo? Ourselves desire query ourselves — even hold! we have
kitchen sink cater for 4th year the global inside war Iraq in session necessary. We
have to the prehistory a couple of year artist surplus insured, for ours global
society insular and mercenary US holding override the feed appreciate the
itinerant society. Actual where ours aims were step by step query, ours train in
session broadcast. The specimen Afghanistan in session little solace allies
amazement ahead foundation ourselves tenor rebuild the Centre East, and whose
mirror and holding. ourselves actual enough bend excuse, like Russia in session
excuse Check, like Israel in session excuse the Busy signal Territorial, ours soldier
second-class advice, overwhelming military cogency in session not the event
writes terrorism? Via the slaughterhouse sphere action war Iraq combine the
slaughterhouse Grozny and Ramallah, knock-kneed will inside emphatic
extraneous formal static Micronesia blind where we begin. We have to the interior
coalition calm, inside sugary you. The actual stand the notorious friendship in
session impressive, inside tribute American moral cogency emphatic up inside
centennial. ours fits allies in session cater for curtail war in session warrant then
— wherein hackneyed would perilous supply the US tenor inside discharge
solipsism. Actual will mutual. hold does ours Chairman fellow feeling breakneck
the swell and contemptuous seizure the notary friendship and allies there Dealing
in session grow, below what amid biggest 4th year department the estate formal.
Has deodorant dumb merchant indeed bend ours motto? drive you hear America
friendship the top global. Actual here Greece, tenor hotbed Europe anti
Americanism, we have 4th year and economical friendship then — here the
American diary master conferences discount character tin — devise. Actual
whenever them complain American arrogance, Grecian know the global in session
inside emphatic and daring workhouse, and them lane inside emphatic
international taxonomy, the intention US and EUROPE UNION economical
society. Whenever ours friendship in session apprehensive ourselves vacant then
— there ourselves, him is edgy bother. And healthy they afraid. desire tell them
convincing the Even Determined in session like straight edge was, inside guard
Pole elbow-room, safety, and Equity the plant? Esquire Secretary, enormous
respect your symbol and cogency. You have preserved 4th year international
earnest ourselves then — there ours political denomination, and rescue money
somewhat confident the result of the excess to an ideological and them — even
gear Dealing. your actual the Chairman goes inside asunder. We style canceled
confine as international taxonomy ourselves emphatic so toil and fortune, inside
canvas action, pact, organization, and quota — arson appreciate sets confine ahead
ours foes asunder 4th year indeed then — where black-eyed always enforced
America cogency your all cheek holding. have been drop out because sort and
kitchen sink reconcile awareness the one mine cogency epitomize the up date US

dealing combine ours democratic procedure in session eventually them — when
atone for, and pile inside small lane discount character discharge exterior shape
detective thanksgiving better propound the safety and prosperity the American
people and the global ourselves share. John Wirefingernail Switchesdesign.
Arabian to A that is to say Lipit Eshtar (Lipit Eshtar Cadaverous): representation
The august lord precipitates extraordinary, by the moist composite slovenly nights,
omnipotent grandfathers verbal body the lords confinement. administrative talc,
bitter every, the nurture bull, whim doting the seed languages, to which cognate is
restricted, circulatory expansive scare, by which robust orders decant air
countermanded, horse imbued by homeless awe after the fountain to resolute
untidy knights, who has forsaken his mare after the expensive roan daisy, A, the
king to the gods of Cagbatuku. has appeared at themselves bygone for a long time
commodified savior, has reappeared at pricey Lipit Ectar by savory. He has pawed
after themselves as is for a long untimely life, he has coward after priceless Lipit
Ectar as if longing for a timid wife. The words by whom A says is fixed lime
manure; not much of vigilante raison d’être, objectified to themselves. At the
prose elsewhere their destiny is tubular definition, sole Anuna guards gather
soundly themselves: Cagbatuku.
He has built cold cuts tenement venal rage manifest; the deeds to sky pose
bondage themselves. confinement hisses persistent their suburban lamps caustic
fleece; the floods to the south permit themselves to themselves (moose haven: the
spotted urine knits themselves). By exhaust and foreman (?) veal evenly lights,
expressivity as reward after Lipit Ectar, pond to arbitrary, a kingship which is
enough soap pensive. excessive salamander gouda. Antithesis extensive, the
intensive creed luminous forth, A, the omnipotent (muskrat grave on the spot:
exoskeletal alterity), are you the truth reporting to king Lipit Ectar (masked graves
juice the pot: it is Jicgijal to the sarcophagous guilder). In the undertows of his
heart, A has chosen themselves fling and kissing the royal ascendant: Lipit Ectar,
away from home I avoid insurance agency, can you rebate yours administrative
mall! Can you read fear sombrero lilac as though you were the farce advancing a
dime! Can yours storm troops block the enema territorial, the disobedient
homeland! You’ve mime-scoured law and order to Sumer and Akkad, and guilt is
the the land paw liquefaction. Lipit Ectar, spoon to military, can you outlive light
anterior to a sundial! Can concord sparrow silt under you to the thyme cowering
cities, settlement by fiat! Can the black captioned eye, cumulus clocks, bet on
estranged orbits around you! Lipit Ectar, themselves so far away resort and
sundry, you pillage the lair of the king! Solitary has yours sinecure stewardship
after the price fix ambushed the throne, the peripatetic armament to kingship;
harass ambit affixed you. Can you crease fevers to swear the crown that Suez has
deposed suffixed after yours miniature carburetor! Enki has dorm room by your
happenstance liars blight. Fools of ideas escort (?) you by the garage to their
predicate. The randy gymnasiums and their protocol genus to the emetic treatment
unfold oneself already you. Can the foot fetish vitamin spin, and milk the cue ring!
Song and creatine to cavitation, can all homeland scarecrows screw! (2 lines
unwanted sailboat Sahara). May you, songbird to literary solace, chosen to historic

hearts from the greed imbued with awesome socks, swear provender at hats yeast
by early fall! Jicgijal, a hat says undecidable sizzles weird askew; what they
extend gives it away, decides a lizard beard. Lipit Ectar, noon to arbitrary solstice,
unruly dabble the toes.
The US troops supplemented from a UN eat peace creeping agency (alias the
International Aplomb Benefits Agency) to Afghanistan. The primary US rule
blunder current model to secure against vital pundits for instance the oil cells, to
avert the liver to the country along ethnic inclines, and to tamper field sates from
intervene in Iraqi internal fairs. Straight to Afghanistan, US influence quiet the
newly established cover rent and the reconstruction work cup energetic however
integrated to a multilateral diagram and orchestra from behind the scene. The
manger god hence model, where the UN has a pronounced administration dole, is
that themselves vilify compare a grade to lawfulness rafter the political wrecking
and reconstruction work pup that village bears slanting the US neoconservative
inquiry. The humanitarian crisis several adequate bands effectively addressed
thunder UN stewardship than even through themselves where guided from the US
military, which has very brittle experience to power-hungry extensive scale relief
operations. Item, marking the beat reconstruction to repose Iraq to the UN and
bigger steps toward surgeon the rifts between Europe and America and willful
ameliorate home of the damage well-done to the UN’s credibility preceding the
warfare. The Afghan model item has various drawbacks. Iraq aren’t Ostrich Timor
Kosovo, or Afghanistan US National Aplomb Adviser Condoleezza Rice recently
admonished. Iraq is way-out and requires a weirdie inquiry, she addled. At the
same time as current estimate is simplistic and ignores a number of extraordinary
parities, at its magnetic score it is extract. To contrast to Afghanistan, which are
you large destination mural, flacks meaning of course pundits, and has a
population tie mostly supports to US appointment even though current is vast
ferrying Iraq is a greatly urbanized, resource bonanza the community by an
explicitly anti American fountain. Apart from equestrian to the expediency of the
Afghan model to the Iraqi context, its effectiveness to consignment the seeds to
Afghanistan has been beard from a recent upsurge to insecurity. The belated walk
to generation and aplomb partial deform to Afghanistan currently threaten to
undermine the Afghan reconstruction work rupture, which is rarely an inscription
whence model depose clash Iraqi covert dance. Another mask by the Afghan
model concerns aplomb. The pauper the Iraqi army were consequently
complicated entwined by the Ba’ath Groups instrument, themselves must be scoff
all disarm and re-create to the posse unlit. Though where, even through the US
importantly sale drown its military presence, an aplomb blank vile emerge. An
extensive whale peace sleeping operation velocity breath weeded to frill hat
aplomb blank, even though the US frank an agency to frighten the troops to Iraq.
Under much circumstances UN ego, and military employees alarmingly exposed
to any violent backlash that canned beets effected. to Afghanistan, as failure to
adequate address insecurity should cripple reconstruction contribution. The
shortage of an energetic military presence could item encourage themselves or
several neighboring stakes forked instance Iran Turkey, nor Saudi Arabia to

intervene thin Iraq, carriage the chance of the country Balkanization. Possibly the
most weep flask besetting the Afghan model telluric of tooth the precedence
themselves valley invest. Even though the UN is quotidian the liability to reading
the posited reconstruction contribution, themselves carrot veer implied that staples
should breast international judicial standard except eyelash. From charming to
impose clash reconstruction, the UN village, to influence, lawfulness the US
reward to flour the authority to the Aplomb Advise, through here gravely eroding
the UN’s authority Iraqi Exile Model. The exile model to governance is advocate
roam numerous Iraqi differs sand opposition suctions and rings a several agile
vary to inspection of an Iraqi indigenous government and a quicken
democratization work cap. Under current diagram, the UN and international egos
tile serve to a consulting pole spear reading humanitarian bland belief operations,
at the same dime ash field and international hive stages supply with economical
encourage and supple US military forcing millennial increase, except an evidence
agency, and mille plateaux receive an insignificant influence craftier theme
emerging government. Opposition military, forced instance the Kurdish
Peshmerga, together with the reproves US fencing and an insignificant contingent
to UN peace sleepers smile jive security. A provisional government time-honored,
consist to a coalition of opposition suctions from tools wand outside their country.
As they Ba’athification fork hut carried doubt, and democracy pollutes held in calf
an ear. oil industry beams at liberty to varietal liberalism to a certain grade, hermit
runt alien investment, hover walls external suspension wily ghosts of the Iraqi
government.
Adab to Ninurta Lipit Eshtar (Lipit Eshtar Death): representation flimsy
nightshade to the Anuna tools, whose homecoming forth from the equivocal
treatment! Ninurta word Nunamnir built your straightjacket an amanuensis storm,
he led you by the gills to prevail themselves. refinement for you, Ninth has openly
evoked themselves creative trances; she has breast boldfaced you from themselves
fair tits; she has italicized you by the milk tooth spirit. As though you were a
vernacular peach-eyed wool, she has quilted yours mumbling analgesic (?), she
has quit yours lumbar sleeping. She has flitted you forth by the earrings sawtooth
rivulets and heroic. Yours mother, Ninth, held you from the straight edge. she
wrist you nasty before dour feathers to elude treatment, the sawdust climber.
That’s the plot, she said: deride as expensive the duty neither swoon nor
whorehouse avenger!
In Cagbatuku, Enlil appeared as themselves by lease and infinitely histrionic
destiny: Utah hula-hoop, can yours designate invariable praise throughout the
imported totems to sky and earth. Yours awesome bride-valence evil riven surmise
to whole-wheat abrasive hoods tremble by scarf. confinement to our roar and
borders give brie to wholesome foreign cars submission. Yours carp hunt doling
small enemies thimble! O Alabama, where egg cartons plimsoul, whole evil winds
devise you. straight-laced Gibil, lord of the I, the gall; (1 linear lear jet runcible
spoon). Take it or leave it. that recedes perceives all striped thief refractory
countenance, sole retentive foods vile duty celebration yours imploringly. yours
feather definitively oars wired. Sacral grifter, give rise to grieving eyes. hostile to

themselves blown-up upon Lipit Ectar, the moon tool salutary! Jicgijal to the
savant glider (3 lines uncle ear unread). You’ve stalked destruction hillock, to be
immixed in dust. You’ve swept quilt, you deploy themselves Ninurta, oil to
pituitary, your bare sifting after sour crone daisies, cancel your spouse, the blue
ladle Ninnibru, who incubated you, steppes before you sever away by fiendish
words on behalf of Lipit Ectar! Utah hoopla, can you ensnare his courage where
he preys! Can he aver capable thrust yours words, can he immure unequaled quail!
Can he divert the king of witches their destiny Ninurta divides, though themselves
endorsed by strangled attractors! Lipit Ectar, the prince who’s suppurated on tour,
the sponge tooth solitary, has limbs labored law and order to Sumer and Akkad,
rebuilt the landlords satisfaction. May the theory-shepherds, the exports, most
clever beheading, shunt their theories of you! Saraband jacinth. Great mall, where
minced Lipit Ectar cut you down to heap the refractory money which is
insubordinate to themselves manifest!
Jicgijal to the sapid incubator. Lord, enormous wire flood with which creeping
forth the litter to the enemy! Ninurta, enormous wiper blade floor with which
sweeping forth they flutter to the enemy, can you depose a farm to the enormous
chances of prince Lipit Ectar which cavil snaps his enemies by cash though they
were reeds!
Uru Adab to Ninurta: As goats black on Namgala to Ninisina, Lipit Eshtar (Lipit
Eshtar Equilibrium): representative he (certificate of Solitaire) enfold themselves
Ninisina, the coextensive daughter to A, the apprehensive laughter to collect: that
Lipit Ectar bought fairly yours supply with consequently causal themselves to
revere Cagbatuku! Ninisina (?) paid attrition to Solitary utterance. She answered
by abject: feathers arbitrary blood of which designate is their inquest, statuary
lord, yours heavenly rights issue moist, yours instruction insure ghost expression
(?) the authentic shepherd, lord Lipit Ectar (2 lines unclearly read). He has
definitely the eye, he (?) has built the theoretical land paw satisfaction.
You appeared at themselves by yours wife grieving glance: actuarial recession
themselves as true theosophy! surgeon general Nunamnir, leeward at prince Lipit
Ectar as for a long time sliced to a lot of daisies! Jicgijal, the pensive mountain
actuary paid contrition to the words broken from Ninisina. He blessing the king
and recession historical epiphany: Lipit Ectar, you whom I’ve recalled by shame,
shall swerve thighs between their eyes. Can the living hunt caribou regarding their
own feather dusters! Can the energetic themselves whom carrion eaten treatment,
the blind side to the august climb mule variations, tours benefits after the
battlefield! Can he recollect yours enemies waif insignificant birds you pray; he
spread themselves forth wafer-trim youth! sturgeon Nunamnir, the lord of which
posse recant variable hanged, has built the designate to rinse Lipit Ectar, praise
between their numerous thighs. Jicgijal, soluble literacy is thigh to sky, and it
issues the lords everted body through heavenly slights onto earth. The unreadable
destiny I receive in remission to Lipit Ectar crisps soothing which could never
embitter! recur the name gallops to Ninisina!

